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ABSTRACT

THE GRISSOM SITE (45KT301): A REVIEW AND SYNTHESIS OF
INVESTIGATIONS AND EXPLORATION OF
THE SITE’S RESEARCH POTENTIAL
by
Holly Ann Cecilia Shea
May 2012

The Grissom site (45KT301) is a multi-component archaeological site in northeast
Kittitas Valley excavated by Central Washington State College from 1967-1971. The site
is significant because it is one of few scientifically excavated upland sites in the
Columbia Plateau and likely represents part of Che-lo-han, the intergroup gathering of
Plateau cultures known to occur annually in the Kittitas Valley. Furthermore, the Grissom
site collection is a rehabilitated archaeological collection and, therefore, provides a costeffective way to explore research questions while still gaining new knowledge about the
past. Excavations at the site produced 13,622 catalogued bags of pre-contact and historic
artifacts that were not analyzed or reported at the time. Site records, archival records and
literature were reviewed to provide insight into the immense research potential inherent
in the Grissom collection. This thesis is a summary of investigations at the site and a
synthesis of what is known about the site.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND SITE SIGNIFICANCE

Problem, Purpose and Significance of Study
Until recently, most archaeological excavation done in the Columbia River basin
was along major rivers, due to a large number of hydroelectric dam projects undertaken
in the state (Butler and Heglar 1958; Campbell 1985; Cressman 1960; Daugherty 1952,
1956a, 1956b, 1956c; Drucker 1948a, 1948b; Greengo 1986a, 1986b; Lohse 1985;
Osborne 1950, 1959; Osborne et al. 1957; Shiner 1961). Consequently, the archaeology
of central and eastern Washington’s tributary basins, uplands, and mountainous areas is
less well documented. The Grissom site (45KT301) is an upland archaeological site that
was excavated in the late 1960s and early 1970s by field schools from Central
Washington State College (CWSC, now Central Washington University, CWU). The site
is located in northeastern Kittitas County on Caribou Creek 11 miles from its confluence
with the Yakima River in the ceded land of the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the
Yakama Nation (see Figure 1). The Grissom site’s main attraction, extensive root
grounds in marshy areas and in the hills to the north, was not river-based. The site has the
potential for representing a cultural component not well understood in Washington
archaeology.
Despite extensive excavations, consisting of some fifty-eight 2-x-2-m units
spanning the course of at least 5 field seasons, no report was written, and the site’s
collection has only recently received the attention of narrowly focused, small in scope
1
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Figure 1. Location of the Grissom site (45KT301) in central Washington. Map by Holly Eagleston.

studies, mostly student papers (e.g., Kuntz 2007; McCombs 2003; Muramoto 2007). The
Grissom collection has not been comprehensively analyzed. The site is significant
because it is one of the few excavated sites in the Kittitas Valley, it represents an upland
habitation area, and because it is has such a large sample of a wide range of artifacts. It is
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also important for its location on the border between two language groups, Salish and
Sahaptin, and as a likely portion of Che-lo-han, a large, seasonal Native American
intergroup gathering area documented in various historical and ethnohistorical sources
(Desmond 1952; Ruby and Brown 1995; Schuster 1975; Splawn 1917), possibly
including that of fur trader Alexander Ross (1855).
In this thesis, I summarize the history of excavations at the Grissom site, organize
site records, synthesize research done on the site, and assess the site’s significance using
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) criteria. Methods employed for the purposes
of this thesis include archival research, an online search of previous surveys and recorded
sites in the vicinity of the Grissom site, literature review of archaeological, ethnographic,
historical, and environmental sources, and consultation with people involved in the
Grissom project as well as experts on local history and archaeology. A large part of my
thesis project involved organizing field forms and photos, as well as miscellaneous other
documents in the Grissom records so that they could be more useful for my own and
future research. These research methods combined allowed me to piece together the
history of investigations at the site and provide a solid foundation for future research on
and curation of the Grissom site materials.
Because the site’s artifacts were not fully cataloged until some 30 years after
excavation took place and the site was not reported until the completion of this thesis, the
Grissom site collection can be labeled a rehabilitated archaeological collection (Johnson
2000). Rehabilitated archaeological collections give archaeologists an opportunity to
cost-effectively explore research questions while still gaining new knowledge about the
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past. This thesis is the necessary starting point for future research questions: It is the first
comprehensive report on the history of investigations at the Grissom site, and it will be
made widely available. This and future studies of the Grissom site and its artifacts will be
important contributions to the body of archaeological knowledge that exists in the
western Columbia Plateau, especially for the Kittitas Valley.

National Register of Historic Places Eligibility
An important aspect of this study of the Grissom site is the investigation of the
site’s eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). According to the
published guidelines (National Park Service [NPS] 1990; Parker and King 1990; Little et
al. 2000), a site that has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in
prehistory or history is eligible for nomination under Criterion D. Furthermore,
archeological properties must have integrity, “well-preserved features, artifacts, and intrasite patterning in order to illustrate a specific event or pattern of events in history” (Little
et al. 2000:23). If the Grissom site can be shown to have integrity, it could be nominated
based on these criteria. Integrity was determined by reviewing field notes and other
documentation from the excavation.
The National Register guidelines also list other criteria for nomination to the
Register that may apply to the Grissom site. Under Criterion A, a site may be eligible if it
is “associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of our history” and sites “that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our
past” may be eligible under Criterion B (Little et al. 2000:20). Site significance and
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integrity for listing under these criteria was assessed by summarizing previous
ethnographic, archaeological, and historic research pertaining to the site area and by
investigating field notes and other records pertaining to excavation at the site.
Listing on the National Register would give the Grissom site greater public
visibility and, more importantly, would recognize the site as significant to the history of
the Kittitas Valley. Furthermore, National Register designation assures that the site
becomes a part of the “national memory” and may also influence public perception of the
site as a significant cultural resource deserving protection (Little et al. 2000:10).

Organization of Thesis
First, I establish the environmental and cultural background of the area in chapter
II. Chapter III is an in-depth discussion of Kittitas Valley archaeology. Chapter IV is a
discussion of research methods used in this thesis. Chapter V explains the history of
archaeological investigations at the Grissom site as well as post-excavation curation of
the site’s artifacts. Chapter VI is a synthesis of research already completed pertaining to
the site. Chapter VII presents the ethnohistorical background of the Grissom site, and
includes a discussion of how the site relates to the intergroup gathering known as Che-lohan. In chapter VIII, I share my interpretation of the site and whether I believe it
represents Che-lo-han. Finally, I evaluate the site’s eligibility for listing on the NRHP
and make suggestions for future research.

CHAPTER II
ENVIRONMENTAL AND CULTURAL SETTING

Geography
The study area is located in central Washington, just east of the Cascade
Mountains in the northeastern part of the Kittitas Valley near Caribou Creek (see Figure 1
in chapter I). The Kittitas Valley is a broad, gently sloping basin bordered on the west by
the Cascade Mountains, on the north by the Wenatchee Mountains, and on the south by
Manastash Ridge. The Columbia River flows 14 miles east of the site, and between it and
the eastern end of the Kittitas Valley is a series of ridges comprising the foothills of the
Wenatchee Mountains which are commonly called the Whiskey Dick Mountains. The
valley contains numerous streams, the largest being the Yakima River, which flows east
out of the Cascades, then southeast along the western edge of the valley, cutting an
impressive canyon just south of the valley. The region north of the canyon to the
headwaters of the Yakima River is commonly called the Upper Yakima Valley, while the
region below the canyon is called the Lower Yakima Valley. The Yakima River
eventually meets the Columbia River in the Tri-Cities region of southern Washington.
Water abounds seasonally in the area due to snow-melt from the mountains, but
the valley itself receives very little precipitation, on average nine inches a year, mostly in
the form of snow (Chatters 1998). The lack of precipitation is due to the rain shadow the
valley lies in, created by the high Cascade Mountain Range to the west that blocks rain
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clouds from reaching east. Kittitas, the closest modern town to the Grissom site, is about
1600 feet above sea level.
The Kittitas Valley lies within the arid Artemisia tridentata/Agropyron spicatum
vegetation zone outlined by Daubenmire (1970). While the valley is primarily a shrubsteppe ecosystem today, there is evidence that the dominant vegetation in the valley
consisted of native bunchgrasses before depletion by overgrazing (Sullivan 2000).
Woodland transition forest, xeric montane forest, mesic montane forest, and subalpine
forest ecosystems are all located just north and west of the valley (Chatters 1998; See
Figure 2). The valley itself is arid, containing mostly snow-fed, intermittent streams
flowing into the Yakima River, and is presently characterized by the presence of
sagebrush and bunchgrass (Franklin and Dyrness 1973). Summers are dry and hot while
winters are moderately cool and moist, and strong winds out of the northwest blow down
the valley and through the Columbia trench throughout the year. Summer high
temperatures average about 79°F and high temperatures in the winter average about 41°F,
although occasional high and low extremes are well-known in the valley (Western
Regional Climate Center 2009).

Geology
The Kittitas Valley sits at the western edge of the Columbia Plateau, a large
topographic basin commonly called a plateau because the landscape within the basin
consists largely of hills with flat tops that form many small plateaus (Alt and Hyndman
1984). The Columbia Plateau was created by numerous large lava flows, called the
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Figure 2. Vegetation regions of the Plateau (Chatters 1998:35). Approximate location of the Grissom site is
represented by black triangle.

Columbia River Basalt Group (CRBG), that erupted intermittently between 16 and 6
million years ago from a series of fissures located at the intersection of Idaho,
Washington, and Oregon (Alt and Hyndman 1984). The CRBG covers 174,000 km2 in
western Idaho, eastern Washington, and northern Oregon, representing the most massive
outpouring of lavas in the history of North America (Miller and Powell 1997; Reidel et
al. 1986). Composed of successive individual lava flows averaging 80 feet thick (Miller
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and Powell 1997; Reidel et al. 2002), the CRBG includes four major formations: the
Imnaha, Grande Ronde, Wanapum, and Saddle Mountains Basalt (Alt and Hyndman
1995). As the earth's crust sank beneath the weight of these basalt flows, the broad basin
of eastern Washington was formed (Alt and Hyndman 1995).
The Kittitas Valley also lies within the Yakima Fold Belt, a tectonic region
characterized by anticlinal ridges and their corresponding synclinal valleys (Reidel 1984)
(See Figure 3). The Kittitas is one such synclinal valley, surrounded by uplifted ridges.
The floor of the valley consists of Pliocene gravel deposits as well as younger glaciofluvial sediments (Alt and Hyndman 1984). Interfingered in and overlying CRBG flows
are layers of the Ellensburg Formation, consisting of sedimentary rocks (Carson et al.
1987; Reidel et al. 1993). Portions of the Ellensburg Formation interbeds are cemented
by silica, providing abundant toolstone in the form of cryptocrystalline silicates (CCS)
such as petrified wood and chert where exposed (Miller and Powell 1997). Deposited on
top of the Ellensburg Formation are the Thorp Gravel and more recent alluvial deposits
from the Yakima River and windblown loess (Reidel et al. 1993; see Figure 3).
Additional geologic forces have shaped the topography of the Yakima Fold Belt.
The Olympic-Wallowa Lineament (OWL) is a linear topographic feature, theorized to be
a fault line (Reidel et al. 2002), extending from the Olympic Mountains in northwest
Washington to the Blue Mountains in northeast Oregon. It crosscuts the Columbia Basin
and the Yakima Fold Belt and is responsible for additional warping and deformation at
Manastash Ridge, Umtanum Ridge, Yakima Ridge, and Rattlesnake Mountain (Raisz
1945). The Hog Ranch Naneum Ridge Anticline is a linear topographic feature oriented
north/south which perpendicularly intersects the ridges of the Yakima Fold Belt and the
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Figure 3. Geologic map of central Washington. The ridges of the Yakima Fold Belt and the Hog Ranch
Uplift are shown. Note that Ellensburg Formation intercalated within the CRBG, is not shown because it is
subsurface (Smith 1988:1480). Approximate location of the Grissom site is represented by black triangle.

OWL (Reidel et al. 2002; see Figure 3 above).
There are about 183 different types of soil in Kittitas County. The soils in Kittitas
valley are primarily of the Brickmill-Nanum-Opnish series: very deep, moderately welldrained to poorly drained soils found on alluvial fans and terraces (Gentry 2003). Also
found in the vicinity of the Grissom site are Selah-Terlan-Rollinger soils: well drained
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soils ranging greatly in depth that formed in alluvium and loess on level to steep alluvial
fans, terraces, and hillslopes (Gentry 2003).

Flora and Fauna
Numerous species of flora and fauna are found in the fertile Kittitas Valley, and
even more species are located short distances away in either the mountains to the west
and north or the more arid basin to the east. Before Euro-American settlement, the Native
American groups in the area took advantage of seasonal bounties of fish, roots, berries,
and game (Hunn 1990).
Mammals in the Kittitas Valley and uplands include badger, beaver, lynx,
raccoon, bobcat, cottontail, coyote, elk, deer, marmot, mink, muskrat, porcupine,
jackrabbit, and skunk (Chatters 1998). Numerous reptiles and amphibians are found in
the area, as well as ducks, geese, and other waterfowl and birds (Chatters 1998).
Steelhead trout and Chinook salmon are seasonally found in valley streams (Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife 2012). Edible plants found in the area include bitterroot,
lomatium, wild onion, camas, balsamroot, chokecherry, huckleberry, and serviceberry
(Daubenmire 1970). Willow, black cottonwood, Indian hemp, tule, and cattail, all
important plants to the native people in the region, are found along stream channels and
in marshes (Hunn 1990).
Previous Archaeological Research on the Plateau
Archaeological and ethnographic evidence reveals that Native Americans have
lived on the Columbia Plateau for thousands of years. Professional archaeological studies
on the Columbia Plateau began with Harlan Smith in 1903 (Smith 1910). His survey and
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excavations as part of the American Museum of Natural History’s Jesup North Pacific
Expedition are very important because they provide invaluable, albeit not representative,
detailed information about artifacts and features found in the area before large-scale
Euro-American settlement and represent the earliest published work on Columbia Plateau
archaeology (Smith 1910).
Archaeological work before World War II on the Plateau was sparse (Collier et al.
1942; Cressman 1937; Drews 1938; Krieger 1939; Strong and Schenck 1925; Strong et
al. 1930). By the end of the War and into the decade following it, archaeological work
increased dramatically on the Plateau due to reservoir construction on rivers, namely the
Columbia and the Snake (Butler and Heglar 1958; Cressman 1960; Daugherty 1952,
1956a, 1956b, 1956c; Drucker 1948a, 1948b; Osborne 1950, 1959; Osborne et al. 1957;
Shiner 1961).
Archaeological investigations on the Columbia Plateau continued to be driven by
large hydroelectric development projects through the close of the twentieth century
(Campbell 1985; Greengo 1986, 1986a; Lohse 1985). Some of these projects are relevant
to the Grissom site because of the site’s location just 14 miles west of the Columbia
River. The two closest dams to the Grissom site on the Columbia are the Rock Island
Dam south of the modern day city of Wenatchee and Wanapum Dam south of Vantage.
Archaeological investigations carried out for these hydroelectric projects are relevant to
Grissom site archaeology because the people who lived in areas near the dams (such as
the Moses-Columbia, the Wenatchi and the Wanapum during the historic period) are
known to have frequently visited and camped in the northeastern portion of the Kittitas
Valley where the Grissom site is located (Henderson 1970; Ruby and Brown 1995;
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Shannon 2003). Reports generated from archaeological investigations for Rock Island
Dam include Cleveland and Rice (1974), Galm and Erp (1985), Galm and Masten (1988),
Lothson (1982). Results from investigations for the Wanapum Dam include Greengo
(1986a, 1986b) and Nelson (1969). Currently, the majority of Plateau archaeology
involves cultural resource management, the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act, and grants (Lohse and Sprague 1998).

Pre-Contact History of the Plateau
The earliest known human occupation of the Columbia Plateau is indicated by
Clovis complex artifacts. While most Clovis finds in the region are surface isolates, the
exception is the Richey-Roberts Clovis cache excavated in East Wenatchee, the only
known site in Washington containing intact Clovis artifacts (Mehringer and Foit 1990).
Artifacts from the site have been dated by association with Glacier Peak ash to 11,250 BP
(Mehringer and Foit 1990). Clovis remains are generally rare and poorly understood in
the region, and for the most part have not been incorporated into the dominant regional
chronologies.
The remainder of human history prior to the arrival of Europeans has been
divided into a series of archaeological phases (see Table 1). The most influential
chronological frameworks used in the area are modifications of Nelson's (1969) sequence
for the Sunset Creek site near Vantage on the Columbia River, and the Snake River
cultural sequence outlined by Leonhardy and Rice (1970). Several variations on a cultural
sequence for central and eastern Washington have been proposed, but the one employed
here is by Galm et al. (1981). This sequence follows the Leonhardy and Rice (1970)
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Table 1. Columbia Plateau Culture History (Orvald 2009: Table 2).
Years BP
250-

2,500-250

4,500-2,500

8,000-4,500

10,500-8,000

12,000-10,500

Description of Culture Historical Phases and Periods
Historic period - Introduction of the horse, non-indigenous diseases, and EuroAmerican technology lead to major cultural change. Settlement patterns changed due
to the need to pasture horses and the ability horses provided for long-distance
transportation. Diseases brought about significant population collapse. EuroAmericans settle in the region.
Cayuse/Harder phase - Population concentrated in large, nucleated winter pit-house
villages. People dispersed in spring to gather roots and in the fall and winter to hunt.
Seasonal round became increasingly diverse and well organized over time. Use of
highland areas greatly increased during this period. Trade with coastal and interior
groups also became increasingly common.
Frenchman Springs/Tucannon phase - Appearance of semi-subterranean houses and
more specialized camps for hunting, root collecting, and plant processing (Chatters
1984). Several types of contracting-stemmed and split-stemmed, corner-removed
points dominate (Nelson 1969). Many have argued for that the ethnographically
observed “Plateau Culture” had emerged by the end of the phase.
Cascade/Vantage phase - Characterized by mobile opportunistic foragers primarily
adapted to riverine environments and micro-environments (Chatters 1986; Galm et al.
1981). Increasing reliance on fish. Sites are located along drainage margins and
projectile points are typically leaf-shaped (Cascade) and large side-notched (Nelson
1969).
Windust phase - Characterized by small, mobile bands of foragers/collectors
exploiting a wide range of resources using a seasonal settlement system (Chatters
1986). Sites are generally small and exhibit low artifact densities. Large shouldered
or basal notched lanceolate projectile points are diagnostic (Rice 1972).
Clovis period - Characterized by small, mobile bands of hunter-gatherers who
exploited a wide range of subsistence resources, including bison and elk. Sites are
small, exhibit low artifact densities, and are associated with early landforms,
particularly upland plateaus. Large lanceolate, fluted projectile points (Clovis points)
are diagnostic.

chronology fairly closely, and has four primary phases: Windust, Vantage, Frenchman
Springs, and Cayuse. These four phases will be briefly characterized below to provide a
rough chronological context for the current project area. Reference is made to the age
ranges of projectile point styles found at the Chief Joseph Dam project in northern
Washington (Lohse 1985) because they appear to correspond reasonably with the midColumbia region findings of Nelson (1969) and Galm et al. (1981), and are better
controlled. Furthermore, the projectile point types used by Carter (2002, 2010) in his
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typological key for the Columbia Plateau are emphasized as his key has been used to type
samples of projectile points from the Grissom site and the nearby Yakima Training
Center (See chapter VI for Grissom site results).
The Windust phase dates from about 11,000 to 8,000 BP (Galm et al. 1981). The
principal diagnostic artifact from the phase is the Windust point, typically a short,
shouldered lanceolate form with a straight or contracting stem with a straight or slightly
concave base (Leonhardy and Rice 1970).
Other tools found in artifact assemblages of this phase include burins, utilized
flakes, cobble tools, and few bone artifacts including needles and awls (Leonhardy and
Rice 1970). Archaeological research on the Columbia Plateau of this phase reveals that
people were highly mobile and exploited a wide range of food resources throughout the
year, an economy that necessitated low population densities (Ames et al. 1998).
The Vantage phase dates from about 8,000 to 4,500 BP and corresponds to the
Cascade phase of the Snake River cultural sequence (Galm et al. 1981). The principal
diagnostic artifact of this phase is the Cascade point, a broad, often thick, unstemmed
lanceolate form with a contracting to pointed base. Cascade point blades are often
serrated. Late in the phase, an additional distinctive artifact appears, the large Cold
Springs Side-Notched type (Galm et al. 1981; Lohse 1985) as well as the highly variable
Mahkin Shouldered type (Lohse 1985). Other tools from this phase include large
lanceolate and triangular knives, utilized flakes, scrapers, grinding stones, bone
implements including atlatl spurs, basalt cores prepared using a Levallois-type technique,
and the hallmark edge-ground cobble (DePuydt 1990; Leonhardy and Rice 1970). The
Vantage phase marks the appearance of a more-focused riverine subsistence, with the
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appearance of netsinkers, shellfish, and salmon in sites along the Columbia River (Galm
et al. 1981). It was during the Vantage phase, about 7,620-7,470 BP (Hallett et al. 1997),
that Mount Mazama in southern Oregon erupted and laid down a layer of ash. This layer
has been used by archaeologists in the area for decades as an important stratigraphic
marker.
The Frenchman Springs phase dates from about 4,500 to 2,500 BP (Galm et al.
1981) and is characterized by population increases and greater utilization of upland
environments than previous phases (Chatters 1995). This phase roughly subsumes three
phases described by Nelson (1969): Cold Springs, Frenchman Springs, and Quilomene
Bar. Characteristic projectile point types of this phase include the thin, triangular, squareshouldered, straight to contracting stemmed Rabbit Island Stemmed variety as well as the
corner-notched/expanding stemmed Columbia Corner-Notched variety "A" (Galm et al.
1981; Lohse 1985). Also present is the large, thick and heavy Quilomene Bar BasalNotched point (Lohse 1985). Artifact assemblages during the Frenchman Springs phase
include greater proportions of cryptocrystalline silicate (CCS) material over basalt as
toolstone and greater numbers of groundstone and cobble tools. Pounding stones, hopper
mortars, and pestles are common, indicating increased use of plant resources while
sinkers and mussel shell indicate the continued use of riverine resources (Galm et al.
1981). At about 3,500 BP, the Plateau environment became what it is today, settlements
began to cluster along waterways, and fishing as a subsistence activity gained
importance, until a collector subsistence economy focused on fishing, hunting, and berry
and root gathering became firmly established and continued into historic times (Chatters
1995; Schuster 1998). Hallmarks of the ethnographically observed Plateau cultural
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pattern that become evident during this period include population increases, increased
sedentism, pit house villages, and storage facilities along the Columbia River as well as
more intensive use of upland environments for hunting and gathering (Ames et al. 1998;
Chatters 1995; Galm et al. 1981).
The Cayuse phase dates from about 2,500 to 350 BP and parallels the Harder
phase of the Snake River cultural sequence in most aspects (Galm et al. 1981). Projectile
points of the phase include a wide variety of small basal notched/barbed, stemmed,
corner-notched and side-notched forms (Ames et al. 1998), including a number of named
styles such as Columbia Stemmed, Wallula Rectangular-stemmed, Columbia CornerNotched Type B, and Plateau Side-Notched (Lohse 1985; Nelson 1969). The prevalence
of small points indicates the adoption of the bow and arrow throughout the region by
2,000 BP (Ames et al. 1998). Artifact assemblages from sites dating to this phase include
tools such as end scrapers, knives, net weights, pestles, grinding stones, hopper mortar
bases, and cobble tools. Wood artifacts, such as cordage, mats, and shafts, bone artifacts
such as shafts, beads, and points and shell dating to this period have been recovered as
well (DePuydt 1990). To some researchers (e.g., Ames et al. 1998:114), this period bears
"the unmistakable stamp" of the ethnographic "winter village pattern" described by Ray
(1933) and others.
The period after 350 BP (ca. AD 1,600) is named the "Historic period" by Galm
et al. (1981:97) and is thought to reflect "either indirect or actual contact with EuroAmerican cultures." Nelson (1969) included much of this period in his Cayuse III
subphase, which he originally associated with several new point style introductions (e.g.,
Plateau Side-Notched) as well as a continuation of Columbia Corner-Notched and
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stemmed forms. This period saw the introduction of the horse and rifle, and the onset of
epidemic diseases like smallpox, which had significant impacts on natives of the
Columbia Plateau (Hunn 1990; Schuster 1998). Researchers believe the horse was
introduced to the general area sometime after AD 1730 (Haines 1938; Hunn 1990;
Schuster 1998). After the introduction of the horse, dwellings evolved from semisubterranean structures to surface structures as a response to the increased mobility
horses afforded Plateau groups (Ames et al. 1998). Horses also greatly helped in the
transportation of roots, berries, fish, and game back to base camp (Schuster 1998).

Ethnography and Ethnohistory
The Columbia Plateau was and is home to numerous tribes and bands (see Figure
4), and many ethnographic studies exist on these groups (Anastasio 1972; Beavert 1974;
Beavert-Martin and Walker 1992; Hunn 1990; Hunn and French 1998; Ray 1933, 1936,
1939, 1942; Schuster 1975, 1998; Teit 1928, 1930). The term “tribe” is used loosely to
describe a village group rather than a political unit, as the village was the main political
organization of Native Americans on the Plateau (Ray 1936). Bands in the Kittitas Valley
and adjacent areas in the historic period included the Yakama, Kittitas, Klikitat,
Taitnapam, and Wanapam, all related by resource use, land use, language, culture, and
social interaction, although the Kittitas held the strongest ties to the valley (Schuster
1998).
The Salish-speaking Wenatchi and Moses-Columbia to the north and northeast
were also related to the Kittitas through intermarriage and shared resource areas,
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Figure 4. Map showing the simplified ranges of Plateau groups in the early to mid-19th century (Walker
1998:ix). Approximate location of the Grissom site is represented by black triangle.
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evidenced by lexical resemblances among the groups as well as Salish place-names in the
Kittitas Valley and Sahaptin place-names in the Wenatchee Valley (Kinkade et al. 1998;
Ray 1936; Scheuerman 1982; Spier 1936). In fact, many early observers grouped the
Kittitas with the Wenatchi for these reasons (Gibbs 1855; Teit 1928). Some Wenatchi and
Moses-Columbia families are known to have lived in the Kittitas Valley historically
(Henderson 1970; Ruby and Brown 1995; Shannon 2003).
It was not until 1855 that a true tribal polity was formed under the name “The
Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation,” when the Yakama treaty was
signed and the Yakama reservation was formed (Schuster 1998). It was also around this
time that the Yakama divided into two closely connected principal bands: the Upper
Yakama and the Lower Yakama. The line dividing the tribes ran roughly along Wenas
Creek (Schuster 1998; see Figure 5). While the spelling has historically been Yakima,
The Yakima Tribal Council adopted the spelling Yakama in 1994 (Schuster 1998). The
latter is the spelling used throughout this thesis.
The Yakama are Sahaptin speakers (Figure 6). There are three dialect clusters of
Sahaptin: Northwest Sahaptin, Northeast Sahaptin, and Columbia River Sahaptin.
Together with Nez Perce, the three dialects make up the language family Sahaptian
(Kinkade et al. 1998). Northeast Sahaptin is spoken by the Walla Walla, Lower Snake,
Wanapum, and Palus and evidences strong influence from Nez Perce (Kinkade et al.
1998). Columbia River Sahaptin is a dialect shared by Umatilla, Rock Creek, John Day,
Celilo, Tenino, and Tygh Valley groups (Kinkade et al. 1998). Most people occupying
the Kittitas Valley would have spoken the Kittitas dialect of Northwest Sahaptin, which,
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Figure 5. Map showing the territory of the Kittitas, Wanapum, Yakama, Taitnapam, and Klickitat in the
19th century (Schuster 1998:328). Twentieth century towns, drainages, and reservation boundaries are
shown as well. The Mishalpam are shown in their approximate location before being absorbed into the
Southern Coast Salish. Native settlements discussed in this thesis are 5. náanܺm, 6. n’tsamtsámchin, and 9.
ch’iláxan. See Schuster 1998:328 for all native settlements. Approximate location of the Grissom site is
represented by black triangle.

along with Yakama and Taitnapam dialects, shares some lexical resemblances with
neighboring Salishan languages, suggesting ongoing contact with such groups (Kinkade
et al. 1998).
Pre-contact settlement in the Kittitas Valley area consisted of semi-nomadic
groups making seasonal rounds designed to take full advantage of peaking resources
throughout the year with winter villages clustered along the rivers (Ray 1936). Some
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Figure 6. Native languages and language families of the Plateau (Kinkade et al. 1998:50). Approximate
location of the Grissom site is represented by black triangle.
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large, permanent villages were located along rivers and streams, but they were most
likely continually occupied only throughout the winter months, and were visited briefly
in other seasons by occupants to cache food stores or for festivities (Ray 1936).
Pre-contact dwellings at winter villages consisted of semi-subterranean circular
pit-houses with conical frameworks of poles placed over the pits and covered with tule
mats and earth (Schuster 1998). Shelters throughout the rest of the year consisted of
portable, mat-covered lodges and later teepees, which would be set up at fishing or
gathering sites as needed (Schuster 1998). Pit-houses were replaced with rectangular Aframe pole lodges in the mid 1700s as a response to the increased mobility the newly
introduced horse afforded Plateau tribes (Schuster 1998). Such lodges could be built to
accommodate a variety of family sizes, and large rectangular houses later became
longhouses, important in Yakama and other Plateau cultures to this day as the places
where ceremonies and festivities take place (Schuster 1975). The average pre-contact
Yakama village probably contained 5 to 15 multifamily lodges, built to accommodate
related conjugal families, as well as a few sweat lodges, another important aspect of
Yakama culture and religion (Schuster 1998). Tepees were adapted for use by the
Yakama once local people began hunting bison on the Plains in the nineteenth century
(Schuster 1998).
The ethnographically and historically known seasonal round began in the spring
as the winter snow began to melt. Before leaving their winter villages, the people held a
first foods feast to celebrate the first shoot of lomatium harvested (Schuster 1998). Root
foods available in spring meadows included bitterroot, cous, lomatium, Indian carrot, and
Indian potato (Hunn 1990). The roots were dried, cached, and transported to the winter
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village site for storage (Hunn 1990). Many Plateau cultures still hold an annual first foods
ceremony and feast in the spring.
Mid-spring also marked the return of the salmon, and this important food source
was also celebrated in a feast (Schuster 1998). After feasting, families dispersed to their
fishing stations. The fish caught by the men would be cleaned and dried by the women
and again stored as a winter food source. As fish runs diminished toward the end of April,
the women concentrated on preparing the fish for storage and harvesting the last of the
spring roots. In May and June the groups moved on to their prized camas meadows
(Hunn 1990).
The camas bulb was and still is one of the most important resources exploited in
spring and summer months along with chokecherries, serviceberries, cranberries, currant
berries, and blueberries in the higher elevations (Schuster 1998). Along with a digging
stick, the most important possessions of a woman were her baskets and bags made of
plant fibers, which she used to gather, store and even cook foods throughout the year
(Hunn 1990). While in the high country collecting berries, women also collected basketmaking materials such as cedar and willow bark, Indian hemp, and bear grass (Schuster
1998).
The second and largest run of salmon also took place in the summer as the water
in the rivers dropped (Hunn 1990). Men took advantage of the bounty while also hunting
deer, elk, bear, game birds, rabbits, ground squirrels, beaver, otter, muskrat, and a number
of other animals (Schuster 1975). Before contact with Euro-Americans, hunting was done
with the bow and arrow, and before that with the atlatl (Hunn 1990). After contact, guns
were used.
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While fish were plentiful, they were an exhaustible resource, as runs were
sporadic, short lived and water levels made it hard to fish at times (Schuster 1998). In
order to control the exploitation of fish resources, fishing sites were owned by individuals
or families and passed down by inheritance. It was, however, usually very easy to obtain
permission to fish at such sites (Schuster 1998). The Yakama used a variety of
instruments to catch fish, including weirs, dip and set nets, baited bone chokers on a
hemp line, and fish spears with detachable points (Hunn 1990). They also consumed
suckers, lampreys (“eels”), trout, and freshwater mussels (Hunn 1990).
In August people once again convened at the large camas grounds and
participated in another first foods feast, this time celebrating the ripening of the
huckleberry. After the celebration, bands of Native Americans moved up to the
timberline, where they harvested huckleberries, nuts, and seeds (Hunn 1990). The men
continued to fish and hunt.
By November, the groups had reconvened at the winter village where they would
weather the long winter months by visiting, telling stories, planning next year’s
subsistence strategies, making tools, and weaving baskets and mats (Hunn 1990). They
lived on the roots, salmon, berries, and venison they had dried throughout the year and
stored, and the men would hunt and fish as needed (Schuster 1998).
The Kittitas and neighboring groups are mentioned and sometimes discussed at
length in historic texts (Ray 1936; Ross 1855; Splawn 1917). As a fur trader with the
Northwest Company, Alexander Ross is thought to have visited a camp in the Kittitas
Valley near the ethnographically known villages of ch’iláxan and n’tsamtsámchin in June
1814, although the exact location Ross arrived at is not clear because he only refers to it
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as the “Eyakema Valley” in his book (Ross 1855:19). The villages were near the present
town of Kittitas, and were part of a network of large encampments where gatherings were
held in June and August (Schuster 1998). In “Native Villages and Groupings of the
Columbia Basin,” Ray (1936) lists the locations of seven villages in the Kittitas Valley
related to him by his informant. Early Ellensburg resident A. J. Splawn (1917) also
mentions a large Native American gathering, which he called Che-loh-an (spelled Che-lohan in this thesis) in the northeast portion of the valley numerous times in his book, as
well as other camps and villages (see chapters VII and VIII for a more in-depth
discussion on Che-lo-han and its relationship to the Grissom site).

History after 1800
The first Euro-Americans in the Kittitas Valley were fur traders, explorers, and
missionaries in the early 1800s (Walker 1998). Fur trader Alexander Ross is commonly
believed to be the first White person to enter the valley when he visited a large Native
American encampment in search of horses in 1814 in the “Eyakema Valley” (Ross
1855:19; Kittitas County Centennial Committee [KCCC] 1989). The first permanent
Euro-American settlement to be established in the Kittitas Valley was Immaculate
Conception Catholic Mission on Manastash Creek in 1848 (Glauert and Kunz 1976;
Schuster 1998). The Catholic fathers of this and other missions in the region had good
relationships with Native Americans living in the area, especially their leaders Kamiakin,
Ow-hi, and Te-i-as. Father Pandosy of Immaculate Conception Mission often served as
an interpreter and trusted counsel for them during negotiations with the U.S. Government
(Glauert and Kunz 1976).
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In May 1841, U.S. Navy Commander Charles Wilkes of the United States
Exploring Expedition sent Lieutenant Robert Johnson from Puget Sound overland to
assess the navigability of the Columbia River and to explore the interior (Anglin 1995).
On his way, Lt. Johnson stopped in the Kittitas Valley to purchase horses, where he met
Kittitas chief Te-i-as (Glauert and Kunz 1976). Here Johnson learned that game was
scarce and the beaver had all but disappeared. Johnson observed and recorded camas and
other roots being dug by the women, as well as their method of preparation by drying and
pounding the roots, then baking them in an oven (Wilkes 1976).
As part of the Oregon Territory, the Kittitas Valley was governed under joint
occupancy between the British and Americans until 1846, when the Oregon Treaty
established the 49th parallel as the continental border and the American portion became
unorganized territory (Beckham 1998). After that time Euro-American settlements
increased throughout the region (Lyman1919). Emigrants began pouring into the
northwest via the Oregon Trail after the Donation Land Act was passed in 1850
(Beckham 1998) and Washington Territory was formed in 1853 with Isaac Stevens
appointed governor and Indian agent (Beckham 1998).
Besides surveying a railroad route across the territory, Stevens's primary
motivation was to gain legal and undisputed title to Native American land so settlement
could proceed unobstructed (Beckham 1998; Hunn 1990). Captain George B. McClellan
headed the western division railroad surveys, which brought him through the Kittitas
Valley in 1853 (Glauert and Kunz 1976). It was McClellan who first introduced the word
"Kittitas" into the geographic lexicon, though he spelled it “Ketitas,” naming his camp
after a nearby Native American encampment (Glauert and Kunz 1976). Also, Father
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Pandosy at the mission on Manastash Creek near the modern-day city of Ellensburg
baptized four people at that location in 1848 and spelled it in his records as "Ki-tatash"
(Glauert and Kunz 1976).
In May of 1855 Governor Stevens began treaty councils at Fort Walla Walla to
negotiate for Native American land cessions and removal to reservations (Schuster 1998).
Approximately 1,000 individuals from the Yakama and other Plateau groups attended the
negotiations (Kip 1855). In return for ceding their territories, Native Americans were
promised payment in goods, cash, and other compensation and exclusive rights to
bounded areas called reservations (Bureau of Indian Affairs 1855).
After lengthy discussions and negotiations, the Yakama treaty was signed, ceding
almost 11 million acres and establishing a new political entity, the Confederated Tribes
and Bands of the Yakama Nation, comprised of 14 independent Plateau groups speaking
three different languages (Schuster 1998). The reservation consisted of 1.2 million acres
within the ceded lands. The treaty guaranteed exclusive use of the reservation and its
resources to the Yakama and associated groups, as well as access to their usual and
accustomed places off reservation (Hunn 1990; Schuster 1998). The tribes and bands of
the Yakama Nation were also to receive grants of technical and economic support (Hunn
1990). Although the treaty was not scheduled to be ratified and go into effect until 1859,
within one month of its signing, Governor Stevens advertised in the Puget Sound Courier
that the ceded lands were open to settlement (Becker 2005).
Just a few months after the treaty with the Yakama was signed, gold was
discovered in northeastern Washington and prospectors crossed through the newly
formed Yakama Reservation to reach the gold fields (Schuster 1998). In September of
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1855, some Yakamas killed a group of trespassing miners and when Indian Agent Bolon
came to investigate, he too was killed (Lyman 1919). Soldiers led by Major Granville
Haller were sent to avenge the agent's death and were attacked by Yakama leader
Kamiakin’s forces at Toppenish Creek and were forced to retreat to the Dalles (Lyman
1919). Full-scale warfare ensued as other Plateau groups joined the Yakama forces
(Schuster 1998).
Fort Simcoe was built in the fall of 1856 to control the lower Yakima Valley and
keep Euro-American settlers out (Schuster 1998). In the Kittitas Valley to the north,
Colonel George Wright established a base camp on Naneum Creek commanded by Major
Haller as a show of force, believing that the Native Americans would be persuaded to
negotiate for peace. However, even after repeated meetings with Kittitas leader Ow-hi, a
settlement could not be reached (Hawthorne 1893; Ruby and Brown 1995). Wright then
rounded up about 500 Kittitas and Wenatchi and transported them to Fort Simcoe to keep
them away from more hostile bands (Wright 1976). Hostilities continued throughout the
Washington Territory, escalating again when gold was discovered in British Columbia in
1858 and another group of miners was attacked while trespassing on Yakama lands
(Schuster 1998). The war continued until a forced surrender of the Yakama and their
allies at the Battle of Four Lakes and the Battle of Spokane Plains in September 1858
(Scheuerman 1982; Schuster 1998). Ow-hi turned himself in but was later killed while
trying to escape, and his son Qualchan was hanged. Kamiakin fled to Canada then
returned to live with relatives in the Palouse area (Keyes 1884; Splawn 1917; Wright
1976). The Yakama treaty was ratified by the U.S. Senate in March 1859 and the tribes
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and bands of the Yakama Nation were gradually moved onto their new home (Schuster
1998).
Salishan tribes along the Big Bend of the Columbia River also ceded their lands
as part of the treaty signed in Walla Walla in 1855 (Miller 1998). The Colville
Reservation was set aside for the upper Columbia River Salishans by Executive order in
1872, and boundaries were redrawn within one month, resulting in the loss of the Colville
Valley (Miller 1998). In 1879 the Middle Columbians received the Columbia Reservation
west of the Colvilles (Miller 1998). In 1883 Chiefs Moses, Lot, and Sarsarpkin gave up
the Columbia Reservation to move to the Colville Reservation (Miller 1998), and Chief
Joseph of the Nez Perce and his followers also moved to the Colville Reservation in 1885
(Ruby and Brown 1995). The twelve tribes of the Colville Reservation unified in 1938
and became the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation (Miller 1998).
Once Native Americans were settled on reservations, Euro-Americans flooded
onto the Columbia Plateau in search of land for agriculture, transportation, cattle, and
sheep grazing as well as mining. By the 1860s, cattle were being driven from the Yakima
and Kittitas Valleys to the mines in Canada as open range became the norm for the
Columbia Plateau (Prater 1981). Prior to large-scale settlement of the Kittitas Valley,
abundant natural grassland provided excellent grazing for cattle initially on route to
British Columbia and later to markets in the Puget Sound (Prater 1981). Valley pioneer
and state senator A. J. Splawn (1917:160) first laid eyes on the Kittitas Valley while on a
cattle drive to the Cariboo mines in Canada: “This valley, as it looked to me that day, was
the loveliest spot I had ever seen. . . . From the mountains to the north flowed many
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smaller streams, while the plain was dotted here and there with groves and thickly
carpeted with grass.”
Splawn returned to the Kittitas Valley in 1870 and, along with Ben Burch, opened
up a store at the present-day site of Ellensburg called Robber’s Roost (Splawn 1917). As
the first settlers in the valley were few and poor, Burch and Splawn relied heavily on
trade with Native Americans in the area (Splawn 1917). As one of the valley’s first EuroAmerican inhabitants and the owner of the first trading post, Splawn witnessed much of
the settling of the Valley:

The summer of 1871 found many new settlers building their homes along the
different streams. Thousands of cattle, driven in from the lower Yakima for
summer range, grazed the beautiful valley, whose fine bunch grass grew even up
to the water's edge. There were no flies of any kind to disturb the stock and there
was cool, clear water in numerous small streams that wound through the grassy
plain. The cattle became so fat that they had to hunt the shade early in the
morning. It was a veritable cattle heaven [Splawn 1917:299].

Cattle ranching, sheepherding, and agriculture in the valley continued to flourish
first with the completion or improvement of roads and later due to the completion of the
railway connecting the valley with other more populous areas. Roads included the
Snoqualmie Wagon Road connecting the Kittitas Valley with Seattle, the Durr Road
connecting Ellensburg and Yakima, and the Colockum Trail connecting Ellensburg and
Wenatchee (KCCC 1989; Prater 1981). According to Edson Dow (1963:57) in Passes to
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the North, as of “1881, only 50 residents were in the town of Ellensburg. Three years
later there were 450 residents.” Unfortunately for the ranchers of the valley, increased
population meant less land for herds to graze on. The city of Ellensburg was incorporated
in 1883 (KCCC 1989).
Gold miners continued passing through, sometimes prospecting in northwestern
parts of the Kittitas Valley, as gold fever spread with the discovery of the metal in
various parts of the Plateau, including the Wenatchee Mountains north of Kittitas Valley,
on the Fraser River in British Columbia, and parts of Idaho and Montana (Anglin 1995;
Interstate Publishing Company 1904). A. J. Splawn (1917:209) noted that “by 1864 this
part of the country [the Pacific Northwest] was gold-mad. . . . Spreading out like a fan,
the gold hunters invaded every hole and corner of the mountains.” As an established
outfitting center, Ellensburg saw increases in population, economic stimulus, and
improved transportation due to mining activities of the 1870s (Glauert and Kuntz 1976;
Prater 1981).
In the 1880s substantial coal reserves were discovered in portions of northwestern
Kittitas County near the towns of Roslyn and Cle Elum (Lyman 1919). In 1886, the
Northwestern Improvement Company, a subsidiary of the Northern Pacific Railway,
starting buying up lands with valuable coal reserves and for the next two decades mined
the coal to fuel their own locomotives (Saunders 1914). By 1890, many well-financed
large companies and numerous small operators were exploiting these rich reserves
(Saunders 1914).
The county's logging and lumber industries were established in the early 1870s,
fueled by settlers’ needs for lumber to build homes and the construction of railroads and
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bridges in the region (Cochran 2007). Most of the logging was concentrated in the
western end of Kittitas County at the headwaters of the Yakima River that was used to
transport the logs (Cochran 2007). Logging camps sprang up along the shores of the
county's three large lakes, Cle Elum, Kachess, and Keechelus, as did sawmills, although
the first sawmill in Kittitas County was established in the early 1870s near Ellensburg
(Cochran 2007; Prater 1981). In 1903 the Cascade Logging Company became the first
large-scale commercial logging company to operate in the region and by 1904 there were
nine mills operating in the valley (Henderson 1990; Interstate Publishing Company
1904).
In 1887 the Northern Pacific Railway was completed through Kittitas County and
Ellensburg, the largest modern-day city in the Kittitas Valley, was made headquarters of
its Cascade division (Lyman 1919; Meinig 1995). This had an immediate effect on the
economy and population of the area, connecting it with Spokane in the east and the Puget
Sound markets to the west (Meinig 1995). By 1890 the population of Ellensburg was
2,768 (Lyman 1919). Ellensburg had seen so much growth that in 1889, the year that
Washington was admitted as the forty-second state of the United States of America, it
made a bid to become the capital city (Lyman 1919). Ellensburg lost the bid to Olympia
in the 1890 elections, in large part due to a fire on July 4th 1889 that decimated its
downtown (KCCC 1989).
In September 1891, the Washington State Normal School opened in Ellensburg,
specializing in the education of elementary and junior high school teachers (Mohler
1967). In 1937, the name of the institution was changed to Central Washington College
of Education, and in 1961 to Central Washington State College (Mohler 1967). In 1977 it
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became Central Washington University (KCCC 1989). Central Washington University
continues to bring thousands of students to Ellensburg and is a major employer for
citizens of the Kittitas Valley today.
The small town of Kittitas is located about seven miles east of Ellensburg
between Cook and Caribou creeks and is important because of its location as the site of a
large pre-contact encampment in the Kittitas Valley (Ray 1936). Few early historical
records for the town exist, but the first school was established there in 1893 (KCCC
1989). The town was platted in 1908 by the Milwaukee Land Company as a depot for the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad, completed in 1909, and Euro-American
settlement of the town followed (KCCC 1989).
The completion of the Milwaukee Road connecting the Midwest to Seattle in
1909 prompted a further boom in agriculture including the necessary construction of
irrigation systems in the Kittitas Valley (KCCC 1989). The railroads allowed products
from the Kittitas Valley to be efficiently shipped beyond the county and the cattle, dairy,
produce, and hay industries in the valley reaped the benefits immediately.
As the agriculture industry in the arid Kittitas Valley grew, so did the need for
irrigation. The first irrigation projects consisted of privately constructed ditches and
diversion canals off the Yakima River and its tributary creeks in the late 1800s (Whitley
1950). By the early 1900s, the Kittitas Valley was the most broadly irrigated region in
Washington State, with the Cascade Canal and Town Ditch on the east side of the
Yakima River in Ellensburg and the West Side Ditch on the west side of the river
irrigating more than 26,000 acres in the lower part of the valley (Whitley 1950). Final
completion of the federally funded irrigation system occurred in 1932 with the High Line
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Canal (Dick 1993). The High Line Canal diverts water from the Yakima River just above
the town of Easton in northwest Kittitas County and carries it into irrigation canals
encircling the Kittitas Valley (Dick 1993). Reservoirs were created at Lake Kachess in
1911, Lake Keechelus in 1917, and Lake Cle Elum in 1932 (Dick 1993). Agriculture
remains vital to the economy of the Kittitas Valley today, hay being the most profitable
crop grown.
Once the automobile was introduced in early 1900s, large-scale changes began to
occur in the transportation system of the region. Supported by federal highway legislation
and funding, state road construction increased dramatically (Prater 1981). Portions of old
trails and wagon roads were gradually replaced. The Snoqualmie Wagon Road is now
Interstate 90, crossing through the heart of the Kittitas Valley, and the wagon road from
Ellensburg to Yakima through the canyon is now Canyon Road, Highway 821.

CHAPTER III
ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE KITTITAS VALLEY

Archaeology of the Kittitas Valley and Uplands
In 1903, Harlan Smith undertook the first archaeological survey of the Yakima
Valley, including parts of the Kittitas Valley, for the American Museum of Natural
History (Smith 1910). Near Ellensburg, Smith observed talus pit burials and human
remains surrounded by circles of rocks in the foothills of Manastash Ridge, as well as a
campsite near the mouth of Cherry Creek, which is some distance from the Grissom site
near the entrance to the Yakima River Canyon (Smith 1910). He also observed the
remains of a pit house east of the Northern Pacific Railway between Ellensburg and
Thrall, and a few mat lodges still in use—one in Ellensburg and one east of the city
(Smith 1910). Smith did not survey near the Grissom site.
David Rice (1969) was the next professional archaeologist to survey parts of the
Kittitas Valley for the Washington Archaeological Society in 1966. As part of his survey,
Rice examined three ethnographic village/camp sites in the Kittitas Valley recorded by
Verne Ray (1936)i¶WFDNáD¶áD, and náDQܺm, for archaeological materials (Ray 1936:143144; see chapter VII for a discussion on how these sites relate to the Grissom site). The
first two were not found due to past flooding and cultivation. At náDQܺP, which is located
about 7 miles northeast of Ellensburg on Naneum Creek (Ray 1936), Rice recorded site
45KT102, the form for which could not be found after searching online at the
Washington Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) Washington
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Information System for Architectural and Archaeological Records Data (WISAARD)
website. Rice (1969) concluded based on evidence from test excavations, pedestrian
surveys, and private collections that most of the archaeology he encountered in the
surveyed area was of the last 2000 years and related to ethnographic Plateau cultural
patterns.
Extensive research has been carried out on the US Army-owned Yakima Training
Center (YTC) just south of the Kittitas Valley. This region is well-known
archaeologically and much of the land-use patterns known from research there can be
applied to the Kittitas Valley and its uplands (Benson and Lewarch 1989; Benson et al.
1989; Chatters and Benson 1986; Dancey 1973; DeBoer et al. 2002a, 2002b; Hartmann
and Stephenson 1980). These studies, which began with Dancey’s work in the early
1970s, have resulted in informal predictive statements about the distribution of functional
site types on the YTC. The results of the Benson et al. (1989) survey suggest that primary
winter residence camps occur on the Columbia River floodplain and field camps (centers
of food gathering and domestic activity) occur along upland drainages. Their work found
that camps tend to be located at relatively low elevations in flat areas or on gentle slopes.
Locations, manifest by small lithic scatters usually exhibiting little artifact diversity and
distinguished from lithic reduction sites by an absence of cores, tend to occur in close
proximity to specific resources, usually on gentle slopes at slightly higher elevations than
camps. In contrast, they found that quarries and lithic reduction sites generally occur in
steep upland areas away from water sources (Benson et al. 1989).
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Many surveys have been carried out in the Kittitas Valley in support of wind and
solar energy development projects in the last decade (Flenniken and Trautman 2004;
Hodges et al. 2003; Sharpe 2009). Other large-scale projects carried out in the valley
include surveys conducted for Puget Sound Power and Light (DePuydt 1990), the Bureau
of Land Management (Bicchieri 1993), the Bonneville Power Administration (Churchill
2003, 2004; Finley 2007; Griffin and Churchill 2002, 2003), and the Washington State
Parks and Recreation Commission (Luttrell et al. 1999).
Many smaller projects have been carried out in the Kittitas Valley for private
landowners and organizations, including timber and cattle companies, as well as for local
and state government agencies, but results of these surveys are confined to gray literature.
Many projects within the valley on private land are driven by federal contracts to
implement irrigation water system and range improvements (Amara 2004). Federal, state,
tribal, and local environmental compliance for such projects is managed by the
Environmental Quality Incentives Program under the Natural Resources Conservation
Service (Natural Resources Conservation Service 2012). Still, very few sites have been
excavated or shovel tested in the Kittitas Valley or uplands, and the large majority of
those that have represent lithic procurement sites (Bicchieri 1993; DePuydt 1990;
Churchill and Griffin 2003; Churchill 2004). Few surveys or studies have been completed
attempting to identify Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs) in the Kittitas Valley and
surrounding areas (Shannon 2003; White 2006), and no TCPs or cultural landscapes have
been officially designated.
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Archaeology near the Grissom Site Locality
An online search for excavated sites in the Kittitas Valley on the WISAARD
website revealed only three sites other than the Grissom site known to have been
excavated in the valley, all small scale excavations within the city of Ellensburg
containing predominantly historic artifacts. These include 45KT800, 45KT808, and
45KT3369. Site 45KT800, the Bassett or Robber’s Roost site, was an excavation carried
out by the Central Washington Archaeological Survey (CWAS) in downtown Ellensburg
of a backyard associated with various businesses including a restaurant and a saloon
(Adams 1988). Materials collected included historic artifacts dating from 1900-1930 and
“2 late prehistoric projectile points and 3 flakes/chunks” (Adams 1998:2).
Site 45KT808, the Ellensburg Chinese site, was excavated in downtown
Ellensburg by the University of Idaho (Tracey 1989). The site consisted of EuroAmerican and Chinese artifacts including bottles, ceramics, and opium container
fragments (Tracey 1989). No pre-contact artifacts were found. The area was tested in
roughly 1.5-x-1.5-m squares in various areas of the western half of a city block (Tracey
1989).
Site 45KT3369 was recently excavated on Central Washington University’s
(CWU) Ellensburg campus by Central Washington Anthropological Survey in 2009
(McLean et al. 2009). The site consisted of a historic house slated for demolition and
investigations included 26 auger probes and the excavation of three 1-x-1-m units, one
50-cm-x-1-m unit, and three 50-x-50-cm test units (McLean et al. 2009). Artifacts
recovered from the site include thousands of historic artifacts such as building materials,
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glass, ceramics, and nails as well two pre-contact lithic artifacts: one complete flake and
one lanceolate biface fragment (McLean et al. 2009). Another site with historic and precontact components was recently excavated by Central Washington Anthropological
Survey on the CWU Ellensburg campus but results from this investigation are
forthcoming.
Although the Grissom site is the only pre-contact site with substantial excavation
in the valley, many pre-contact sites exist. A search on WISAARD for survey projects
and sites recorded near the Grissom site was conducted, and results are described in the
remainder of this chapter. Table 2 lists sites recorded within one mile of the Grissom site.
None of these sites have been evaluated for State or National Historic Register eligibility.
In 1992, CWAS conducted a survey of Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
owned lands adjacent to the Grissom site (Bicchieri 1993, 1999). The survey located 21
new sites, eight of which are located within the same township and range as the Grissom
site (Bicchieri 1993). Refer to chapter VIII for discussion on the importance of sites
found in this survey and their relation to the Grissom site. The results of the 1992 CWAS
survey show use of upland areas in the Kittitas Valley for at least 4,500 years (Bicchieri
1993).
In 2002, a surface survey was carried out in anticipation of the installation of the
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) Schultz-Hanford Transmission Line project
(Churchill 2003, 2004; Griffin and Churchill 2002, 2003). Parts of this survey came very
close to the Grissom site location, and the results are worth discussing here.
Archaeologists identified 20 sites and isolates within 5 miles of the Grissom site. Pre-
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Table 2. Sites Located Within One Mile of the Grissom Site.
Smithsonian
No.

Artifacts Recorded

Section1

Ownership2

Reference(s)

45KT911

Lithic scatter, two pestles, scraper,
milling stone

Adjacent

Private

Fraser 1991

45KT914

Projectile points, biface fragments,
pestles, faunal remains, milling
stones, evidence of a race track,
circular stone feature believed to
have been a horse corral

Adjacent

Private

Kingsley and Telford
1991

45KT1493

Historic structure foundation and
associated artifacts, flakes, bone,
charcoal, and shell visible in
rodent back dirt and stream bank

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1494

85-90 talus pits of varying size

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1496

Chert nodules, chunks, shatter,
flakes, cores, one projectile point,
5 rock cairns, and one rock circle

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1497

Thousands of chert flakes, shatter,
cores, nodules, and chunks. Edge
modified flakes, unifaces, and
bifaces, one projectile point

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1498

Isolate – stemmed lanceolate
biface

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1499

Isolate – biface midsection

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1500

Isolate – biface fragment

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1501

Isolate – leaf shaped projectile
point

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

4KT1502

Isolate – biface midsection

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1503

Isolate – edge modified flake

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1505

Isolate – biface fragment

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1506

Isolate – projectile point

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1507

Lithic scatter: one ground stone
tool, one projectile point, one
projectile point tip

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT1508

Isolate – possible projectile point

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993
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Table 2 (Continued).
Smithsonian
No.

Artifacts Recorded

Section1

Ownership2

Reference(s)

45KT1509

Isolate – Projectile point tip

Adjacent

BLM

Bicchieri 1993

45KT2031

Historic and modern refuse scatter

Adjacent

Private

Churchill 2002

45KT2033

Isolate – tertiary core reduction
flake

Adjacent

WDNR

Griffin 2002

45KT2034

Isolate – early stage biface
reduction flake

Adjacent

Private

Churchill 2002

45KT2039

Linear pattern of ten clusters of
basalt cobbles and boulders.

Adjacent

Private

Churchill 2002

45KT2252

Lithic scatter

Same

Private

Churchill 2002

45KT2253

Lithic scatter

Adjacent

WDNR

Churchill 2002

45KT2256

Tertiary early biface reduction
flakes

Same

Private

Churchill 2003

45KT2257

Biface basal fragment and a
tertiary core reduction flake

Adjacent

WDNR

Churchill 2003

45KT2262

Lithic scatter

Adjacent

Private

Churchill 2002

45KT2263

Rock feature made of over 100
basalt cobbles

Adjacent

Private

Churchill 2002

45KT2290

Lithic scatter

Adjacent

Private

Churchill 2003

45KT2291

Lithic scatter

Adjacent

Private

Churchill 2003

45KT2292

Historic refuse scatter

Adjacent

Private

Churchill 2003

45KT2293

Historic refuse scatter

Adjacent

Private

Churchill 2003

45KT2294

Historic refuse scatter

Adjacent

Private

Churchill 2003

45KT2736

Historic refuse scatter

Adjacent

Private

Finley 2007

1

Listed as “same” when in the same section as the Grissom site, and “adjacent” when in an adjacent
section.
2
BLM is Bureau of Land Management, and WDNR is Washington Department of Natural Resources.

contact cultural resources were identified along gentle side slope terraces, ridges, finger
ridges, flat valley bottoms, stream floodplains, and steep side slopes (Griffin and
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Churchill 2003). Because this was only a surface survey, it is difficult to make
assumptions based on the cultural resources identified during the 2002 and 2003 surveys,
and researchers recommended further archaeological work to determine the significance
of surface finds and to advance our understanding of the archaeology of the Kittitas
Valley (Griffin and Churchill 2003).
The Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation’s (CCT) History/
Archaeology Program was contracted by the BPA to conduct the Traditional Cultural
Property (TCP) study component of the Shultz-Hanford project (Shannon 2003). The
CCT were chosen to carry out this study because the project area encompasses parts of
the homelands of the Wenatchi and Moses-Columbia, groups whose legal interests are
represented by the CCT (Shannon 2003). According to CCT TCP Project Supervisor
Donald Shannon,

[P]arts of the [Schultz-Hanford project area] cross or impact TCPs, including but
not limited to; root grounds, locales used for social and ceremonial gatherings,
habitation sites, pre-contact burials, historic cemeteries, hunting areas, fishing
spots, and travel routes. The significance of many of these discrete areas has
never been investigated or documented, nor have they been addressed as parts of a
whole cultural landscape. Indeed, many of the TCPs themselves have never been
recorded [Shannon 2003:4].
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In September 2003, members of the CCT History/Archaeology Program
attempted to visit seven recorded sites in the BPA Schultz-Hanford project area in
Kittitas Valley that appeared to have potential TCP value to the CCT (Shannon 2003).
The Grissom site, 45KT301, was one such site and the group tried to visit the area
(Shannon 2003:14) but was denied access by the landowners.
Between October 2004 and October 2005, Applied Archaeological Research
(AAR) conducted archaeological services for the BPA Schultz-Wautoma transmission
line in Kittitas, Benton, and Grant counties in central Washington (Finley 2007). Parts of
this survey included the same township, range, and section as the Grissom site. AAR
monitored all ground disturbing construction activities near known archaeological
resources or in culturally or archaeologically sensitive areas designated by the BPA and
examined previously unsurveyed areas (Finley 2007). As a result of AAR's monitoring
and survey activities, 17 new archaeological sites and isolates were identified and the
boundaries of one known site were expanded (Finley 2007). Only one of those sites,
45KT2736, is located in the same township and range as the Grissom site, but in a
different section. It was recorded as a historic trash dump (Finley 2007).
Although the limited amount of excavation in the Kittitas Valley precludes a
complete understanding of pre-contact land use systems in the valley, radiocarbon dates
for the Grissom site and archaeological survey work (Bicchieri 1993; Churchill 2003,
2004; DePuydt 1990; Finley 2007; Griffin and Churchill 2002, 2003) indicate that the
valley has been used by Native Americans for at least the last 4,500 years for quarrying,
hunting, transportation, and other activities (see chapter VI for information on
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radiocarbon dates attained from Grissom site material). Furthermore, a Clovis point
found near Lake Cle Elum in the northwest part of the upper Yakima River drainage
documents early postglacial use of the uplands (Hollenbeck and Carter 1986). Laterperiod Cascade-like points found in the same area indicate continued use of the region
after deglaciation and persisting to at least the mid-Holocene (DePuydt 1990), at which
point data from sites like Grissom become extremely important in documenting the use of
the Kittitas Valley and uplands throughout the entire Holocene epoch.

CHAPTER IV
METHODS

Methods employed for the purposes of this thesis include archival research, an
online search of previous surveys and recorded sites in the vicinity of the Grissom site,
literature review of archaeological, ethnographic, historical, and environmental sources,
and consultation with individuals involved in the Grissom project and familiar with local
history. A large part of my research involved organizing field forms, photos, and other
miscellaneous records in the Grissom collection so that they could be more useful for my
own and future research. These research methods allowed me to piece together the
history of investigations and provide for subsequent research and curation of the Grissom
site materials. This chapter also discusses the methods used in an analysis of projectile
points I carried out in 2009.

Archival and Investigatory Research Methods
Property records were researched at the Washington State Archives, Central
Branch, and the Auditor’s office at the Kittitas County Courthouse in Ellensburg.
Information pertaining to the Grissom site and Anthropology Department field schools
and professors was sought out in the CWU archives at Brooks Library as well as the
Anthropology Department archives in Dean Hall. Information about journalist and author
Click Relander’s research in the Kittitas Valley was obtained at the Yakima Central
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Library in Yakima. Local history was researched at the Ellensburg Public Library and the
State Archives in Ellensburg.
Telephone, email, and in-person consultation with people involved in the Grissom
site excavations and subsequent research and artifact curation projects greatly aided in
piecing together the history of investigations (see Table 3). Dr. William (Bill) C. Smith,
who led excavations at the Grissom site for 3 years, was a tremendous help and met with
me in person and answered my questions via email. I consulted with Dr. Manfred
Jaehnig, Dr. James (Jim) M. Alexander, Dr. Anne Denman, Leonard Williams, and
Barbara Bicchieri via telephone and/or email. Alumnus Stan Hart was consulted in
person about the research he carried out on the site in the early 1980s. Dr. Patrick (Pat)
Lubinski met with me in person and was an invaluable source of information having been
the director of the Grissom site cataloguing project in the early 2000s.
Other people consulted include archaeologist Fennelle Miller, local history
librarian Milton Wagy, CWU NAGPRA Project Director Lourdes DeLeon, archaeologist
Dr. David Rice, University of Washington professor Dr. Eugene Hunn, and Kittitas
County Historical Museum Director Sadie Thayer (Table 3). I also mailed letters about
the project to the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation, the
Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation, and the Wanapum. The letters were to
inform the Tribes about the project and ask for any information they wished to share.
Other time was spent online searching for property information at the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) website and the Kittitas County Assessor’s Office website.
Information pertaining to the Grissom and surrounding sites was found online at DAHP’s
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Table 3. Individuals Consulted Regarding the Grissom Site.
Who

When

How

Why

James (Jim)
M. Alexander

March–May
2012

Telephone CWU professor emeritus involved with the Grissom site

Barbara
Bicchieri

January–May
2012

Email and
telephone

Retired CWU professor and CWAS director who carried
out archaeological surveys near the Grissom site in 1993

Lourdes
DeLeon

December
2011–May 2012

In person
and email

CWU NAGPRA specialist

Anne Denman September
2011–May 2012

Email

CWU professor emeritus

Stan Hart

March 2012

In person

CWU alumnus who carried out a student research
project on the Grissom site in the early 1980s

Eugene S.
Hunn

August 2011

Email

UW anthropology professor; consulted about
Sahaptin/Salish place names

Manfred
Jaehnig

February 2012

Telephone CWU professor 1970-1972

Wayne and
Cindy
McMeans

August 2011–
May 2012

In person, Grissom site landowners
telephone,
and email

Fennelle D.
Miller

September 2011

In person

Archaeologist who carried out survey and extensive
research in the area; Has viewed the McMeans’ artifact
collection.

David G. Rice

October 2011

In person

Archaeologist who carried out survey in Kittitas Valley
in 1967

William (Bill)
C. Smith

October 2011–
May 2012

In person
and email

CWU professor emeritus; excavated Grissom site

Sadie Thayer

August 2011

Telephone Director, Kittitas County Historical Museum, consulted
and email about museum collection

Milton Wagy

June 2009–May
2012

In person, Local history librarian at Ellensburg Public Library and
telephone, very familiar with Che-lo-han
and email

Leonard
Williams

February 2012

Telephone Previous CWU professor who worked on the Grissom
collection in the early 1980s

WISSARD website. I also spent some time scouring the Central Washington
Archaeological Survey (CWAS) library in the Anthropology Department at CWU
searching for surveys and reports related to the Grissom site area.
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When I began this project, the Grissom site records were stored in five boxes
(inventory numbers 55-59) in the department’s archaeology collection. These five boxes
consisted of field pit/level forms, artifact field catalogs, catalog cards, photos, photo
negatives, and documents from various analyses and projects. Some of these records were
digitally scanned in May and June 2005 by previous students and were saved as joint
photographic experts group (jpg) files. In an effort to better organize the previously
scanned files, I collected and converted related jpg files to single portable document
format (pdf) files.
I digitally scanned the remaining documents in the Grissom collection at CWU.
Since I had access only to an 8.5-x-11-in. flatbed scanner, I did not scan the 9 maps in the
collection. Documents were scanned as pdf files at 300 dpi resolution. I then organized
the digitally scanned forms and records as pdf files by author and year, if known, with
some reference to the original location of the document if necessary (e.g., BlueBinder2WallacePlots1971.jpg). I also reorganized the previously scanned files in a similar
manner. For example, each page from Dr. Clayton (Clay) Denman’s field catalog from
1967 and 1968 was previously lumped into an electronic folder named “Binder 2 Scans”
with records from other field seasons directed by different professors. As a result of my
organization project, the jpg files contained in the previously named “Binder 2 Scans”
folder now make up five separate pdf documents: BlueBinder2-SpringSummer1970ArtifactCatalog, BlueBinder2-DenmansFieldCatalogandMISCPitInfo, BlueBinder2Spring1970ArtifactCatalog, BlueBinder2-FieldCatalog-JDRINC, and BlueBinder2WallacePlots1971. Digitally scanned site records were saved on two digital compact
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discs (CDs) that were placed in a binder entitled “45-KT-301 Photo Catalog and Digital
Records” located in Box 57 of the Grissom Collection.
I had CDs made from negatives in the Grissom collection. This resulted in 131
digital photos. Next, I matched the digital photos to corresponding photograph data forms
from 1969 and 1970 using descriptions on the forms and photograph numbers. (Each
photograph data form had been filled out for one original exposure.) Often the photos
were easily matched to their corresponding forms using what information the forms
contained and the frame numbers on the negatives. Sometimes I had to use my
knowledge of the site layout and archaeological methods and make an educated guess as
to which photos corresponded with which forms. Forty-eight photos matched up with 52
photograph data forms from the Grissom collection. There were three additional forms
representing photos taken with incorrectly loaded film and one form that says the
negative was unusable. The remaining 83 photos had no corresponding photograph data
forms.
The digital photos that were matched were named according to their
corresponding photograph data form numbers and negative frame numbers, were saved as
tagged image file format (tiff) files and burned to a digital versatile disc (DVD) and CDs.
Detailed information regarding these photographs can be found in appendix 4.
Photographs for which there were no forms were named according to their visual content.
These photos were also saved as tiff files and burned to the same DVD and CDs
discussed above. The file names for these photos include the site trinomial name, which
electronic folder the photo is from on the CD/DVD, the frame number on the negative,
persons who could be identified, and activity being performed. For example, a photo of
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Dr. Smith excavating in a pit was named 45KT301Crew_Neg16_BillSmith _Excavating
and placed into an electronic folder entitled “Crew.” Detailed information regarding all
known field photographs from the Grissom site for which negatives exist can be found in
appendix 4. Other photographs include those used as figures in student reports from 1967
and 1968 and other miscellaneous photos but there are no negatives or forms that
correspond with these so they were not included in my organization project.
Negatives were placed in a binder entitled “45-KT-301 Photo Catalog and Digital
Records” in archival quality sleeves and labeled by the forms they correspond to if
applicable, or the electronic folders they are located in if there are no corresponding
forms. Electronic folders include “Crew,” “Field Techniques,” “Photos with Forms” and
“Field/Office.” This binder also contains the CDs and DVDs holding all the electronic
versions of Grissom site records. A print copy of appendix 4 was also placed in the
binder to aid in locating digital photos and negatives.
To facilitate future research on the Grissom site, I created a finding guide for the
Grissom site records, listing detailed information about the contents of each of the five
records boxes (Table 4). The pdf files that were created from binders, folders and other
records are listed here, with reference to their original locations in the Grissom collection
as well as their electronic file names. A copy of Table 4 was placed in the binder entitled
“45-KT-301 Photo Catalog and Digital Records” to help researchers locate desired site
records. A listing of all 60 Grissom material boxes (including records and artifacts) as
well as the large maps that exist from the site is provided in appendix 3.

Table 4. Summary of Contents of Grissom Site Records Boxes1.
Description of Contents

Notes and Specifics on Contents

File Name and Location of Digitally
Scanned Contents

Box 55: 45-KT-301 Grissom Site Card Catalog:
Grissom site card catalog

Contains the original card catalogs for the site (some cards are
also located in Box 56). Includes a blue index card container
holding cards for which artifacts are missing

Cards have not been scanned

Box 56: 45-KT-301 Grissom Card Catalogs, Artifact Photos & In-Progress:
Grissom site card catalog

The majority of the card catalog is located in Box 55.

Cards have not been scanned

Problem artifacts and cards

Artifacts with duplicate catalog numbers and other problems

N/A

Some original field tags

Tags (n = 149) are 2¾-x-Ǫ-in. manila card stock with
reinforced holes. Writing is in pencil and includes site
trinomial, unit number, provenience information and
temporary ID number on some.

N/A

Artifact photos

Photos are likely the ones taken by Ed Dunning in 1982 (see
box 57) but I cannot be sure. This folder only has photos of
projectile points – Dunning took some photos of historic nails
as well as projectile points.

In “Artifacts” electronic folder organized by
catalog number

Box 57: 45-KT-301 Grissom Site Misc Photos and Records:
45-KT-301 Photo catalog and
digital records

Photograph record forms and all negatives in the collection
from Spring 1969 and Summer 1970 field seasons (added by
Holly Shea in April 2012); Also includes some previously
developed photos and CDs/DVDs holding all the digitally
scanned site records and photos discussed in this table

45KT301-1969-70-photocatalog.pdf

Dunning’s artifact photos from
1982

Contact sheets, photo log and illustrations of artifacts;
Dunning photographed projectile points and a few historic
nails from 45KT301

45KT301-Dunning1982-PhotosDrawings.pdf
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Table 4 (Continued).
Description of Contents

Notes and Specifics on Contents

File Name and Location of Digitally Scanned
Contents

Black binder says “Grissom: NonFauna Catalog 2005” on spine

Catalog number assignments for non-faunal artifacts from
2001-2006 catalog project

Not scanned – all information from this catalog
is included in the electronic 45KT301 Catalog
Access Database

Red binder says “Grissom Fauna
Catalog 2001” on spine

Catalog number assignments for faunal artifacts from 20012006 catalog project

Not scanned – all information from this catalog
is included in the electronic 45KT301 Catalog
Access Database

Box 58: 45-KT-301 Grissom Site Field Records:
Blue binder, no label on cover,
named “Blue Binder 2” by Holly
Shea in 2012

45KT301 Denman's Field Catalog 1967, 1968

BlueBinder2DenmansFieldCatalogandMISCPitInfo.pdf

Artifact Catalog from Spring and Summer 1970

BlueBinder2SpringSummer1970ArtifactCatalog.pdf

Archaeology Field Catalog Forms

BlueBinder2-FieldCatalog-JDRINC.pdf

Early Artifact Catalog

BlueBinder2-Spring1970ArtifactCatalog.pdf

Methods derived and employed on 45KT301 (Grissom) and
corresponding data sheets organized by manila file dividers

BlueBinder2-WallacePlots1971.pdf

Black binder says“45KT301 Field
Records Spring 1968 C. Denman
Student Generated Papers” on
spine

Reports from field school students from 1967 and 1968

BlackBinder1967-68studentPapers.pdf

Black binder, no label on cover

45KT301 CCDenman - P/L [Pit/Level] Records 1967-1969

BlackBinder1967-69fieldrecords.pdf

45-KT-301 Denman's Feature Forms 1967, 1968

BlackBinder1967-69fieldrecords.pdf

45-KT-301 P/L [Pit/Level] Records (W.C.S.) 1970

BlackBinder-Smiths1970pitLevelRecords.pdf
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Table 4 (Continued).
Description of Contents

Notes and Specifics on Contents

File Name and Location of Digitally Scanned
Contents

Blue binder says “45KT301 New
Catalog” on spine

Catalog created by L. Williams in Winter-Spring 1981 and
Winter 1982

BlueBinder-Williams1981-82catalog.pdf

Blue binder, no label on cover,
named “Blue Binder 6” by Holly
Shea in 2012

Misc. documents, mostly related to background research
carried out on the site

BlueBinder6-HistoricArtifactIDSources.pdf

Black binder, no label on cover

Pit/Level records from summer 1970

BlackBinder-Summer1970pitLevelRecords.pdf

Sheets of paper stapled into a
translucent orange cover: Upper
right-hand corner of first page says
“CCD 1967-8”

Field forms and misc. records from 1967-1968 excavations

BlueBinder2DenmansFieldCatalogandMISCPitInfo.pdf

Loose manila folder says
“45KT301 Site Map/Etc.” on tab

Misc. sketch maps of site, one containing the only reference
to the location of satellite units A, B, C and D; Information
pertaining to the unit numbering system; Information
related to the original mapping of the site by Jim
Alexander; Misc. artifact catalog forms and field forms

MiscPitInfoandSiteMaps.pdf

NailChronology.pdf
BlueBinder6-HistoricResources.pdf

Box 59: 45-KT-301 Grissom Site Field Records:
Blue binder says “45KT301 1” on
spine

Form explaining full unit designations and their
abbreviations

BlueBinder1-unitdesignations.pdf

1971 Pit/Level Records

BlueBinder1-Spring1971pitLevelRecords.pdf

Procedures used in Anth 360, Analytical Methods in
Archaeology, taught by Dr. Smith in Winter 1970

BlueBinder1-Winter1970SmithAnth360.pdf

Spring 1971 reconnaissance #7201 near 45KT301

BlueBinder1-Spring1971Recon7201.pdf
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Table 4 (Continued).
Description of Contents

Notes and Specifics on Contents

File Name and Location of Digitally
Scanned Contents

Blue binder says “45KT301 3” on
spine, “45KT301 (Lithics), This
Binder Contains Lithic – S6E” on
cover

Lithic analysis forms organized by unit from Winter 1971Winter 72; Includes units F0E – S6E

BlueBinders3and5-1971-72lithics.pdf

Lithic analysis forms organized by level and quad rather
than unit – no date

BlueBinders3and5-1971-72lithics.pdf

Blue binder, spine says “45KT301
5 Lithics”, cover says “45KT301
(Lithics), This Binder Contains
S1W - X0E”

Continuation of Blue Binder 3 above, comprising units S1W
– X0E.

BlueBinders3and5-1971-72lithics.pdf

A manila folder with no writing on it found in a box of misc.
contents by graduate student A. Keller with lithic
weight/count forms from T5E, S3E, R5E, Q1W, R0E, F0E,
R1W was added in April 2012.

BlueBinders3and5-1971-72lithics.pdf

Faunal analysis forms organized by unit. Date on forms is 4
Feb. 1982, authors Lipsky and Benson

BlueBinder4-1982Faunal.pdf

Faunal analysis forms organized by level and quad

BlueBinder4-1982Faunal.pdf

1972 Osteological Survey of the Grissom Site, 1972 report
by Jacobs and Steffens (added to this binder by Holly Shea
in April 2012)

BlueBinder4-JacobsandSteffens1972OsteoReport.pdf

Loose manila folder says
“45KT301 Lithics, Susan”

Undated pages of an unidentified lithic analysis organized by
artifact number, pit number and level number

45KT301Lithics-Susan.pdf

Loose manila folder says “General
Lab Form” on tab, “Glass
Distribution” on front

Data sheets for an artifact distribution study done by student
Stan Hart in the early 1980s. Artifacts include historic glass
and metal. Map 7 of the Grissom maps corresponds to this
study (Stan Hart, personal communication 2012).

45KT301ManilaFolderHartGlass&NailAnalysis.pdf

Blue binder, no label on cover,
named “Blue Binder 4 Faunal” by
Holly Shea in 2012

1

Most digital files are on a digital CD entitled “45KT301 Grissom Site Records 2012, 1 of 2.” Files on disc entitled “45KT301 Grissom Site Records
2012, 2 of 2” include MiscPitInfoandSiteMaps.pdf and 45KT301ManilaFolder-HartGlass&NailAnalysis.pdf. A DVD is also included in the binder that
holds all digitally scanned site records, photos, and this thesis.
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Projectile Point Analysis Methods
In Fall Quarter, 2009, I carried out an analysis of a sample of projectile points
from the Grissom site as part of Dr. Ian Buvit’s Archaeological Methods class,
Anthropology 321. The results of this study, along with results of other analyses of
Grissom materials over the years, can be found in chapter VI. The methods employed
for my study follow.
Laboratory analysis consisted of the examination of 51 randomly (in the
common English sense, not statistically) chosen projectile points from the Grissom
collection. The main objective of the study was to type the points using Carter’s (2010)
typological key for projectile points from the central Columbia Basin, and only those
points with intact hafting elements were included for this purpose. If a point chosen at
random did not meet this qualification, it was returned to the box and another was
chosen at random by picking catalog numbers from a print out of all the projectile
points recorded in the Grissom site database, for a total of 51 points. Each point was
described in terms of completeness, morphology, metric dimensions, and raw material.
Spatial location according to field notes was also recorded. Data was entered into an
electronic Excel spreadsheet.
Raw material was recorded as chert (opaque cryptocrystalline rock), chalcedony
(translucent cryptocrystalline rock), quartzite (visible grain), or obsidian (Lubinski et
al. 2007). Raw material color was determined based on my perception. No effort was
made to distinguish further among different types of cryptocrystalline rock. All
measurements were taken to the nearest 0.1 mm with digital calipers. Measurements
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recorded include maximum length, maximum width, maximum thickness, minimum
neck width, maximum basal width, maximum shoulder length, and haft length (see
Table 5 and Figure 7). All points were assigned a point type when possible using these
recorded measurements and applying Carter’s (2010) dichotomous key.
Table 5. Projectile Point Measurements (Lubinski et al. 2007:Table 1).
Abbreviation

Measurement

Description

ML

Maximum Length

Length from the most proximal to most distal end of the tool

MW

Maximum Width

Taken at maximum width at a point perpendicular to the
long axis

MT

Maximum Thickness

Taken at maximum thickness in plane perpendicular to ML
and MW

NW

Minimum Neck Width

Most minimum width of projectile point neck or stem taken
perpendicular to the long axis

MBW

Maximum Basal Width

Most maximum width of point base measured perpendicular
to the long axis

MSL

Maximum Shoulder
Length

Maximum length from the NW position to the lateral
shoulder or barb corners, taken parallel to the proximal
shoulder or barb margin

HL

Haft Length

Measured along the long axis from the most proximal
margin of the base to the position of the MW

Figure 7. Measurements used for describing projectile points (Lubinski et al. 2007:Figure 1). See Table 5
for explanation of abbreviations.

CHAPTER V
HISTORY OF FIELD INVESTIGATIONS AND CURATION

History of Site Ownership
The location that was to become the Grissom site was initially homesteaded by
John and Elizabeth Grissom. The Grissoms arrived in the Kittitas Valley from Iowa in
1882, applied for a homestead, and began farming (Lyman 1919:867). John Grissom
passed away in August 1887 of unknown causes at the age of 58 (Funk 1989). Elizabeth
Grissom received the homestead receipt from the US Government in December 1887
(Kittitas County Courthouse, Ellensburg, Washington [KCC] 1887:Deed Book [DB]
A:566), and sold the land to Mr. Charles M. Smith in November 1888 (KCC 1888:DB
G:207).
Charles M. and Emily Smith came to the Kittitas Valley from California in 1884
(KCCC 1989). They lived on the land homesteaded by the Grissoms for more than half a
century, calling it the Frying Pan Ranch after Smith’s trademark brand (Henderson 1970).
In May 1948, they sold the property to one of their daughters, Theresa, and her husband,
Mark Smyth. Theresa Smith Smyth and her sister, Ruth Smith Gehlen, both have
interviews on file at Ellensburg Public Library in which they discuss Native Americans
coming to their property to camp at Che-lo-han well into the early 1900s (Hamilton 1982;
Henderson 1970).
The Smyths sold the ranch to Greenacres, Inc. in 1969 (KCC 1969:DB 3:114).
The land was sold again in 1973 to Jack Rosenberg (KCC 1973:DB 45:514), and the
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current owners, Wayne and Cindy McMeans, began leasing the land (Cindy McMeans,
personal communication January 2012). They used the land for cattle ranching until
buying the property from Jack Rosenberg in 1976 (KCC 1976:DB 70:566).

History of Archaeological Investigation
Around 1967 Dr. Clay Denman at Central Washington State College (CWSC,
now Central Washington University, CWU) undertook an investigation into the location
of the famed Che-lo-han intergroup/intertribal gathering area and racetrack known to area
locals as being near where Caribou Creek enters a broad plain near large springs on the
(then) Smyth property (Jim Alexander, personal communication 2012; Anne Denman,
personal communication 2012). As part of this investigation, he initiated excavations to
find archaeological evidence of the purported Che-lo-han site. Dr. Denman contacted the
Smyths, who were cooperative and allowed him to begin excavating on their property.
How Dr. Denman decided to excavate exactly where he did is unclear. It is also unclear
who originally named the site, but several student papers (e.g., Edson and Allen 1968;
Ward 1968) note that it takes its name from the original homesteaders of the property,
John and Elizabeth Grissom.
The Grissom site was partially excavated by faculty and students from CWSC
beginning in 1967, when the Smyths owned the property. When the Smyths sold the
property to Greenacres Inc. in 1969, fieldwork was allowed to continue through at least
Spring Quarter 1971. The current landowners can verify that there was no fieldwork was
carried out at the site after 1973 (Cindy McMeans, personal communication 2012). The
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site was filed with the Washington Archaeological Research Center in 1982 by Central
Washington University anthropology students Colleen Bittinger and John Benson
(Bittinger and Benson 1982). This site form is still on file with the state Department of
Archaeology and Historic Preservation to this day.
Fieldwork began as a series of Spring Quarter field school courses under the
direction of Dr. Clay Denman. Fieldwork began Spring Quarter, 1967 as part of Dr. Clay
Denman’s Methods in Archaeology class, Anthropology 360. This same class was
offered by Dr. Denman in the Spring Quarter of the following year, 1968, and excavation
continued at the Grissom site. Subsequent work was completed under the direction of Dr.
William “Bill” Smith and is discussed in detail below.
The 1967, 1968, and 1969 field seasons are represented by well-organized
pit/level records, feature forms, and field catalog forms. There are also some level plans,
profiles and student generated unit reports in binders from 1967, 1968, and 1969. The
Spring 1970 field season has a binder of pit/level records and some field catalog forms.
Photographs, according to the photograph data forms in the Grissom records, are from
Spring 1969 and Summer 1970 and were all taken by student Stan Riggle.
The Grissom site excavations, specifically the 1969 field season, are mentioned in
American Antiquity in “Current Research” (Sprague 1970). “Under the direction of
William C. Smith, in 1969 Central Washington State College continued excavation for
the third spring season at the Grissom site, a seasonal campground and trading site in the
Cascade foothills west of the Columbia River” (Sprague 1970:253). Given this mention
of the site in an academic journal, the well-organized records from certain years, and
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Table 6. Summary of Excavations and Records for the Grissom Site.
Units1

Year and Quarter

Class

Director

1967 Spring

Anth 360

Denman

Q1W, R1W, S1W, T1W, V1W

Pit/level records,
feature forms, student
papers

1968 Spring

Anth 360

Denman

F0E,G0E,H0E,I0E,
J0E, K0E, L0E, N0E, O0E, P0E,
Q0E, R0E, S0E, U0E, V0E

Pit/level records,
feature forms, student
papers

1969 Spring

Anth 360

Smith

J2W, M0E, R0E, S5E, T3E, U0E,
X0E, Also outside main block:
Unit A, Unit C

Pit/level records, site
maps, photographs

1970 Spring

Anth 360

Smith

J2W, M0E, R0E, R3E, R4E, R5E,
S3E, S4E, S5E, T3E

Pit/level records,
photographs

1970 Summer

Anth
360.1,
360.2,
360.3,
460

Smith

I2W, J2W, M0E, M1W, P3E, Q3E,
Q4E, R0E, R3E, R4E, R5E, S3E,
S4E, S5E, T3E, T4E, T5E, U3E,
U4E, U5E, V3E, W3E; Also
outside main block: D1, D4, D5,
D6, C5A, C-6, C-6A, C6I, C6IE,
C-7, C8A, C10A, C-14, C-10

Pit/level records,
photographs

1971 Spring
Anth 323 Smith?
H5E, J5E, L4E, L5E
1
as recorded from pit/level forms or maps or photographs and photo logs.

Records

Pit/level records

testimony from Dr. Smith (personal communication 2012), I can confidently state when
and by whom the Grissom site was excavated until the end of Summer Quarter 1970.
The Summer 1970 field season is represented by pit/level forms, field catalog
forms and photographs. It is unclear whether the field catalog forms represent a
cataloging project done in the laboratory or if these forms were used during field work, or
possibly both. Summer 1970 fieldwork was supervised by Dr. Bill Smith, who offered his
summer Archaeology Workshop for the first time in this year. Based on a 1970 flyer in
the Anthropology department archives, students enrolled in 12 credits from their choice
of four classes: Anth 360.1, Archaeological Method and Theory, Anth 360.2, Laboratory
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Methods in Archaeology, Anth 360.3, Field Methods in Archaeology, and Anth 460,
Advanced Methods in Archaeology.
There are also pit/level records in the Grissom documents for Spring 1971. Most
forms are blank, but from the information presented in them, I can deduce that units H5E,
J5E, L4E, and L5E in the northeastern part of the main site grid were excavated during
this field season. It is unclear who supervised the Spring 1971 work, but Dr. Smith
believes it could have been himself, although he does not remember being at the site in
1971. Dr. Smith remembers focusing the Spring 1971 field class, which changed from
Anthropology 360 to Anthropology 323 in this year, more on field survey rather than
excavation (Bill Smith, personal communication 2012). It is therefore possible that Dr.
Smith directed a few students in excavations at the Grissom site in 1971, but does not
remember doing so because the bulk of his efforts were invested in field survey that
quarter. A course advertisement in the Anthropology department archives in Dean Hall
for Anthropology 323 states that Dr. Smith would be continuing excavations at the
Grissom site during Spring Quarter 1971. Other possible CWSC faculty include Dr. Jim
Alexander and Dr. Manfred Jaehnig, but telephone conversations with each of them
confirmed that neither one ever led excavations at the Grissom site (Jim Alexander,
personal communication 2012; Manfred Jaehnig, personal communication 2012). Dr.
Smith (personal communication 2012) remembers Dr. Jaehnig testing the Grissom site at
some point for snails, which he did not find.
It is unclear whether CWSC students excavated at the Grissom site as part of the
field archaeology classes after Spring Quarter, 1971, as the field notebooks in the site
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records are limited to the 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, and 1971 Spring Quarters and the 1970
Summer Quarter. Random papers in the site files and testimony in 2011 from the site
landowners, Wayne and Cindy McMeans, lead me to believe the site was excavated
through summer 1973, although the identity of the excavators, and their connection with
CWSC (if any) could not be determined with certainty after Spring Quarter 1971.
Several records indicate that Dr. Smith undertook work at other locations after
1970. Based on a flyer in the Anthropology department archives, Dr. Smith began
excavations at the Sanders site (45KT315) east of the town of Kittitas in Summer 1971
with students in his Field Methods class, Anthropology 323. Students could also enroll in
Anthropology 321, Method and Theory in Archaeology, or Anthropology 322, Analytical
Methods, and carry out work in the lab. In the Spring Quarter of 1972 Anthropology 323
was again offered and taught by Dr. Smith, based on archived course catalogs. Another
mention in American Antiquity suggests the Spring Quarter 1972 fieldwork was at other
locations (Sprague 1972). Dr. Smith continued his excavations at the Sanders site in the
summer of 1972, offering students numerous options for furthering their study of
archaeology as part of his Workshop.
Other CWSC faculty from the period included Dr. James Alexander, Dr. William
Stuart Glennan, Dr. Manfred Jaehnig, and Dr. Catherine Sands. Dr. Alexander helped
with the initial grid layout in 1967, and helped Dr. Clay Denman with student supervision
in 1967 and 1968 (Jim Alexander, personal communication 2012). Dr. Glennan offered
the Workshop classes in the summer of 1973, including Field Methods, Anthropology
323, but carried out survey in the Yakima River Canyon (Bill Smith, personal
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communication 2012). Dr. Glennan passed away in the fall of 1973. A phone
conversation with Dr. Jaehnig (personal communication, February 2012) verified that he
never excavated at the Grissom site as far as he could remember. Dr. Jaehnig was
employed at CWSC from September 1970 through June 1972. Dr. Catherine Sands, a
physical and forensic anthropologist, is also believed to have been involved with the
excavation of the site, although her exact contribution is unclear (Jim Alexander, personal
communication 2012; Barbara Bicchieri, personal communication 2012; Anne Denman,
personal communication 2012). Dr. Sands passed away in 1999.

Excavation Methods
Excavation methods employed by Dr. Clay Denman in 1967 and 1968 as well as
Dr. Bill Smith in 1969 and 1970 are relatively well-known thanks to field records and
student papers on file in the Grissom site records. Dr. Smith was available and receptive
to questions about his involvement at the site, and was extremely helpful. Unfortunately,
Dr. Denman passed away in August 2010, shortly before I began researching Grissom
site excavation methods.
According to site records and the recollections of Dr. Smith and Dr. Alexander,
the site main excavation block was laid out in 2-x-2-meter (m) squares by Dr. Denman
and Dr. Alexander in 1967 using a transit. Dr. Alexander (personal communication 2012)
remembers tying the site grid into the nearest USGS benchmark, labeled “2062” on the
USGS topographic map. It is unclear how the investigators decided to place the units
where they did. The only evidence of testing to determine site boundaries was found in a
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student paper, which mentions that they carried out a pedestrian survey at the beginning
of the season in the field to the northeast of the site (Edson and Allen 1968). With site
boundaries lacking, for the purposes of this study I am setting the boundaries of the site at
roughly 50 m (N-S) by 24 m (E-W), encompassing the main excavation grid in the
floodplain between Caribou Creek and a tributary creek. Other areas may have been
tested or excavated as part of the site by field crew members, and they will be discussed
in the next section of this chapter. The majority of CWSC investigations at the Grissom
site were undertaken in a block excavation organized mostly in a series of north-south
oriented units as depicted in Figure 8 below.
The units from the main excavation block (Figure 8) were numbered with a grid
system using a north-south baseline with the north-south designation a letter (A at north
end). The east-west designation was in meters east or west of the north-south baseline.
For example, the northernmost unit depicted in Figure 8 was designated CD/1-2E
because it extended from C line south through D line, and from 1 east through 2 east.
This unit was later abbreviated C1E, using the northwest grid corner as the unit name, as
were all units in a similar manner (see Table 7).
Within each unit, there was sometimes separation into quadrants in two different
systems, so that proveniences might be indicated (e.g., C1E-1 or C1E-11). In the earlier
system there were four 1-x-1-m quadrants denoted 1 (NW), 2 (NE), 3 (SW), or 4 (SE) for
each unit. In the later system used by Dr. Bill Smith, there were 16-quadrants of 50-x-50cm blocks indicated with two numbers, the first denoting N/S row (1 = north, 4 = south)
and the second denoting E/W column (1 = west, 4 = east) (See Figure 9). In this second
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Figure 8. Map of excavated units in the main grid at the Grissom site, 45KT301. Map reconstructed from
extant excavation records and artifact bags. Each square is 2-x-2-m.
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Table 7. Grissom Site Main Block Unit Designations and Abbreviations.
Unit Designation

Abbreviation

Unit Designation

Abbreviation

CD12E

C1E

RS01W

R1W

DE12E

D1E

RS34E

R3E

EF12E

E1E

RS45E

R4E

FG01E

F0E

RS56E

R5E

FG12E

F1E

ST01E

S0E

GH01E

G0E

ST01W

S1W

HI01E

H0E

ST23W

S3W

HI56E

H5E

ST34E

S3E

IJ01E

I0E

ST45E

S4E

IJ12W

I2W

ST56E

S5E

JK01E

J0E

ST67E

S6E

JK12W

J2W

TU01E

T0E

JK56E

J5E

TU01W

T1W

KL01E

K0E

TU34E

T3E

LM01E

L0E

TU45E

T4E

LM45E

L4E

TU56E

T5E

LM56E

L5E

UV01E

U0E

MN01E

M0E

UV01W

U1W

MN01W

M1W

UV12W

U2W

NO01E

N0E

UV34E

U3E

OP01E

O0E

UV45E

U4E

PQ01E

P0E

UV56E

U5E

PQ34E

P3E

VW01E

V0E

QR01E

Q0E

VW01W

V1W

QR01W

Q1W

VW12W

V2W

QR23E

Q2E

VW34E

V3E

QR34E

Q3E

VW45E

V4E

QR45E

Q4E

WX34E

W3E

RS01E

R0E

XY01E

X0E
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system, 11 would indicate the northwest grid and 44 would indicate the southeast (Figure
9). The excavation grid was laid out with a 40 cm baulk separating units.

11

12

13

14

21

22

23

24

31

32

33

34

41

42

43

44

Figure 9. Unit showing the quadrant grid system employed by Dr. Smith in 1969 and 1970.

According to maps in the Grissom records and Dr. Smith (personal
communication 2012), there was a site datum composed of a metal pipe or rebar located
in the northwest corner of unit O6E (unexcavated but mapped on the grid). It is unknown
if this datum is still in place, but it seems unlikely. A student paper (Greenway 1968)
mentions that the datum was placed in the wall of the remains of the Grissom cabin. The
cabin and other findings are discussed below.
Some field methods varied by season and/or site director. In the 1967 field
season, based on evidence from student papers generated for the Spring Quarter field
seasons in 1967 and 1968, two students were assigned to each pit, and excavation was
performed by trowel until the excavators reached 60 cm at which time they had the
option of using the shovel-scraping method. Screening was not employed and artifacts
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were point plotted using a datum in the northwest corner of each unit. Units were
excavated by 20 cm levels. According to student papers and the pit/level records for the
1967 season, excavation of pits Q1W, R1W, S1W, T1W, and V1W was started this year
(e.g., Lovlien 1967; Wittmeier 1967). These records also indicate that there was a 20 cm
baulk left around all sides of each unit, creating a 40 cm baulk between units. At some
point before 1969, these baulks were apparently excavated as well, exposing a long
trench (Bill Smith, personal communication 2012).
In the 1968 field season led by Dr. Denman the same excavation methods are
assumed to have been used, except pits were excavated by individual students instead of
pairs. Units excavated in 1968 include F0E, G0E, H0E, I0E, J0E, K0E, L0E, N0E, O0E,
P0E, Q0E, R0E, S0E, U0E, V0E based on student reports generated for the class (e.g.,
Edson and Allen 1968; Greenway 1968; Nelson 1968) and pit/level records. There is
evidence from student papers suggesting that in the 1968 field season units were
excavated in quadrants labeled A, B, C, and D (Jonson 1968). Some quadrants were
excavated deeper than others, based on Dr. Denman’s direction.
Dr. Bill Smith began leading field excavations at the Grissom site beginning
Spring 1969 and employed slightly different excavation techniques than Dr. Denman. Dr.
Smith tried to superimpose a 1-meter grid on top of Denman’s 2-meter grid. Excavators
at the site began using 1/4” mesh screens and excavated in 10 cm levels. Excavation
ceased when the pit was sterile for 50 cm (Bill Smith, personal communication 2012).
Selected artifacts, especially formal tools, were piece plotted from the northwest corner
of the unit, measuring depth from the ground surface. Smith’s crew did a line of shovel
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tests every 10 meters extending north of the site into a known camas field, which were all
sterile (Bill Smith, personal communication 2012). These shovel tests had no unit
designations and no data exists in the site records pertaining to them. Under Dr. Smith’s
direction, pits J2W, M0E, R0E, R3E, R4E, R5E, S3E, S4E, S5E, T3E, U0E, and X0E
were excavated in the Spring 1969 and Spring 1970 field seasons at the Grissom site.
Dr. Smith also led excavations at the Grissom site in Summer 1970 as part of his
Archaeology Workshop. Records exist for this session in the form of pit/level records,
artifact catalog forms and photographs. Excavators continued using Smith’s grid system
of sixteen 50-x-50-cm blocks. In the Summer 1970 field season units I2W, J2W, M0E,
M1W, P3E, Q3E, Q4E, R0E, R3E, R4E, R5E, S3E, S4E, S5E, T3E, T4E, T5E, U3E,
U4E, U5E, V3E, and W3E were excavated in the main block area. Also excavated in the
summer of 1970 were at least 14 units outside the main block: C5A, C-6, C-6A, C6I,
C6IE, C-7, C8A, C10A, C-14, C-10, D1, D4, D5, and D6. Specific records are lacking
for these units.
There are no further details on excavation methods except for information
gathered from the artifact bags and photos. Photos located in the Grissom site records
show some of the excavations, artifacts, and laboratory methods, and five of the 131 for
which negatives exist are provided here (Figures 10-14). Individual photograph record
forms exist for 48 photos from the Spring 1969 and Summer 1970 seasons, detailing the
date, direction, lighting, shutter speed, aperture, subject, remarks, negative number, and
photographer of each photo taken. No corresponding information has been found for any
other photos in the collection. The photos indicate that in 1969, units were set using
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wooden stakes and string lines, excavation involved use of trowels, some mapping
employed a transit, stadia rod, plane table, and alidade, artifacts were collected in paper
and/or plastic produce bags, and line levels were used for vertical control.

Figure 10. Photograph from 1969 excavations. Photo noted in the photo log as “candid shot of MN01E
[M0E] excavators.” Photo by Stan Riggle.

Figure 11. Photograph from 1969 excavations. Photo noted in the photo log as “Candid shot of RS01E
[R0E] excavators from a view seen by a blade of grass near the plane table.” Photo by Stan Riggle.
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Figure 12. Photograph from 1969 noted as showing “digging technique.” Photo by Stan Riggle.

Figure 13. Photograph from 1969 noted as showing “measuring technique.” Photo by Stan Riggle.
According to Dr. Smith (personal communication 2012), the students are Tom Thompson (left) and Peter
Bergen (right).
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Figure 14. Photograph noted in photo log as “Pit J2W; candid showing depth. Persons: Buck Dawson, Pat
Hale. Roger Mikota.” Photo by Stan Riggle, 1970.

Extant artifact bag provenience information from 2012 provides some further
clues on excavation methods. For vertical control, most bags indicate depths in cm,
presumably below ground surface measured from the northwest corner. However, some
lack depths and instead list what are apparently level numbers, including +0, +1, +2, +3,
and +4.
Extant bag provenience information also indicates some unit numbers not
provided on my comprehensive map given in Figure 8. Some of these unit numbers are
undoubtedly original field mistakes or later transcription errors, but some bag
proveniences are unclear. For example, there are 116 bags listed in the site database from
unit X1E. I have not found any reference to this unit in the site records, which leads me to
believe it is not a real unit but was probably a transcription error, either in the field or in
the lab. Many of the unit designations for which there is no reference in the records
appear to be students incorrectly labeling units on the 0-1 east line. In the case of unit
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XIE, full unit names listed in the database include XY1E and XY10E. It seems very
likely the unit in question is actually unit X0E, whose full unit name would be XY01E.
It appears this was a commonly made error. Similar units include J1E, O1E, Q1E,
R1E, S1E, T1E, U1E, and V1E. Some of the most thorough records exist for the 1967
and 1968 field seasons in which the units excavated are very clearly listed in pit/level
forms and student papers. Student Larry McKinnon (1968) excavated unit S0E in 1968,
but in his paper refers to the unit as S1E. As a result of this occurrence as well as the
frequency at which this mistake occurred and in the same fashion, I am almost certain
such units represent those excavated on the 0-1 east line, as no records of any excavations
on the 1-2 east line exist in the Grissom site documents. However, in the case that more
information regarding excavations at the Grissom site comes to light, no unit designations
were changed in the database unless it was an obvious transcription error between full
unit names and their abbreviations.
Another troublesome unit is J1W. There is no record of such a unit being
excavated in the main block area, and it could be that the few bags from this unit belong
in unit J2W, whose full unit name would be JK12W. However, a 1969 sketch map of the
site shows Unit A southeast of the main excavation block, and one-quarter of sub-units
JK01W and LM01W as having been excavated that season (see Figure 15). It is likely the
J1W unit in the database represents a pit excavated within Unit A, especially considering
the fact that some of the provenience information listed with bags from J1W specifically
mention Unit A.
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Figure 15. Sketch map from 1969 showing main excavation block as well as Unit A and portions
excavated. Also shown are the approximate locations of Units B and C. Map by Dr. Bill Smith.
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Excavations Outside the Main Block
Although the majority of CWSC excavations were in the main block, there were
apparently other groups of units elsewhere. Detailed notes on these units are lacking, but
some information is known (Figure 15).
Unit A was recorded as being southeast of the main grid, Unit B was south and
Unit C was located to the northwest of the northernmost unit of the main grid (see Figure
15 above). There are bags of material from Units A and C in the Grissom artifact
collection, but it cannot be proven whether they are actually from these units or if the
excavators recorded the unit number incorrectly, as we have no other information on
these units.
Another area that was subject to some investigation was Unit D. The only records
about Unit D that could be found in the Grissom collection were a plan map sketch, some
photo log entries and photographs from 1970, and objects found in old department
storage boxes. The objects found in the collection boxes included blocks of dirt with
some organic material (matting?), vials of glass trade beads, and teeth. Once it became
apparent that these materials were related to burials, the extant objects and copies of
records that I found were submitted to CWU NAGPRA Project Director Lourdes DeLeon
in April 2012.
An undated plan sketch map shows that this area consisted of 6 “burial pits
located south 30 m [and] east 40 m from main excavated area of 45KT301” (see Figure
16). This sketch designates these six locations as Units D1 through D6. Student papers
from 1967 and 1968 indicate that this area, at that time not a designated unit of
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Figure 16. Undated sketch map showing burial locations southeast of the main excavation block.

investigation, consisted of up to15 previously looted graves 200 yards (~183 meters)
east/southeast of the main excavation block (Finkbeiner 1968; Lovlien 1967; Nelson
1968). Two of the student papers (Edson and Allen 1968: Finkbeiner 1968) refer to them
having been previously potted, many (Jonson 1968; Lovlien 1967; Nelson 1968;
Wittmeier 1967) specifically naming Dr. L. H. Walker, a local dentist who collected
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artifacts in the region between 1915 and 1940 (Lourdes DeLeon, personal communication
2012). Dr. Walker’s extensive collection is now housed at the CWU Museum of Culture
and Environment and is in the process of repatriation (Lourdes DeLeon, personal
communication 2012). Based on these papers, I imagine that in 1968, the burial locations
were limited to already looted depressions in talus-like basalt.
The Summer 1970 photograph data forms and 10 photographs clearly show that
there were excavations of these burial locations. These records indicate excavation of
Units D1, D4, D5, and D6. It is not clear who supervised the burial excavation. Dr. Smith
directed summer 1970 work at the Grissom site, but does not remember directing students
to excavate the burials (Bill Smith, personal communication 2012). Perhaps another
professor supervised excavation of the burials, but we cannot be sure. One possibility is
Dr. Sands, who was a physical/forensic anthropologist, and is remembered for a role at
the Grissom site at some point (Jim Alexander, personal communication 2012; Barbara
Bicchieri, personal communication 2012; Anne Denman, personal communication 2012).
The area was observed by myself and Dr. Lubinski on a visit to the site in October
2011 as being about 95 m southeast of the main excavation and on a different landform.
We noted six depressions among loose basalt cobbles and boulders, which also show very
clearly in Google Earth satellite imagery. This area is on top of a basalt outcrop rather
than the floodplain sediments of the main excavation area. As it is in such a different
location and over 90 meters away, it should have been recorded as a different site, but it
was unfortunately combined in the Grissom records. Unlike this basalt area, there is no
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record of burials or incidental human remains in the main excavation block, although
there are thousands of still-unexamined animal bones.

Results and Reporting of Fieldwork
No comprehensive report was ever written for the 1967-1971 Grissom
excavations. No shorter seasonal reports or papers presented at conferences are known
either. There are only two published references that I could find regarding the site.
The first was a mention in the 1970 “Current Research” section of American Antiquity
(Sprague 1970:253), which stated only: “Under the direction of William C. Smith, in
1969 Central Washington State College continued excavation for the third spring season
at the Grissom site, a seasonal campground and trading site in the Cascade foothills west
of the Columbia River.” The second published account of the Grissom site was equally as
short as the first, and appeared in the May 3, 1972 issue of the Ellensburg Daily Record.
The article highlights efforts by Dr. Smith and Dr. Jaehnig to educate the public about
archaeology and mentions that “the Frying Pan ranch site in the Fairview district will be
opened in the future for more examination” (McGriffin 1972:7).
Nearly all of what is known about the excavations and their results are based on
field forms, student papers, maps, and photos in the Grissom site records, as well as
personal communication with Dr. Bill Smith and Dr. Jim Alexander. This section
summarizes results from these sources. Results of laboratory analyses of materials are
reported in chapter VI.
Excavators in 1968 noted the foundation of the old Grissom cabin as being moreor-less in the center of the site (e.g., Finkbeiner 1968; Greenway 1968), one mentioning
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that the site datum was placed in one of the walls (Greenway 1968). This would make
part of the foundation at grid location O6E, in an unexcavated part of the site. These
records make no mention of the nature of the foundation, nor how it was affiliated with
the Grissom family cabin. Dr. Smith (personal communication 2012) said that when he
started work at the Grissom site in 1969 there were no standing structures, foundations or
depressions that he noticed. It is unclear what happened to the foundation observed by
earlier excavators.
Field notes and photos refer to several excavated alignments of large tabular rocks
that are likely historic building foundations. The best documented of these are alignments
from the Spring 1969 and Summer 1970 seasons, which are probably portions of the
same structure (Figures 17-19). It is unclear what happened to the foundation stones;
they are not the in the Grissom collection. Other features of note include a compact layer
of dung in a roughly rectangular shape located in the southeastern section of the main
block. This feature was located south of a building foundation (unexcavated) just below
surface, about 5-8 cm, and was observed in excavated units as well as unexcavated units
in Summer 1970 (see Figure 20).
Another layer of compact earth, noted in the pit/level forms as manure, was
observed at 35-37 centimeters below surface (cmbs) in units Q3E, R3E, S5E, T3E, and
T5E in that same season. Because a horse’s tooth was found in this layer, some of the
excavators speculated this feature might represent a horse corral. Dr. Alexander (personal
communication 2012) believes it might represent a loafing shed. All of the foundation
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Figure 17. Photograph of feature from 1969 excavations. Photo logged as “Foundation feature in pit X0E,
extending north from pit X into pit W (unexcavated).” Photo by Stan Riggle.

Figure 18. Photograph of feature from 1970 excavations. Photo logged as “showing linear arrangement of
rock wall feature in units U3E, V3E and W3E” with Dick Landstrom and Pat Sutton. Photo by Stan Riggle,
Summer 1970.
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Figure 19. Photograph showing “general view of all pits in central portion of site.” Photo by Stan Riggle,
Summer 1970. Note the alignment of tabular rocks along the left side, possibly representing an historic
foundation.

rocks and other historic structure/feature remnants that could be found in the records are
provided in Figure 20.
Records also refer to numerous hearth or refuse pit features with charcoal and
other material contents, and a small number of other types of features. A summary of
several of these features is provided in Table 8. Much more information is within the
excavation records but is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The site was known during excavation to have a high level of disturbance, with
historic artifacts found at depth, and no easily interpreted stratigraphy (Bill Smith,
personal communication 2012). That is, any stratigraphy noted did not extend across the
site. The few extant profile maps show either observed stratigraphy or artifact
distributions, but not both, for one or a few excavation units. Most of the stratigraphy is
shown as layers of ash or charcoal-enriched sediment, such as the May 28, 1968 profile
for U0E south wall (see BlackBinder1967-69fieldrecords.pdf).
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Figure 20. Excavation plan map with historic structure features indicated. Solid black areas are
approximations of features verified through excavation notes and photos, whereas dashed lines are less
precise.
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Table 8. Sample of Features Recorded at the Grissom Site.
Year

Unit

Description

Depth (from surface)

Excavator(s)

1967

T1W

Probable hearth feature: fire cracked
rock, charred bone, no dimensions given

37 cm

James Bledsoe
and Gail Stevens

1968

V0E

“Pestle bed” with associated fill
consisting of animal bones, glass
fragments, shell pieces, obsidian flake,
and charcoal, 50-x-60-cm, 6 cm thick

10-16 cm

Nancy Jo Nelson

1968

V0E

2 pestles and 4 “large flattened rocks of
good size,” 160-x-40-cm, 5 cm thick

20-25 cm

Nancy Jo Nelson

1968

G0E

Possible post hole: “a fairly round patch
of very light colored soil, in which
amounts of charcoal was found,” 20-x20-cm, 6 cm thick

72 cm

Michael Wilson

1968

U0E

Foundation feature: “large flat rocks with
some indication of work – possible house,
barn or cellar foundation…,” 190-x-190cm, 3-20 cm in depth. Contained a
grinding stone in the SE corner of the
foundation

Not given

Terry Hulbert

1970

R5E

“Post mold,” 16-x-13-cm

Level 70-80 cmbs

Unknown

1971

J5E

“Post feature or thin rotting board” 10.16x-7.62-cm

Ground level-28cm

Unknown: BC,
KM

Curation of the Grissom Excavation Collections
Excavated materials, including chipped stone tools and debitage, bone tools and
debris, shell, and historic artifacts, were never systematically cleaned, bagged, or
prepared for curation in the 1960s and 1970s as far as I can determine. However, parts of
the collection were cleaned, most were rebagged from paper to plastic bags, and most of
these bags had provenience information transcribed from the original paper bags written
on slips of paper and inserted into the bag. The records we have of this process are course
syllabi and catalog cards.
There is a course syllabus for Anthropology 360.2, Analytical Methods in
Archaeology, taught by Dr. Smith in Winter Quarter 1970 in the Grissom records.
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Students in this class washed, sorted, and bagged materials that were used for analysis in
this course and in other courses over the years. Dr. Smith also taught Anthropology 322,
Analytical Archaeology, in Winter 1971 and Winter 1972. This class presumably
continued with washing and sorting, as well as completing some weight/count analysis.
The formed tools and some other artifacts were assigned a sequential catalog
number starting with 1 and a catalog card was filled out for each artifact. These cards
vary in size from 3-x-5-in to 4-x-6-in. to 5-x-8-in. The 3-x-5-in cards have artifact
sketches on the back (see Figures 21-22), while the largest cards, 5-x-8-in (see Figures
23-24), have artifact sketches on the front and proveniences on back. The 4-x-6-in. cards,
of which there are only a few, appear to be duplicates of other cards. From dates on the
cards, I can surmise that they were filled out between Summer 1970 and Spring 1971.
In November, 2000, the anthropology department contracted Paula Johnson of
Paragon Consulting to prepare a collections assessment report. In her five-page report,

Figure 21. Scanned image of the front of a sample 5-x-8-in card from the Grissom site card catalog.
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Figure 22. Scanned image of the back of a sample 5-x-8-in card from the Grissom site card catalog.

Figure 23. Scanned image of the front of a sample 3-x-5-in card from the Grissom site card catalog.

Figure 24. Scanned image of the back of a sample 3-x-5-in card from the Grissom site card catalog.
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she says on “November 20 and 21, 2000 I prepared the archaeology collection stored at
the ‘Old Hospital’ for their transfer to another storage location and assessed the condition
of the collections” (Johnson 2000:1). Johnson listed 79 boxes of Grissom material, four
more boxes than a previous inventory listed (Sharpe 1994). Johnson apparently gave each
box an inventory number at this time, but I could find no copies of any list of inventory
numbers and box contents with her report.
From 2001 to 2006, a comprehensive cataloguing of the Grissom site materials
was carried out under the direction of Dr. Pat Lubinski. The project involved
undergraduate and graduate student rebagging and cataloguing of all Grissom material
that could be found at that time. When work began, the Grissom materials were found
stored in plastic grocery sacks tied shut at the top and with construction paper tags inside.
These tags were not the original excavation tags, and appear to have had some
transcription errors based on the listed proveniences (Pat Lubinski, personal
communication March 2012).
Work from 2001-2006 was primarily carried out by Resource Management
Graduate Assistants Edrie Kelly, Jayne-Leigh Thomas, Lara Tomlin, and Amy K. Senn
as part of their assistantship tasks, and undergraduate anthropology students Corrine
Camuso and Rita A. Sulkosky as credited independent study or work-study (Pat Lubinski,
personal communication March 2012). A number of other students participated, including
Kimber L. Badertscher, Robin D. Hoffman, Michelle (Shelly) Lynch, Mary D.
McCombs, and Anthropology 120 (Introduction to Archaeology) students under
supervision. Work began with the extant catalog cards, from which information was
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entered into a Microsoft Access relational database program set up by Dr. Lubinski. The
database is set up to hold all provenience, catalog, and analysis data for a site, and has
been used by Lubinski in his zooarchaeology analysis and extensively by the contract
archaeology company for which he developed it in 2000. The database was modified to
account for provenience information at the Grissom site (Pat Lubinski, personal
communication March 2012). Database provenience fields stored in the “Cat” table are
described in Table 9.
The initial 2001-2006 work using the catalog cards attempted to match cards and
labeled artifacts, with partial success. Some cards described artifacts that could not be
found, and some labeled artifacts were found for which there were no cards. All of these
were entered into the database, so some of the materials in the database were not found at
that time (Pat Lubinski, personal communication March 2012).
All artifacts were sorted into material types (e.g., projectile point, general lithic,
historic, fish bone, non-fish bone) and placed into Ziploc-style plastic bags. Each of these
bags was given a unique sequential catalog number, and the catalog number and
provenience information was written in pencil on an acid-free paper label insert. As the
cataloguing was completed, bags were placed in numerical order in cardboard boxes.
Within each box there were three tiers of bags, separated with a strip of cardboard and
within cardboard trays. The boxes were moved to then-unoccupied Dean Hall for storage
(Pat Lubinski, personal communication March 2012). Because the new bags and boxes
used space more efficiently than the earlier system, the completed curation project used
fewer boxes (n = 59) than Johnson (2000) counted in her inventory (n = 79).
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Table 9. Database Fields for Grissom Site Provenience Information.
Field

Type

Description

Notes

Cat#

Number

Catalog Number

Long Provenience

Text

Full provenience (unit-quad, etc.)
listed on original tag

Material

Text

Type of material (e.g., bone),
with codes in LKMATER
table

Unit

Text

Excavation unit number

This is our interpretation of the
correct excavation unit #

N

Number

North coordinates of unit

Left blank for Grissom site1

E

Number

East coordinates of unit

Left blank for Grissom site1

Feature

Text

Feature number or designation

Left blank for Grissom site1

Level

Text

Level number or designation

Used when depths were not given,
but other numbers were, like +1
(presumably levels?)

Point Plot-N

Text

North coordinate of any point plot

Entered for coordinates of plotted
artifact within unit

Point Plot-E

Text

East coordinate of any point plot

Entered for coordinates of plotted
artifact within unit

Elev-lower

Number

Bottom elevation or depth of
level

Used for depths (no elevations
given)

Elev-upper

Number

Top elevation or depth of level

Used for depths (no elevations
given)

Screen Size

Text

Size of screen mesh used

Left blank for Grissom site1

Component

Text

Component or occupation for
analysis purpose

Left blank for Grissom site1

Notes

Text

Notes or comments on this bag

Pulled from/to

Number

Associated catalog number

Used when a new catalog number
was assigned for material pulled
from another bag

Automatic Counter
(Bags)

Number

Automatic count of 1 for each
bag

Used for querying bag counts

Analyzed?

Text

Place to indicate if analysis is
completed

Count (in bags)

Number

Count of objects in each bag

We did no editing to this field, so it
includes all original errors

Added to database in 2012; if item
is missing or the cat number
was not assigned, it will be a
count of zero
1
There are no entries in this field because this information was not listed for any of the catalogued bags at
the site.
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The catalog numbers entered into the database in the 2001-2006 project included
1-3,989 within the original block of assigned numbers, although there were some gaps
within that sequence (e.g., 60-74, 198-200, 2153-2200, etc.). (Note that in 2012, I found
catalog cards up to number 3,855, but could no longer find original cards for 3,856 to
3,989.) New number assignments were initially started with 10,001 to leave adequate
space for previous assignments. However, once catalog number 16,147 was reached, it
was decided to try to fill in the gap from 3,990 to 10,000 by going down from 10,000.
Additional catalog numbers partially filled that gap, so that the remaining gap in 2006
was 3,990 to 6,436 (Pat Lubinski, personal communication May 2012).
In this early 2000s project, some materials had clearly lost their provenience
completely, such as one box full of unbagged faunal remains, and numerous bags with no
tags enclosed (Pat Lubinski, personal communication May 2012). Materials from other
sites were also found mixed into the boxes of purportedly Grissom materials, most
notably bags from the Rosa Rockshelter (45YA301) and Umtanum Creek site
(45KT101). These were removed to boxes with those other site materials.
In February, 2006, undergraduate museum studies student Heather Hull
completed a new inventory of archaeology boxes curated by the Anthropology
Department. For this project, she entered all box inventory information into an Access
database, but did not complete a written report (Pat Lubinski, personal communication
May 2012). Hull’s database shows 59 boxes of Grissom material. As of April 2012, this
database has been kept up to date for Grissom materials, but not necessarily for all of the
other sites.
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In May, 2008, five artifacts from the collection were loaned to the newly built
Puget Sound Energy Renewable Energy Center at the Wild Horse Wind and Solar
Facility. These were catalog numbers 9 or 2290 (records are unclear), 1356, 1395, 1785,
and 2083. The items are recorded as points (9/2290, 1395, 1785), a biface (1356), and a
cobble (2083).
In Winter Quarter 2012, a set of 21 additional bags of Grissom materials were
presented to Dr. Lubinski by Resource Management graduate student Lisa Euster, who
found them while organizing the Rosa Rockshelter materials (Scott and Euster 2011).
These were added to the Grissom catalog and database in March 2012. Catalog numbers
16,148-16,170 were used and another box was added to the Grissom collection to store
the materials, inventory number 60 (Pat Lubinski, personal communication May 2012).
The current state of the collection (as of April 2012) is largely as it was at the end
of the 2001-2006 curation project. There are 230 bags of assigned materials missing and
281 catalog numbers that were apparently never assigned. A total of 682 bags have no
unit number designation, and many bags have been assigned questionable unit
designations (see above). Most of the fauna is in 24 green Domtar paper boxes, and most
of the other materials are in 36 white Domtar or Harbor paper boxes (see appendix 3).

CHAPTER VI
RESULTS/SUMMARY OF ARCHAEOLOGY KNOWN AT THE GRISSOM SITE

History of Analyses
In the 1960s-1990s, there were some analyses of the Grissom material, but few
records of these works remain. Our knowledge of materials recovered during excavation
is based almost entirely on work done since 2001. The site database created for curation
by Dr. Lubinski in 2002 shows a total of 13,622 catalogued bags of material.
Artifacts from the Grissom site have been used in numerous studies carried out by
CWU students. The first of these for which we have records are short papers by some of
the students who excavated the site in the 1967 and 1968 field schools. These papers,
written under the supervision of Dr. Clay Denman, describe the contents of the unit each
student excavated, and provide some general information about the site (Edson and Allen
1968; Finkbeiner 1968; Greenway 1968; Hulbert 1968; Jonson 1968; Knutson and
Wilson 1967; Lovlien 1967; McKinnon 1968; Nelson 1968; Vachon 1968; Vander
Howven and Gold 1967; Ward 1968; Winegar 1968; Wittmeier 1967). In Winter Quarter
1970 and 1971, Dr. Smith used artifacts from the Grissom site in his Anthropology 360.2
class, entitled Analytical Methods in Archaeology. Students in this class checked in bags
from the site, washed, labeled, and filled out a catalog card for each artifact. Various
analyses were carried out, including weight and distribution studies, identification of
faunal remains, and analyses of historic artifacts. No student papers from this class were
in the Grissom site records, so the results of these analyses are unknown.
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There are several more analyses from the 1970s for which records exist. The first
is a Winter Quarter 1971 artifact distribution study by Darrell Wallace and others, which
was to result in maps showing distribution of historic artifacts. A paper exists in the
Grissom records (Wallace 1971) explaining the methods Wallace used in making the
maps, but nothing exists detailing the results of this study. There are several maps in the
records with historic artifact distributions, but it is not clear which belong to the Wallace
study.
In Spring 1972, Dave Jacobs and Jim Steffens carried out a faunal analysis of
material from the Grissom site and wrote a paper (Jacobs and Steffens 1972). This paper
was written for an Environmental Archaeology class, and it is unclear who taught the
class, although the students could have been enrolled in Anthropology 496 and doing the
project for individual study credits.
Additional work was completed in the 1980s. As evidenced by course
advertisements in the CWU Anthropology Department archives and documents in the
Grissom records, beginning in Winter Quarter 1981 Leonard Williams taught a
museology class, Anthropology 491, focusing on the Grissom collection. The class was
advertised as a workshop closely involved with the analysis of an archaeological
excavation in which students would become familiar with accessioning, photography,
research, and illustration. The class was offered multiple times between Winter 1981 and
Spring 1982. Williams was hoping to get the collection up to current curatorial standards,
carry out some background research on the site, and begin analyzing artifacts in the
Grissom collection (Leonard Williams, personal communication February 2012). The
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project was cut short due to reorganization of the Anthropology department in which
Williams’ position at the Museum of Man was cut. In the three quarters Williams and his
students worked on the Grissom collection, a new artifact catalog was completed, a
weight/count analysis of faunal artifacts by level was carried out, and a weight/count
analysis by level was done for historic glass and nails. The catalog and weight/count
forms from these projects are all in the Grissom records.
Other undergraduate work in the early 1980s that may or may not be related to
Williams’ Anth 491 course includes three projects for which there are records. Stan Hart
carried out background research on the site as well as a distribution analysis for historic
artifacts at the site, producing maps and a report which can be found in the Grissom
records. These maps and report have no names on them but were identified as Hart’s in
2012 (Stan Hart, personal communication March 2012). Student Ed Dunning took
photographs of all the projectile points and some historic nails in the Grissom collection
in Winter Quarter 1982, and these are in the site records. In Spring of 1982, students
Coleen Bittinger and John Benson filed a site form for the Grissom site with the
Washington Archaeological Resource Center (Bittinger and Benson 1982). This site form
is on file with the Washington DAHP.
In the early 2000s, a comprehensive cataloguing of the Grissom site materials was
carried out under the direction of Dr. Lubinski. The project involved undergraduate and
graduate student rebagging and cataloguing of all Grissom material that could be found at
that time (see chapter V). More student projects were completed during and after this
cataloguing project. The first was a lithics study by Mary McCombs (2003), completed
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under the direction of Dr. Patrick McCutcheon before and during the initial cataloging.
The most recent was my own study of a sample of projectile points done for Dr. Ian
Buvit’s Archaeology Methods course in Fall 2009. The remainder, completed under the
direction of Dr. Pat Lubinski, have focused on lithics (Ellering 2006; Grimes and Norske
2006; Kelly and Shapley 2005; Kuntz 2007; McGillivray 2006; Pikkat-Ecklund 2007),
bone tools (Bangeman 2007; Boyd 2007; Gould 2006), fauna (Lynch and Badertscher
2004; Trosper and Anderson 2005), historic glass (Muramoto 2007), and shellfish
(Hehman and Sulkosky 2004).
It should be noted that all of these 2003-2009 studies were completed by students
that were inexperienced in the analyses, often but not always undergraduate students with
no prior experience and little training, who were completing the project as their first lab
analysis in archaeology for course credit. Unless otherwise noted below, the results for
none of these projects were verified by experienced analysts (like their faculty mentors).
Thus, all of these results should be considered preliminary and subject to change or
verification.
A few studies have been completed by experienced analysts. To date, this
includes only an analysis of all fish remains in the Grissom collection by Dr. Pat Lubinski
and Dr. Megan Partlow, and an analysis of general faunal remains by Badertscher and
Lynch, which were verified by Dr. Lubinski. These results should be reliable.
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General Studies
As a part of Dr. Clay Denman’s field methods class held in Spring 1967 and
1968, ANTH 360, Methods in Archaeology, each student wrote a paper detailing the
methods used in the excavation of his or her unit as well as preliminary results. While the
reports varied, most contained complete Central Washington State College
Archaeological Site Survey Forms as well as a section on the known history of the site, a
section on the method of excavation, and photos, diagrams, wall profiles, and a summary
of findings of their unit. One of the student papers mentioned the landowner’s concern
over the remnants of pit houses to the north of the main excavation grid (Finkbeiner
1968), although Dr. Jim Alexander (personal communication 2012) said he reviewed the
aerial photos and saw no vestiges of pit houses.
Student papers also noted previously looted graves to the east and southeast
(about 200 yards) of the site (Edson and Allen 1968; Finkbeiner 1968; Wittmeier 1967).
These circular, doughnut-shaped rock alignments were noted by myself and Dr. Lubinski
on a visit to the site in October 2011. (See chapter V for more on the possible excavation
of these burials to the southeast of the Grissom site by Walker in the 1930s.)
Many of the student papers noted that the pioneer Grissom’s cabin was located in
the general area of the site (e.g., Edson and Allen 1968; McKinnon 1968; Vachon 1968;
Winegar 1968). Greenway (1968) wrote that the site datum was situated in a wall of the
cabin. Finkbeiner (1968) noted that while the Grissom homestead was located in the
approximate center of the site, all that was left of it was the stone foundation.
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The first student project to be carried out after the cataloging project began in
2001 was completed by undergraduate student Mary McCombs from 2001-2003
(McCombs 2003). As part of her Farrell Scholarship grant-funded research, she obtained
three radiocarbon dates (see Table 10). Dr. Lubinski later obtained three more
radiocarbon dates from the site, for a total of six (see Table 10). The six radiocarbon
dates obtained show a possible span of occupation at the site over the past 4,000 years.

Table 10. AMS Radiocarbon Dates from the Grissom Site.
Unit

Depth
(cm)

Conventional Age
(RCYBP)

Calibrated Age1
(2 sigma range)

Material2

Lab Number

V0E

20-40

210±40

AD 1530-1877

bone

Beta-167132

J2W

20-40

400±40

AD 1432-1632

bone

Beta-167130

J2W

90-100

1580±40

AD 402-568

elk bone

Beta-190125

J2W

130-150

4130±40

2872-2581 BC

charcoal

Beta-190126

O0E

40-60

710±40

AD 1224-1388

bone

Beta-202534

S5E

20-40

1150±40

AD 778-980

bone

Beta-167131

1

2-sigma age ranges (or maximum extent of multiple 2-sigma age ranges) calibrated with CALIB 6.1.0
using intcal09.14c data set (Stuiver et al. 2011).
2
The first two samples, from the 20-40 cm levels of units V0E and J2W, were aggregate samples
(McCombs 2003). All other material submitted for analysis consisted of individual pieces.

McCombs’ research goal was to analyze Grissom site functions across space and
time through artifact analysis (McCombs 2003). She chose five excavation units
randomly for analysis, units J2W, S3E, S5E, V0E, and U0E (see Figure 25). Within these
five units, she intended to analyze all materials. However, since she encountered bulk
bags of unsorted artifacts, she undertook the sorting, bagging, and labeling of the contents
of these bags as part of her project. As a result, she was unable to fully analyze each unit,
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Figure 25. Map of Grissom site excavated units showing units analyzed by McCombs (shaded).
Map by Dr. Lubinski.
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and instead sorted materials from each unit into 8 material types (bone, lithic, charcoal,
glass, metal, pottery, shell, and other) and weighed these materials by excavation level
for each unit. McCombs analyzed lithic material more closely, applying Dr. Pat
McCutcheon’s (1996) paradigmatic classification scheme to 302 lithic artifacts from
those units. (It is unclear if these are all of the lithic artifacts from those units, or some
subset of the total, such as what was catalogued as of that date.) The results of her lithics
studies are described later in this chapter with the other lithic studies.
McCombs found that all five units were dominated by lithics and bone, with much
smaller weights of the other materials (Table 11). Unit J2W yielded the highest weights
of bone, charcoal, shell and other materials, with U0E having the lowest weights of lithic
and other material and the second lowest weights of bone and charcoal. Some units had
considerable historic material (S3E, V0E), while others had little or none (J2W, U0E).
S5E is the only unit analyzed by McCombs in which pottery occurred, and although
McCombs does not specify, this is assumed to be historic pottery.
McCombs concluded that higher distributions of fragment types and material
types found in some units compared to others might be the result of excavated unit size or
perhaps sorting bias. She also concluded that the large assemblage of excavated artifacts
from the Grissom site is not typical of known spring or summer upland resource use
areas. McCombs called for a more detailed, formal analysis of the site and comparison
with other known sites in the region to better understand the full extent of activities that
took place at the Grissom site.
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Table 11. Bulk Artifact Weights by Level and Material Types .
J2W

Lithic

Bone

Charcoal

Shell

Glass

Metal

Pottery

Other

0-40

1271.94

1742.69

13.87

67.08

0

0

0

10.02

40-100

2955.19

2418.31

21.73

122.88

0

0

0

20.88

85.02

39.29

3.57

0.49

0

0

0

2.36

100-180
No
Level/Surface
Totals
S3E
0-40
40-100
100-180
No
Level/Surface

455.93

1.01

14.31

1.53

0

0

0

4656.22

40.18

204.76

1.53

0

0

33.26

Lithic
151.64

Bone
294.25

Charcoal
0.28

Shell
13.10

Glass
67.69

Metal
67.46

Pottery
0

Other
1.50

2278.70

1641.96

18.95

71.69

51.02

16.80

2.89

5.37

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

185.64

52.10

0.50

0.28

3.23

5.02

0

1.57

Totals

2615.98

1988.31

19.73

85.07

121.94

89.28

2.89

8.44

S5E
0-40

Lithic
1166.37

Bone
470.88

Charcoal
0.47

Shell
32.60

Glass
49.36

Metal
0

Pottery
21.56

Other
10.3

40-100

1334.34

501.76

3.11

14.63

8.13

9.63

40.96

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100-180
No
Level/Surface

182.87

2.93

0.36

5.56

18.16

0

0

0.14

2683.58

975.57

3.94

52.79

75.65

9.63

62.52

10.44

Lithic
640.98

Bone
243.24

Charcoal
0

Shell
0

Glass
376.12

Metal
6.64

Pottery
0

Other
10.03

40-100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100-180

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

No
Level/Surface

0

0

0

0

0

55.31

0

0

Totals

640.98

243.24

0

0

376.12

61.95

0

10.03

U0E
0-40

Lithic
286.91

Bone
344.5

Charcoal
0.19

Shell
71.66

Glass
0

Metal
0

Pottery
0

Other
0

40-100

63.62

372.68

0.19

73.35

14.08

34.96

0

0

100-180

129.93

16.31

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Totals
V0E
0-40

No
Level/Surface
1

225.59
4537.74

Totals
480.46
733.49
0.38 145.01
14.08
34.96
After McCombs 2006. Weight units are not specified, but are assumed to be grams.
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McCombs deduced through her research that the variations in fragment type
distributions in units analyzed suggested variations in activities across space at the
Grissom site. For example, she cited the presence of ground stone tools as a good
indicator that food processing was an activity taking place at the site. She found the
radiocarbon dates she obtained affirm the extended pre-contact use of the Grissom site.
Using the extant database, it is possible to further summarize some generalities
from the site, based on the material types recorded by the students who catalogued the
materials in the early 2000s. As is true for the other student work, it would be prudent to
accept these database results as preliminary since they have not been verified by
experienced analysts. Based on database queries made in March 2012, I can add the
following information about the contents of the Grissom collection (see Table 12).

Lithic Studies
Undergraduate student Mary McCombs (2003) analyzed 302 lithic artifacts from
five excavation units (J2W, S3E, S5E, U0E, V0E) for a Farrell Research Scholarship. She
recorded the value for each of the following five categories of data adapted from
analytical protocols in McCutcheon (1996): type of fragment, reduction stage, material
type, other modification, wear presence, and type of wear.
In her analysis of cataloged lithic artifacts from each of the five units (see Table
13), McCombs found that Units J2W and S3E showed the highest percentages of bifaces
cataloged from lower levels (40-140 centimeters below surface, cmbs) and few bifaces
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Table 12. Grissom Catalogued Artifact Summary as of 2012.
Material

Catalogued
Number Count

Fauna, Unmodified

5,231

Flora

568

Description
3,514 non-fish (3 missing), 626 fish, 1,091 shell (1
missing)
566 charcoal, 2 macrobotanical sample

1,379

10 ammunition and other firearm artifacts, 9 glass
beads, 83 ceramics, 39 fasteners/buttons (3
missing), 538 glass (1missing), 656 metal (11
missing), 2 building material such as brick, 42
unspecified (5 missing)

Lithics

5,770

1,335 unspecified lithics (8 missing), 794 nonprojectile point bifaces (4 missing), 2,034
unspecified chipped stone (16 missing), 553
debitage, 58 ground stone (3 missing), 15 lamellar
flakes (2 missing), 637 projectile points (80
missing), 2 thermally altered stone, and 342
uniface (6 missing)

Ceramics, Not Historic

10

(These are questionable and need evaluation)

Tools/Ornaments

267

208 modified bone (8 missing), 13 modified shell
(1 missing), 45 lithic (presumably beads, etc. not
chipped stone; 6 missing), 1 unspecified

Fill/Float/Sediment/
Other Sample

97

92 fill/float/sediment, 5 other

Unknown Material

294

(281 numbers appeared unassigned)

Discarded Material

6

TOTAL

13,622

Historic Artifacts

Bags of material catalogued but then discarded,
like dirt clods or roots

from upper levels (0-40 cmbs). Unit U0E contained the second highest number of
artifacts present from 40-140 cmbs, including bifaces, flakes, cores, and a single cobble,
with Unit J2W having the highest numbers. Unit U0E also exhibited a high concentration
of bifaces, flakes, and cobbles in its upper levels (0-40 cmbs). Unit S5E exhibited the
most variety of all analyzed units, including comparable numbers of bifaces and flakes as
well as core, chunk, and cobble artifacts from all levels. Unit V0E showed the lowest
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Table 13. McCombs’ Lithic Fragment Types by Unit and Level .
Levels

J2W

S3E

S5E

V0E

U0E

0-40

N = 16

N = 5

N = 56

N = 17

N = 27

88% Bifaces
(14)

40% Bifaces (2)

39% Bifaces
(22)

59% Bifaces
(10)

55% Bifaces
(15)

12% Flakes/
Flake Frags
(2)

60% Flakes/
Flake Frags
(3)

39% Flakes/
Flake Frags
(22)

29% Flakes/
Flake Frags
(5)

19% Flakes/
Flake Frags
(5)

0% Chunks

0% Chunks

16% Chunks
(9)

0% Chunks

0% Chunks

0% Cobbles

0% Cobbles

4% Cobbles (2)

6% Cobbles (1)

26% Cobbles (7)

0% Cores

0% Cores

2% Cores (1)

6% Cores (1)

0% Cores

0% Spalls

0% Spalls

0% Spalls

0% Spalls

0% Spalls

N = 49

N = 39

N = 15

N=3

N = 47

84% Bifaces
(41)

79% Bifaces
(31)

47% Bifaces (7)

100% Bifaces
(3)

53% Bifaces
(25)

16% Flakes/
Flake Frags
(8)

21% Flakes/
Flake Frags
(8)

47% Flakes/
Flake Frags
(7)

0% Flakes/
Flake Frags

41% Flakes/
Flake Frags
(19)

0% Chunks

0% Chunks

6% Chunks (1)

0% Chunks

0% Chunks

0% Cobbles

0% Cobbles

0% Cobbles

0% Cobbles

2% Cobbles (1)

0% Cores

0% Cores

0% Cores

0% Cores

4% Cores (2)

0% Spalls

0% Spalls

0% Spalls

0% Spalls

0% Spalls

N=2

N=0

N = 18

N=3

N=5

100% Bifaces
(2)

0% Bifaces

22% Bifaces (4)

100% Bifaces
(3)

40% Bifaces (2)

0% Flakes/
Flake Frags

0% Flakes/
Flake Frags

66% Flakes/
Flake Frags
(12)

0% Flakes/
Flake Frags

40% Flakes/
Flake Frags
(2)

0% Chunks

0% Chunks

0% Chunks

0% Chunks

0% Chunks

0% Cobbles

0% Cobbles

6% Cobbles (1)

0% Cobbles

20% Cobbles (1)

0% Cores

0% Cores

6% Cores (1)

0% Cores

0% Cores

0% Spalls

0% Spalls

0% Spalls

0% Spalls

40-140

No
Level/
Surface/
Cleanup

1

0% Spalls
After McCombs 2006.
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amount of artifacts present in the analyzed units, with low concentrations of bifaces and
flakes as well as single core and cobble artifacts. Chipping and flaking were the most
common wear patterns observed on lithic material analyzed from all units.
Undergraduate students Ashley Grimes and Casey Norske (2006) analyzed 83
biface fragments from units J2W and T3E for Dr. Lubinski’s Fall 2006 ANTH 321
Archaeological Methods class. These units were chosen because they contained similar
numbers of bifaces. Each piece was classified by raw material, use wear, stage,
dimensions, portion, and function. The majority of the sample (n = 39) was
undeterminable, but Grimes and Norske identified 32 projectile point fragments, 4 full
projectile points, 2 knife fragments, 4 drill fragments, and 1 full drill. They did not type
the projectile points, nor did they record the measurements necessary to type the points
using Carter’s (2002, 2010) key.
Grimes and Norske (2006) identified two types of raw materials in their sample:
chert (opaque cryptocrystalline silicate) and chalcedony (translucent cryptocrystalline
silicate). They noted lithic reduction stage referencing Andrefsky’s (1998) five stages,
but appear to use only four of those stages, since they counted completed projectile points
as stage 4. They found no bifaces in stage one (flake blank) of the reduction sequence, 4
in stage two (edged biface), 25 in stage three (thinned biface), and 53 bifaces in stage
four (preform), and none in stage five. Of the 82 fragments analyzed, Grimes and Norske
identified 73 pieces as chert and 9 as chalcedony.
There have been five previous student analyses of projectile points from the
Grissom site (Ellering 2006; Kelly and Shapley 2005; Kuntz 2007; McGillivray 2006;
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Pikkat-Ecklund 2007), in addition to my own (Shea this study). All analyses involved
recording the measurements, material type, color, physical condition, and spatial location
of Grissom projectile points and most also assigned types using James Carter’s (2002,
2010) analytical key for projectile points from the central Columbia Basin (See appendix
1 for results by catalog number and Table 14 for results summary).
Table 14. Previous Projectile Point Study Results.
Author(s)

Class

Sample
Size

Sample
Strategy

Findingsa

Edrie Kelly and
Jake Shapley

ANTH 321,
Fall 2005

57

Complete points
from units J2W,
I2W, U0E, S3E

CCNB (30), PSN (17), CS (7), CCNA
(1), X (2)

Anthony
Ellering

ANTH 321,
Fall 2006

50

Random

CCNB (14), PSN (6), CS (6), CCNA
(2), CSSN (1), X (18b), OOK (3)

Maggie
McGillivray

ANTH 321,
Fall 2006

24

All complete
points from unit
M0E

No types were reported, but using her
metrics, I typed as follows: CCNB (10),
PSN (4), CS (3), WRS (3), X (4)

Aaron Kuntz

ANTH 321,
Fall 2007

50

40 cmbs in units
with few
historics

CCNB (27), PSN (11), CCNA (4), CS
(2), WRS (1), MS or WD (1), CAS (1),
CS or WRS (1); X (2)

Daniel
Pikkat-Ecklund

ANTH 321,
Fall 2007

50

65 cmbs

CCNB (26), PSN (11), CCNA (2), CS
(1), WRS (1), CSSN (1), X (6),OOK
(2)

Holly Shea

ANTH 321,
Fall 2009

51

Complete points

CS (17), PSN (16), CCNB (11), CSSN
(3), CCNA (1), MS (1), OOK (2)

a

Point types abbreviated as follows: CAS = Cascade; CCNB/A = Columbia Corner-Notched B/A; CS =
Columbia Stemmed; CSSN = Cold Springs Side Notched; MS = Mahkin Shouldered; OOK = out of
key; PSN = Plateau Side-Notched; WD = Windust; WRS = Wallula Rectangular Stemmed; X = not
complete enough for use of key
b

Some of these 18 points were selected randomly from the database but not analyzed because they were
missing from the collection.

In a project for Anthropology 321 Archaeological Methods, graduate student
Edrie Kelly and undergraduate Jake Shapley (2005) typed projectile points from
excavation units J2W, I2W, U0E, and S3E in order to provide an age range for the units.
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Eighty specimens were selected (for unknown reasons) out of which 55 projectile points
were successfully measured and classified using Carter’s (2002) key. Twenty-one points
were analyzed from J2W, 3 from I2W, 14 from U0E, and 19 from S3E. The students then
used Lohse’s (1985) Rufus Woods Lake Projectile Point Chronology to establish a
temporal range for the units based on the identified points. Raw material type was not
noted.
Kelly and Shapley (2005) classified points as Columbia Corner-Notched B (54
percent), Columbia Stemmed (13 percent), Plateau Side-Notched (31 percent), and
Columbia Corner-Notched A (2 percent). When compared to previously collected AMS
radiocarbon dates, they discovered that all but one of the dates (4130 ± 40 BP)
correspond to the three most frequent types of projectile points identified. They
concluded that the majority of the Grissom site can be dated to less than 2000 BP.
Undergraduate student Maggie McGillivray (2006) also analyzed projectile points
from the Grissom site for Dr. Lubinski’s Archaeological Methods class in Fall 2006. She
examined 68 projectile points, all from unit M0E. This unit was chosen because of the
large amount of projectile points it contained. (A 2011 query of the database shows it to
be the largest sample at the site.) From the projectile points pulled from unit M0E,
McGillivray only analyzed complete points, narrowing her sample size to 24.
McGillivray (2006) measured the metrics needed to apply Carter’s (2002) key,
and also recorded the color, color pattern, surface appearance, and translucency of each
artifact. No projectile point types were assigned. Using her metrics, I assigned the
following types to the 20 that had complete measurements in her sample of 24: Columbia
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Corner-Notched B (n = 10), Plateau Side-Notched (n = 4), Columbia Stemmed (n = 3),
and Wallula Rectangular Stemmed (n = 3). None of the points analyzed by McGillivray
overlapped with those analyzed previously by Kelly and Shapley (2005).
Undergraduate student Anthony Ellering analyzed projectile points from the
Grissom site for Dr. Lubinski’s Archaeological Methods class in Fall 2006. Ellering
randomly selected a sample of 50 points to analyze from the Grissom site, although
exactly how we went about this is unclear. Out of the 50 total points he initially selected
for analysis, 18 were either missing or were too incomplete to type. Accordingly, Ellering
analyzed a total of 32 points. He typed nearly half the sample as Columbia CornerNotched B (n = 14), 6 projectile points as Columbia Stemmed, 6 as Plateau SideNotched, 2 points as Columbia Corner-Notched A, and 1 as Cold Springs Side-Notched.
Ellering remarked that the Corner-Notched A and Cold Springs points were similar in
style to the Corner-Notched B and Plateau Side-Notched points, but were typed
differently primarily because of their larger size. Three projectile points fell out of
Carter’s (2002) key. Ellering noted in his paper that four of the points he analyzed
overlapped with Kelly and Shapley’s (2005) sample, and three overlapped with
McGillivray’s (2006) sample. Unfortunately, Ellering’s results are not recorded by
catalog number, so although we have catalog numbers used in the analysis, we cannot
match assigned types with their corresponding catalog numbers.
Undergraduate student Daniel Pikkat-Ecklund (2007) analyzed 50 projectile
points from the Grissom collection for ANTH 321 in Fall 2007. He queried the database
for all projectile points with a provenience deeper than 65 cmbs and from the results
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pulled 50 points for analysis. This sample included 5 specimens already examined by
Kelly and Shapley in 2005 (see appendix 1). The points were measured and typed using
Carter’s (2002) key. Many of the points in Pikkat-Ecklund’s analysis were fragmentary,
so they were traced and drawn to be complete, mirroring the side that was present, and
measurements were assumed from this. Pikkat-Ecklund found Columbia Corner Notched
B (n = 26) to be the most prevalent type in his analysis, with Plateau Side Notched (n =
11) being the second most frequent type present. Other projectile points identified by
Pikkat-Ecklund include Wallula Rectangular Stemmed (n = 1), Columbia Stemmed (n =
1), and Cold Springs Side-Notched (n = 1).
Graduate student Aaron Kuntz (2007) carried out a similar analysis of 50
randomly selected projectile points from the Grissom site for Anthropology 321 in Fall
2007, including one point previously analyzed by Kelly and Shapley (2005). The
projectile points selected were from a depth of 40 cm or more below surface where few
or no historic materials were present. Kuntz analyzed points from numerous units (see
appendix 1), and used Carter’s (2002) key to type the projectile points. He noted the
condition and material of each point as well. Out of the 50 selected points, two were
unidentifiable, because they were too incomplete to be typed. Kuntz successfully
identified Columbia Corner-Notched B (n = 27), Plateau Side-Notched (n = 11),
Columbia Corner-Notched A (n = 4), Columbia Stemmed (n = 2), Wallula Rectangular
Stemmed (n = 1), and Cascade (n = 1; catalog number 403) types. He also typed one
point as either Mahkin Shouldered or Windust (catalog number 951) and one point as
Columbia Stemmed or Wallula Rectangular Stemmed. The temporal range of the
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majority of styles identified by Kuntz corresponds with radiocarbon dates obtained for
the Grissom site, as Kelly and Shapley (2005) found.
I analyzed 51 projectile points for Dr. Ian Buvit’s Anthropology 321,
Archaeological Methods, class in the Fall of 2009 (Shea this study). Points were
randomly (in the common English sense, not statistically) selected from the collection
using artifact numbers from a database query for all projectile points, of which 51 were
chosen. When pulling artifacts, specimens without an intact hafting element were put
back until the entire sample consisted of points that could successfully be typed. As I was
unaware of previous Grissom site projectile point analyses at the time, the sample
analyzed included 4 specimens already examined by Kelly and Shapley in 2005, 4
specimens analyzed by McGillivray in 2006, 4 specimens analyzed by Pikkat-Ecklund in
2007, one point analyzed in 2007 by Kuntz, and one point (catalog number 1519) already
analyzed by both Kelly and Shapley (2005) and Pikkat-Ecklund (2007) (see appendix 1).
Metrics, completeness, raw material, and a short description of the appearance of
each point were recorded. Using Carter’s 2002 key, points were typed as follows: 16
Plateau Side-Notched, 17 Columbia Stemmed, 11 Columbia Corner-Notched B, 3 Cold
Springs Side-Notched, 1 Columbia Corner-Notched A, 1 Mahkin Shouldered, and 2 fell
out of the key. Data was entered into an Excel spreadsheet, which was incorporated into
the Grissom site database in 2012.

Point Analysis Summary
Taking analyses of the same points into account (removing duplicate point data),
the total number of points analyzed to date from the Grissom site collection is 208.
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(Ellering’s analysis lacks type assignments by catalog number and so is excluded.) Of
these 208, there were 8 Columbia Corner-Notched A, 90 Columbia Corner-Notched B,
22 Columbia Stemmed, 7 either Columbia Corner-Notched B or Stemmed, 52 Plateau
Side-Notched, 1 either Columbia Corner-Notched B or Plateau Side-Notched, 4 Wallula
Rectangular Stemmed, 3 Cold Springs Side-Notched, 1 Mahkin Shouldered, 1 Cascade, 1
either Columbia Stemmed or Wallula Rectangular Stemmed, 1 either Mahkin Shouldered
or Windust, 1 either unknown or Columbia Corner-Notched B, 12 unknown, and 4 out of
key. In eight cases, students analyzing the same specimen at different points in time typed
the point differently, and in two cases, Kuntz (2007) typed the point in question as either
one thing or another. In a single case, different students typed a point once as Columbia
Corner-Notched B and once as Plateau Side-Notched (although the drawing of this
specimen clearly shows it is corner-notched). In six cases the points were typed as either
Columbia Corner-Notched B or Columbia Stemmed. I came across this problem in my
own analysis. In such cases, the only difference between the two was whether the point in
question was designated as having basal-notching or corner-notching, and this proved a
difficult decision for many points. Kelly and Shapley (2005) discuss having the same
issue in their analysis. However, the two point types share the same temporal range which
makes their distinction less critical to the overall scope of research on the Grissom site.
In all student projectile point analyses, Columbia Corner-Notched B, Columbia
Stemmed, and Plateau Side-Notched were the dominant types identified (see Figures 26
and 27). The dominance of these types of projectile points indicates heavy use of the
Grissom site area during the Cayuse Phase, 2500-250 BP (Galm et al. 1981).
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2500 - 8000 BP

Point Styles with Corresponding Age Ranges
Figure 26. Grissom site projectile point type distribution. This sample includes all of the student results,
excluding duplicates and points with more than one assignment (n = 181).

Analyzed projectile points can be assigned to arrow point or dart point classes
based on neck width measurements (Shott 1997; Thomas 1978). I found neck width data
for 182 of the 208 points analyzed to date, and compared these to metrics in Shott (1997).
Using Shott’s (1997) parameters, artifacts with neck widths of less than 8.6 mm were
categorized as arrows (outside the 95 percent confidence interval for 39 darts) and more
than 15 mm as darts (outside the 95 percent confidence interval for 130 arrows). Only 7
of the points from which neck width data was available showed neck widths greater than
8.6mm, and one of these showed a neck width greater than 15mm (catalog number 1030,
neck width = 20 mm). Thus, the vast majority of points (175/182; 96 percent) were likely
to be arrow points, six of the remainder were of uncertain
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Figure 27. Examples of lithic projectile points from the Grissom collection. The points were typed as
follows: Top Row, left to right, PSN (Cat# 1488); CSSN (Cat# 1613); CSSN (Cat# 1710); 2nd Row, CCNB
(Cat# 340); CCNB (Cat# 247); CS (Cat# 2795); 3rd Row, CS (Cat# 1584); WRS (Cat# 2533); CCNA (Cat#
381); Bottom Row, WRS (Cat# 1419); CCNB (Cat# 1514); MS (Cat# 1030); CCNA (Cat# 289).
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function (probably arrows but larger than the 95 percent confidence limit), and one was a
dart point. The majority of the projectile points analyzed to date from the Grissom site
collection were typed as Columbia Corner-Notched B. Columbia Corner-Notched B
points were in use between 2000 and 150 years BP and have well developed corner
notches, convex to straight lateral margins and straight to expanding stems (Lohse 2005;
Lohse and Schou 2008; Nelson 1969). Nelson (1969) called it “Columbia Plateau CornerNotched” but Carter (2010) maintains Lohse’s (1985) type name. Half (90/181 = 50
percent) of the typed points in the combined analyzed sample (excluding those not
assigned or assigned more than one type) were typed as Columbia Corner-Notched B.
The second-most frequent type present in the analyzed sample is Plateau SideNotched (n = 52, representing 29 percent of the typed points). This point designates a
widely distributed, highly variable series of small side-notched points with straight to
concave bases, marking the late prehistoric period (Lohse and Schou 2008). The points
are typically small and highly symmetrical with a characteristic winged appearance. It is
also known as Desert Side-Notched and Columbia Side-Notched (Lohse 1985). The
temporal distribution of the Plateau Side-Notched point is 1500-200 BP (Lohse and
Schou 2008). Note that out of the 52 typed as Plateau Side-Notched by students, at least
one is clearly misidentified. Pikkat-Ecklund (2007) typed catalog number 1455 as Plateau
Side-Notched but my reexamination of the point clearly shows it to be notched from the
corner or base, so it cannot be a Plateau Side-Notched point but is rather a Columbia
Corner-Notched B or Columbia Stemmed point.
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There are 22 points in the analyzed sample (12 percent) typed as Columbia
Stemmed. These points are typically delicate, elongate triangular forms with sharply
pointed, downward projecting barbs, and small, narrow, slightly expanding stems (Lohse
1985). Nelson (1969) wrote that the appearance of this point type corresponded with
increases in population density and the development of large winter villages on the
Columbia River. Lohse (1985) also hypothesized that this type may indicate a northward
expansion of population during the last 2,000-1,500 years. The temporal range for this
point type is 2000-150 BP (Lohse and Schou 2008). Lohse (1985:353-356) recognized
three variants of Columbia Stemmed points (A, B, and C), while recognizing that they
“are quite similar . . . being delicate, triangular forms with distinctive basal notches and
barbs.” Nelson (1969) also distinguished seven variants in what he termed the Upper
Columbia Stemmed Complex. Carter (2002, 2010) does not split the type into multiple
variants in his key.
There were 4 projectile points (2 percent) typed as Wallula Rectangular Stemmed
in student analyses. This point type consists of small, corner-notched triangular projectile
points with square shoulders and long, straight stems (Lohse 1985). The distinctive
straight stem distinguishes this form from the Columbia Corner-Notched series (Lohse
and Schou 2008). Wallula Rectangular Stemmed has a temporal range of 2000-150 BP
(Lohse 1985), although Lohse and Schou (2008) report the range as 2000-1500 BP
(probably a misprint).
An earlier form of the Columbia Corner-Notched Series, Columbia CornerNotched A, appears only 8 times (4 percent) in students’ results. Columbia Corner-
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Notched A points are typically larger than the later Columbia Corner-Notched B points
and have well developed corner notches, convex to straight lateral margins and straight to
expanding stems (Leonhardy and Rice 1970; Lohse and Schou 2008). Columbia CornerNotched A points were used between 5000 and 2500 BP (Lohse 1985).
The three points (2 percent) typed as Cold Springs Side-Notched (catalog
numbers 1710, 1613, and 1141) by Pikkat-Ecklund (2007) and Shea (this study) most
likely represent larger-than-usual Plateau Side-Notched points. According to Carter
(2002), if a point is side-notched and its maximum basal width (MBW) is greater than or
equal to 16.0mm or its thickness is greater than or equal to 4.0mm, it should be typed as a
Cold Springs Side-Notched point. If it does not fit those measurements, it is a PlateauSide Notched point. All three of the points typed as Cold Springs Side-Notched only fit
one of the required measurements, either MBW or thickness, and none were much more
robust than the minimum measurements. If these points are indeed Cold Springs SideNotched points, their temporal range would be 6000-4000 BP (Lohse and Schou 2008),
possibly making them the oldest specimens in the sample analyzed. Further analysis is
needed to determine if these are correctly typed as Cold Springs Side-Notched or are
larger Plateau Side-Notched types. It should be noted that two of these points had neck
widths (5.8 mm and 6.9 mm) well within the range of ethnographic arrow points, and the
third had a neck width (10.0 mm) between the ranges of ethnographic arrow and dart
points as measured by Shott (1997). These neck widths support the argument that these
three points are likely larger-than-usual Plateau Side-Notched points.
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One point in the sample analyzed was typed as Mahkin Shouldered by Shea (this
study; catalog number 1030). The Mahkin Shouldered type has a broad temporal range
of 8000-2500 BP (Lohse and Schou 2008). While this point fits within every one of
Carter’s (2002) parameters for the Mahkin Shouldered type, the fact that it is the only
projectile point typed as such from the analyzed sample of 208 points, leads me to believe
more research is necessary to firmly establish the presence of this projectile point type in
the Grissom site assemblage. It should be noted that Kuntz (2007) typed one point in his
sample as either Mahkin Shouldered or Windust (catalog number 951). This artifact is
broken at its base, so it could be contracting-stemmed or perhaps side-notched, and may
have been a reworked portion of a larger point. I examined this point, and it appears to
me and Dr. Lubinski that the fracture of the base makes its classification uncertain. This
point has a width of 12.8 mm at the base of the broken stem, which is intermediate
between ethnographic arrow and dart points. The point typed by Shea (this study; catalog
number 1030) is very different, with a well-preserved strong square base, and a neck
width of 20.0 mm, in the range of ethnographic dart points as measured by Shott (1997).
One point in the student analyses was typed as either a Windust or Mahkin
Shouldered using Carter’s (2002) key—catalog number 951 (Kuntz 2007). Windust is the
earliest common projectile point found in the central Columbia Basin, and upland finds
are rare (Carter 2010). Windust series projectile points include large, shouldered, and
broad stemmed (MBW greater than 11.5 mm) as well as unstemmed points, with
relatively short blades, straight to contracting stems (rarely expanding), and straight or
slightly concave basal margins. Windust points date from 13,000 to 7,500 BP (Carter
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2010; Lohse and Schou 2008). Carter (2010) discussed the difficulty of including the
Windust type in his key based on morphological attributes alone due to the technological
characteristics (abrading and collateral flake scars) that best define the Windust type. The
point (catalog number 951) from the Grissom site is probably best not assigned to any
type given the fractured base and small overall size. It did not appear to have abrading or
collateral flaking when examined by the author in 2011.
There was only one point typed as Cascade in analyses to date (Kuntz 2007;
catalog number 403). Cascade Series projectile points include three variants: Cascade A,
a broad lanceolate projectile point with a rounded to pointed base; Cascade B, a slender,
delicate-looking lanceolate projectile point with a slightly concave base; Cascade C, a
slender, smaller lanceolate projectile point with a markedly contracting basal margin,
often serrated (Lohse 1985, 1995). Cascade points have a temporal range of 8000-5000
BP (Lohse and Schou 2008). The point was reexamined by the author and Dr. Lubinski in
2011. It appears to us that this is a small scraper, perhaps an arrow point that broke and
was reworked into a scraper, based on the thin, sharp tip. As it is only 28 mm long, 4.8
mm thick, and has a scraper-like base, it seems unlikely to be a Cascade point to us.

Historic Artifact Studies
Undergraduate student Stan Hart carried out an historic artifact distribution study
in the early 1980s, most likely as part of Leonard Williams’ Museology Workshop
classes, Anthropology 491(Hart, personal communication 2012). An undated paper with
no listed author among the Grissom documents in Inventory Box 58 was identified by
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Hart as his paper. This paper details a project in which artifacts were plotted on maps of
excavated areas according to their type and depth. Artifacts plotted include historic metal
(nails, tools, buttons, cartridges, and buckles), shoe fragments, ceramics, and glass
(white, brown, green, blue, and milk) by type.
Hart found that glass artifacts were concentrated in units M0E, P0E, R0E, S3E,
S5E, and U0E, but that glass was scattered widely all over the site. His distribution study
also showed that metal artifacts were scattered all over the site but were concentrated in
units R0E, U3E, and V0E. Hart concluded that historic artifacts seemed to be
concentrated on one specific section of the Grissom site—units H0E, L5E, P0E, Q0E,
S3E, and S4E.
Undergraduate Minori Muramoto (2007) carried out a study of historic glass from
three sites in the Kittitas Valley, one being the Grissom site, for her Senior Honors
Thesis, which was partially funded by a Farrell Scholarship. All of the historic glass in
the Grissom site collection was analyzed, totaling 1,247 specimens from 51 different
units representing a minimum of 40 separate vessels. Specimens were classified as
having a portion of the base, heel, body, shoulder, neck, finish, lip, rim, or closure.
Artifacts were further classified by color, base diameter, finish size, functional type, and
presence and location of seams or mold marks and embossed markings. Muramoto
(2007) tried to refit certain specimens when possible. She further estimated the age or
period of manufacture for each vessel and also calculated the minimum number of
vessels. All of her data were inputted into a Microsoft Access database.
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Muramoto (2007) analyzed historic glass from the Grissom site recovered from
all levels of numerous units. She identified two nearly complete vessels, 36 base portions,
18 lips, 6 bodies, 2 rims, and 1 lid, with colors ranging from colorless (over half of
vessels) to aqua, green, amethyst, brown, blue, and white. Functional types identified
include medicine (druggist) bottles (n = 7), condiment vessels (n = 3), beverage bottles
(including alcoholic beverages; n = 7), one bowl, one cosmetic or ointment/cream jar, one
unknown jar, one jar lid, and 135 shards of panel glass. Vessel portion number 28 in
Muramoto’s (2007) analysis appears to be the oldest vessel in the site because of its olive
green color and because it has a hand-applied lip, a technology used between 1840 and
1860. The newest vessel fragment had an embossed “M” in a circle on the base. This
mark has been used by the Maryland Glass Corporation since 1916 (Toulouse 1972;
Whitten 2005). All of the bottles with identified manufacturing technology (n = 9) were
made with mold blown technology, in use from the 1840s to the 1910s (IMACS 1992).
Included in the collection and identified by Muramoto is a fragment of an early
Ellensburg druggist bottle from D. O. Woodworth produced by the Whitall-Tatum
Company between 1889 and 1893, according to Toulouse (1972) and Whitten (2005).
Muramoto deduced through her research that the historic component of the
Grissom site dates from about 1840 to 1920. She believes the site was probably
abandoned prior to the 1900s due to the majority of mold-blown glass, which was the
dominant technology used before the turn of the twentieth century (IMACS 1992), and
definitely by the early 1920s because of the presence of the Maryland Glass bottle.
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Faunal Analysis and Bone Artifact Studies
The first analysis of faunal material from the Grissom site was carried out by
students Dave Jacobs and Jim Steffens, as described in their 1972 class paper. They
attempted to determine the genus and species of animals present in each unit by level.
They were unable to type fish, shellfish, and bird remains because they had no reference
collection for comparing such specimens in the laboratory. Results of the study are not
included in their paper.
Dr. Pat Lubinski began a zooarchaeological research project in January 2004,
with the initial goal of analyzing all of the fish remains from the Grissom site and a
sample of the vertebrate remains (Dr. Lubinski, personal communication 2011). Students
Michelle Lynch and Kimber Badertscher (2004), with collaboration by Dr. Lubinski,
analyzed a sample of over 5,000 faunal specimens, all recovered from the same units
analyzed by McCombs in 2003: J2W, S3E, S5E, V0E, and U0E (Pat Lubinski, personal
communication 2011). Each bone or bone fragment was identified to element, side,
element portion, burning, weathering and taxon as possible (Lynch and Badertscher
2004). This analysis revealed the site was dominated by deer, but the collection also
includes other ungulates in smaller numbers (bighorn sheep, elk, and pronghorn antelope,
all verified by Dr. Lubinski). Small numbers of bones of carnivores (raccoon, bobcat),
rabbits, rodents, and a few blue grouse, were also recovered (Pat Lubinski, personal
communication 2011). The bighorn sheep, elk, and pronghorn presence all are interesting
given the current distributions of these species (Lynch and Badertscher 2004). This
sample also yielded a few specimens of domestic cat, indicating historic period
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contributions to the faunal record (Pat Lubinski, personal communication 2011). The
ages of the fauna are unknown except for the historic fauna and an elk bone radiocarbon
dated to 1580 ± 40 BP.
All recovered fish remains were examined by Dr. Lubinski and Dr. Megan
Partlow (2012). Over one thousand specimens were identified to element, side, portion,
and taxon as possible, using direct comparison to modern comparative skeletons
(Lubinski and Partlow 2012). Taxa identified include salmon or trout, suckers, and large
members of the minnow family (Table 15).

Table 15. Fish Identified at the Grissom Site1.
Order/Family
Order Salmoniformes:
Family Salmonidae
Order Cypriniformes:
Family Cyprinidae

Family Catostomidae

Unidentified cyprinform
Order unknown:
Unidentified fish

Taxon

Common Name

NISP

MNI

Oncorhynchus sp.
Unidentified salmonid

Salmon or trout
--

460
119

4
--

Mylocheilus caurinus
Ptychocheilus oregonensis
Unidentified cyprinid
Catostomus columbianus
Catostomus macrocheilus
Catostomus sp.
--

Peamouth
Northern pikeminnow
-Bridgelip sucker
Largescale sucker
---

45
31
33
10
10
171
146

19
5
-3
2
---

--

--

323
1,348

-33

TOTAL =
1

From Lubinski and Partlow (2012).

Undergraduate students Tabitha Trosper and C.J. Anderson (2005) completed a
faunal analysis of 197 bone fragments for ANTH 425, Zooarchaeology taught by Dr.
Lubinski in Winter Quarter 2005. These bones were derived from some or all of the “C”
test units, located north of the main area of excavation, and some portion of the units with
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a “U” designation from the main excavation block. Trosper and Anderson (2005)
attempted to identify the specimens and classify bone elements to portion and side using
visible landmarks and noted any evidence of burning and other modification. They found
that most identifiable fragments were deer-sized long bone and rib bones, and nearly half
were burned (83 specimens burned, 114 not).
Undergraduate student Rita Sulkosky and graduate student Chris Hehman (2004)
carried out the only study done on the Grissom site’s shellfish. They analyzed a total of
119 bags from unit J2W and 52 bags from unit S3E for ANTH 498, Environmental
Archaeology, in Spring 2004. These two units were chosen for the amount of shell
material each held as well as their level of completeness in the ongoing cataloguing
process. All bags of shell from those two units that were catalogued at the time were
analyzed (an additional 5 bags were later catalogued from J2W and 1 from S3E).
Sulkosky and Hehman (2004) recorded the side, portion, class, taxon, length, and
landmarks of 507 pieces and were able to identify the specimens with one or more
landmarks. They successfully identified 101 specimens, all as Margaritifera falcata. The
remaining pieces were not identifiable and no other species were identified. Sulkosky and
Hehman (2004) were able to estimate that their sample consisted of at least 47 individual
mussels. They identified one piece of modified shell from Unit S3E, a nearly complete
piece with a puncture hole on top, possibly a bead. All data were entered into the Grissom
site database.
While Sulkosky and Hehman (2004) did not observe a noticeable change in
bivalve consumption throughout time in Unit S3E, they did notice one in J2W. In this
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unit, shellfish consumption seemed to increase over time, with a marked decrease after
400 years ago (the 20-40 centimeter level of Unit J2W has been radiocarbon dated to
400±40 RCYBP). This evidence supports the notion that the Grissom site saw more
intensive use over time.
The presence of Margaritifera falcata gives insight into the type of environment
the people camping at the Grissom site would have experienced. Margaritifera falcata
prefer cobbly or gravely stream bottoms with interstitial sand and gravel and large
boulders for stabilization (Nedeau et al. 2009), while the other two genera of shellfish
known to have been exploited on the Plateau, Gonidea and Anodonta, prefer muddy
bottoms and slow moving water (Lyman 1980). Freshwater mussels indicate the presence
of fish in streams from which they are collected since these mussels are obligatory
parasites on fish during their young, or glochidial, stages (Lyman 1980). Host fish for
Margaritifera falcata include trout, suckers, and salmonids (Nedeau et al. 2009), all
present in the Grissom faunal record.
Three student projects have been carried out analyzing bone tools from the
Grissom site (Bangeman 2007; Boyd 2007; Gould 2006). The first study was by
undergraduate student Ian Gould (2006), who analyzed 34 bone tools from excavation
units R0E and L5E for Anthropology 320 Archaeological Methods Laboratory. These
units were chosen in an effort to compare a unit with a high concentration of artifacts
(R0E) to one with a low concentration (L5E). (A 2011 query of the database shows 35
bags identified as bone tools, so Gould probably examined all but one of these bags, each
with a single artifact.) Gould (2006) recorded measurements, color, weathering, and
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modification of each artifact using only the naked eye. He found that many tools had
similar sharpening and rounding modifications and were significantly weathered. Artifact
types identified included awls (n = 4), awls/perforators (n = 3), and ornamental pieces (n
= 7). Gould could not positively identify 20 artifacts.
Matt Bangeman (2007) analyzed a total of 30 bone artifacts for Dr. Lubinski’s
ANTH 321 Archaeological Methods class, Fall Quarter 2007. Units R0E, M0E, and J2W
were chosen because they yielded the largest number of bone tools in a query of the
catalog database, but not all tools were examined from each of these units. This sample
included 15 specimens already examined by Gould in 2006 (see appendix 2). Each
artifact’s length, width, and thickness were measured and the artifacts were examined for
distinctive features such as tool marks using the naked eye and a 20x hand lens.
Bangeman (2007) identified 8 bone projectile points, 3 awls, 1 harpoon fragments, 1
needle, 1 bead, 2 decorative ornaments, 1 possible pressure flaking tool fragment, 3
unidentified bone tools, 2 decorative ornaments/gaming pieces (see Figure 28), 3
needles/projectile points, and 5 unmodified pieces (coded as artifacts by the cataloger but
not actually tools or ornaments).
Brian Boyd (2007) carried out a similar project for the same class. Boyd used the
Grissom database to locate bone tools recovered at a depth of at least 49 cmbs to
minimize the mixing of historic artifacts. He analyzed a total of 42 tools (out of 64
recorded in the database as of 2011 with upper elevation greater than 49 cmbs) from units
J2W, M0E, R0E, S3E, S4E, T3E, T4E, and U3E. This sample included nine specimens
also examined by Gould and Bangeman (see appendix 2). Boyd (2007) then compared
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Figure 28. Photograph of catalog #544. Interpreted by Bangeman (2007) as a decorative ornament/gaming
piece. Photograph by Matthew Bangeman.

the artifacts to those recovered from other large excavations to determine tool type and
function. He identified 13 pieces as either gaming pieces, ornamental artifacts, or
unknown (see Figure 29). This category consisted of items that showed clear signs of
cultural modification such as cut marks, grooves or polishing but could not be confidently
classified. Boyd also identified 11 awls, 3 harpoon valves, 3 flaking implements, 2 bone
beads (see Figure 30), 4 projectile points (see Figure 31), 2 artifacts that could be either
awls or projectile points, 1 possible pin, and 3 unmodified pieces (coded as artifacts by
the cataloger but not actually tools or ornaments).
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Figure 29. Photograph of catalog #420. Interpreted by Boyd (2007) as a decorative ornament/gaming piece.
Photograph by Brian Boyd.

Figure 30. Photograph of catalog #843. Interpreted by Boyd (2007) as a bead. Photograph by Brian Boyd.
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Figure 31. Photograph of catalog #1425. Interpreted by Boyd (2007) as a projectile point. Photograph by
Brian Boyd.

CHAPTER VII
ETHNOHISTORY OF THE GRISSOM LOCALITY

Historically known Native American groups living or camping regularly in the
Kittitas Valley include bands of the Kittitas, Yakama, Wanapum, Moses-Columbia, and
Wenatchi (Henderson 1970, 1985; Ray 1936; Ruby and Brown 1995; Scheuerman 1982;
Schuster 1975; Shannon 2003). The main ethnographically and historically known Native
American villages near the Grissom site were occupied by the Kittitas, considered a band
of the Yakama Nation under the Yakama Treaty of 1855 (Schuster 1998). Kittitas
villages in the Kittitas Valley were situated along the Yakima River, frequently at the
mouths of the larger creeks such as the Swauk, Teanaway, and Taneum, with the largest
settlements being in the vicinity of what are today the communities of Thorp and
Ellensburg (Ray 1936; Schuster 1975). The populations of these villages often swelled
during the summer months when visitors joined the resident families in root digging,
feasting, sports, and gambling (Ray 1936; Schuster 1975). Anthropologist Helen Schuster
(1975) noted that the Kittitas territory was apparently the scene of larger interband and
intertribal summer gatherings and encampments, while villages in the lower Yakima
Valley were more populous and were more frequently the sites of winter social activities.
Large intergroup/intertribal encampments are known historically as very important social
and political gatherings for Plateau cultures (Miller 1989; Scheuerman 1986; Schuster
1975; Teit 1900).
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One such large gathering held in the vicinity of the Grissom site is usually called
Che-lo-han and is well documented by early settlers, historians, and ethnographers
(Desmond 1952; Henderson 1970, 1985; Hunn 1990; KCCC 1989; Prater 1981; Ray
1936; Ross 1855; Ruby and Brown 1995; Schuster 1975, 1998; Shannon 2003; Splawn
1917; see Figure 32). The reason for the large gathering was the abundance of roots in the
foothills of the Wenatchee Mountains when the winter snows melted in the Kittitas
Valley (Hunn 1990; Schuster 1975). People would come from all over to the valley to
take part in the harvest of roots and socialize.

Figure 32. Undated photograph of Che-lo-han by unknown photographer. Photograph courtesy of
Ellensburg Public Library.

In their biography of Columbia leader Chief Moses, authors Ruby and Brown
(1995:4) wrote that the Moses-Columbia band visited the extensive root grounds at
“Chelohan” overlooking the Kittitas Valley. Here Moses “annually joined hundreds of
natives from the vast area between the Rocky and Cascade Mountains in temporary
villages bursting with the din of their trafficking, politicking, gaming, and particularly
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horse racing” (Ruby and Brown 1995:4). In fact, the root grounds at Che-lo-han were so
important to Chief Moses that he requested they be part of a reservation of land set aside
for his people in 1878 (Ruby and Brown 1995).
Valley pioneer and Grissom site landowner Theresa Smyth said in a 1970
interview that the Wanapum used to come and camp annually on her father’s land in the
vicinity of the Grissom site for the same purposes (Henderson 1970). In an essay written
for Dr. Denman’s students working at the Grissom site, Mrs. Smyth said that

The food in this particular area was prized by the Indians all over the state and I
might tell you that they had this superstition that they never had any fighting or
any battles in the Kittitas Valley because it a place of plenty food and they felt it
was a sacred place and this is the reason they had their gathering here. This food
was highly prized by all the tribes so any extra food they had they could always
trade for something that they had on the [S]ound or any other place [Smyth
n.d.:10].

The Salish-speaking Wenatchi were also known to be regulars at Che-lo-han, and
were closely aligned with the Sahaptin speaking Kittitas inhabiting the valley through
intermarriage and cultural similarities (Scheuerman 1982). Many authors note that there
were groups of Wenatchi living in the Kittitas Valley before major white settlement
(Ruby and Brown 1995; Teit 1928; Shannon 2003; Spier 1936).
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Fur trader Alexander Ross is believed to be the first white person to have entered
the Kittitas Valley (Dow 1963; KCCC 1989; Schuster 1998; Splawn 1917). While
stationed at Fort Okanogan near modern-day Brewster, Washington, Ross (1855:19) left
to buy horses from Native Americans gathered in the “Eyakema Valley,” where

The Cayouses, the Nez Perces, and other warlike tribes, assemble every spring in
the Eyakemas to lay in a stock of the favourite Kamass and Pelua. . . . There also
the Indians hold their councils, and settle the affairs of peace or war for the year;
it is, therefore, the great national rendezvous, where thousands meet, and on such
occasion, horses can be got in almost any number [Ross 1855:19].

While we cannot be certain that Ross did indeed arrive in the Kittitas Valley, as he only
refers to his destination as the “Eyakema Valley,” it is the most logical choice given the
well documented existence of Che-lo-han in the northeast part of the valley (Henderson
1970, 1985; Hunn 1990; KCCC 1989; Prater 1981; Ray 1936; Ruby and Brown 1995;
Schuster 1975, 1998; Shannon 2003; Splawn 1917) and the fact that it would have been
the first major valley he reached after crossing the Wenatchee Mountains.
While some authors specifically name Che-lo-han as the place Ross went to
(Henderson 1970, 1985; Splawn 1917), some have slightly different views on which
camp Ross did indeed visit (Griffin and Churchill 2002; Rice 1969). The gathering was
likely large enough that they may all be correct: Ross presumably found himself and his
party in the middle of a large network of camps mostly inhabited by groups from outside
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the valley. He could have arrived in any one of these temporary camps, arriving via the
Naneum or Colockum Pass trails. Regardless of its exact location, his account of the large
gathering is impressive:

[A] camp, of which we could see the beginning but not the end! It could not have
contained less than 3,000 men, exclusive of women and children, and treble that
number of horses. It was a grand and imposing sight in the wilderness, covering
more than six miles in every direction. Councils, root-gathering, hunting, horseracing, foot-racing, gambling, singing, dancing, drumming, yelling, and a
thousand other things, which I cannot mention, were going on around us [Ross
1855:21].

One of the first white settlers in the Kittitas Valley, cattleman and merchant A. J.
Splawn visited Che-lo-han, or Che-loh-an as he wrote it, in 1863 (Splawn 1917). He also
imparted a sense of grandeur in his recollection of the camp, which he said was inhabited
by Native American groups annually in the spring and fall: “[W]e came to the great
council and root ground at Che-loh-an, where the plain was covered with hundreds of
wigwams. It was one of the largest encampments I ever saw. Thousands of horses grazed
the hillsides and valley” (Splawn 1917:202).
Splawn opened up the first trading post in the valley before there were many
white settlers there. Accordingly, he was dependent on the local Native Americans for
business and profited from the large seasonal gatherings in the valley (Splawn 1917).
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Splawn was one of the only authors to record the exact location of Che-lo-han, which he
said was situated in the northeast part of Kittitas Valley in the southwest of the southeast
quarter of Section (number suppressed here), Township 18, Range 20 East at a large
spring of water (Splawn 1917:202), the same section as the Grissom site.
The significance of the area is also evident in the 1869 General Land Office
(GLO) map that shows many trails in the valley, three of which cross just north of the
recorded site boundaries, as well as Indian graves and houses (Figure 33). Also nearby is
site 45KT914, representing one of the racetracks that were another main attraction at
Che-lo-han (Kingsley and Telford 1991; Splawn 1917).

Figure 33. Map showing the Grissom site (45KT301) and Spring Gulch racetrack (45KT914) area on the
1868 General Land Office map. Note the GLO location of trails, Indian Graves and Indian Houses near the
site (GLO 1869). Section numbers and bearings removed from base maps to obscure site locations.
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The most detailed description of Kittitas village locations is by anthropologist
Verne Ray (1936). While Ray plotted the location of 11 Kittitas villages related to him by
a Wenatchi informant, three of these are of particular note to this study due to their
proximity and/or relation to the Grissom site: ch’iláxan, a Salish word meaning “standing
by the side of your arm,” n’tsamtsámchin, meaning “grasshopper creek,” and náDQܺP
(1936:144; see Figure 34). The name Che-lo-han is most likely an anglicized version of
ch’iláxan (Eugene Hunn, personal communication 2011). Ray described ch’iláxan

Figure 34. Location of Kittitas villages from Ray (1936:119). Villages closest to the Grissom site are
náDQܺP RQWKHPDS Q¶WVDPWVámchin (10 on the map), and ch’iláxan (11 on the map).

and n’tsamtsámchin as being very close to one another near present-day Kittitas (1936).
The villages were important for the surrounding root digging grounds and were well
populated in May and June (Ray 1936). If Ray’s location of these villages is correct, they
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would have been about 6 miles south of the Grissom site. NáDQܺPZDVDODUJHSHUPDQHQW
village with a population of 400 people located on Naneum Creek about seven miles
northeast of present-day Ellensburg (Ray 1936). This village would have been located
about 7.5 miles west of the Grissom site.
As a graduate student at the Catholic University of America, Gerald R. Desmond
(1952) carried out a study on Yakama gambling between 1860 and 1880 as his
dissertation. Gambling was a major component of the intertribal gatherings on the
Columbia Plateau, and Desmond accordingly wrote about the large gathering in the
Kittitas Valley (likely Che-lo-han) in his dissertation:

As the first of June drew near, the Yakima began looking forward to the high light
of the year – the “big time.” Certain roots of high quality in the vicinity of the
former villages . . . in the Kittitas area were particularly abundant at this time of
year. Practically all of the Yakima from the Kittitas area and most of those from
the Yakima area foregathered there since they used the roots from this site for
barter. In addition, many of the Sahaptin-speaking Wanapam and a goodly
number from the Salish-speaking Wenatchi and Sinkaquai’ius [Moses-Columbia]
band of the Columbia came regularly each year, and some few visitors as well
from nearly any of the groups living between the Cascades and the Rockies in this
region could be expected [Desmond 1952:35].
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Desmond’s informants, all Yakama, one having been raised in the Kittitas Valley,
also explained that the “headman or headmen” of the nearest villages decided when the
gathering would be held and sent messengers to invite the surrounding groups (Desmond
1952:35). The headman would then delegate tasks such as gathering food and firewood,
cooking, serving, etc. to villagers (Desmond 1952). Desmond never gave the gathering a
name other than the “big time.” Importantly, Desmond (1952) also wrote that as people
arrived for the “big time,” they settled in campsites with others from the same areas.
In a 1970 interview, Grissom site landowner Mrs. Theresa Smyth explained that
there was some confusion over the location of what she called Che-lo-han and another
camp on her property regularly inhabited by Wanapum who traveled there from Priest
Rapids on the Columbia east of the Kittitas Valley (Henderson 1970, 1985). She
described Che-lo-han being up the Caribou Canyon near large springs, while the
Wanapum apparently camped just outside her fence line in Spring Gulch. She also
mentions two race tracks: one up Spring Gulch canyon and one at Che-lo-han. There was
also an important burial ground on the Smith/Smyth property associated with Che-lo-han
(Henderson 1970, 1985; Shannon 2003).
Supporting Mrs. Smyth’s location of Che-lo-han, the Kittitas County Centennial
Commission (KCCC) also wrote that the gathering was located near a large spring
(1989). The race track associated with Che-lo-han was supposedly located where the
Caribou Creek enters the Kittitas Valley on about 2000 acres of flat land (KCCC 1989).
The Native Americans would camp on both ends of the oval track, a strip about threefourths of a mile long (KCCC 1989). Another local historian and author, Click Relander,
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who brought Wanapum informants to the Kittitas Valley in 1955 to record place names,
gave a similar description of the racetrack which his informant called San San Sin
(Relander 1955). Relander’s San San Sin is probably an anglicized version of the Salish
word for the ethnographically known village n’tsamtsámchin (Ray 1936), although
Relander’s informant’s location of the village is different than Ray’s (Relander 1955).
Whatever name it is called, the extensive annual gathering in northeastern Kittitas
Valley was an important part of a well defined round of seasonal intergroup activities
among Native Americans of the northwest centered around major subsistence sites
(Schuster 1975). These gatherings were vital to the economy of Native Americans in the
area, as they were the designated places for trading, ceremonies, feasts, sporting events,
councils, gambling, marriage arrangements, visiting, and a host of other important
activities (Hunn 1990; Schuster 1975; Teit 1900). These gatherings served to maintain
alliances with neighboring groups through intermarriage, trade, and co-utilization of
resources and settlement sites (Schuster 1975).

CHAPTER VIII
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Grissom site is significant for many reasons. Archaeologically, it has research
potential as part of the footprint of a large intergroup gathering area (Che-lo-han), known
both historically (Ross 1855; Splawn 1917) and ethnographically (Desmond 1952; Ray
1936; Ruby and Brown 1995) to have been held annually in the area. It also has scientific
value as one of the few large-scale excavations of an upland locale in the region, and is
one of the very few professionally excavated sites in the Kittitas Valley. Its large and
varied assemblage of artifacts, both historic and pre-contact, also lend to the site’s
research potential. Finally, when evaluating the Grissom site along with other
documented pre-contact sites near it in Spring Gulch and along Caribou Creek, we begin
to see the immense heritage value inherent in a large section of northeastern Kittitas
Valley including the Grissom site and running north of the site along the creek and east
toward Spring Gulch. This chapter includes my interpretations of the Grissom site and its
relation to Che-lo-han as well as an evaluation of the site’s eligibility for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places.

My Interpretation of the Grissom Site
The Grissom site likely represents a campground used repeatedly over thousands
of years, with the most intensive use of the site occurring throughout the Cayuse phase,
138
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2500-500 BP, and the Protohistoric-Historic period after the introduction of the horse
around AD 1730 (Haines 1938; Hunn 1990; Schuster 1998). It is not known how
frequently the site was used and for how long, although Mrs. Smyth and Mrs. Gehlen
recall some Wanapum living year-round near their father’s (Mr. Charles M. Smith)
property in Spring Gulch at the turn of the twentieth century (Hamilton 1982; Henderson
1970, 1985). More archaeological research could show the site was used as a seasonal
village, perhaps even a winter village or year-round village.
Given the archaeological, ethnographic, and ethnohistoric lines of evidence, it is
highly likely that the Grissom site represents a portion of the large intergroup gathering
usually called Che-lo-han that occurred in the spring of each year in the northeast part of
the Kittitas Valley (Desmond 1952; Henderson 1970, 1985; Hunn 1990; KCCC 1989;
Prater 1981; Ray 1936; Ross 1855; Ruby and Brown 1995; Schuster 1975, 1998;
Shannon 2003; Splawn 1917). These three lines of evidence are discussed in chapter VII
and also below.
Archaeologist Diana Alexander discussed the archaeological assemblage one
might expect to find at an intergroup gathering site, such as Che-lo-han, through her
ethnohistoric research on the Shuswap, Thompson, Chilcotin, and Lillooet peoples of the
British Columbia Plateau (Alexander 1992). Due to the diversity of activities expected to
have taken place at the campgrounds which made up the gatherings, archaeologists
should find a variety of features including hearths, roasting ovens, storage pits, shelters,
sweat-houses, and possibly post-hole marks from tanning frames, shelters, and drying
racks (Alexander 1992). Artifact assemblages should be very diverse and representative
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of large, multi-family gatherings. Tool kits associated with cooking, eating, hunting,
butchering, plant gathering, plant processing, hide preparation, tool manufacture and
maintenance, and the construction of shelters, drying racks, and pits should be present.
Because gambling was such an important component of these social gatherings, gaming
artifacts should be present. Alexander (1992) also notes that caches of tools may be found
at the margins of pre-contact campsites. Interestingly, most of the artifacts and feature
types listed by Alexander (1992) appear to be recorded in the Grissom site assemblage,
although more detailed analysis is necessary to verify this.
Historic accounts of the supposed location of Che-lo-han are plentiful, but they all
seem to be derived from the same two sources: Alexander Ross (1855) and A. J. Splawn
(1917). Ross (1855:19) never divulged the exact location of the camp he arrived at in
search of horses in spring of 1814, referring to it only as the “great national rendezvous”
in the “Eyakema Valley.” It is likely that he travelled over the Wenatchee Mountains via
the Naneum Trail or the Colockum Trail, in which case the Kittitas Valley and the
gathering at Che-lo-han would have been what he first saw coming out of the mountains
(see chapter VII for his description of the gathering). Splawn (1917) was one of the only
authors to record the exact location of Che-lo-han, which he said was situated in the
northeast part of Kittitas Valley in the southwest of the southeast quarter of Section
(number suppressed here), Township 18 North, Range 20 East at a large spring of water
(Splawn 1917:202). Splawn’s location of Che-lo-han is exactly where the Grissom site
was excavated, and undoubtedly aided Dr. Denman’s decision to dig there.
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Ray’s (1936) map of Kittitas camps and villages in the Kittitas Valley are
intriguing, but none of his locations are very near the Grissom site. The closest villages,
n’tsamtsámchin, náanɨm, and ch’iláxan, are between 6 and 8 miles away from the
Grissom site. Therefore, it is unlikely the Grissom site is the archaeological manifestation
of any known Kittitas villages.
However, given the purported size of Che-lo-han and what is known of intergroup
gatherings like it from ethnographers and ethnohistorians (Couture et al. 1986; Desmond
1952; Hunn 1990; Schuster 1975; Teit 1900), an association between Che-lo-han and the
Kittitas villages recorded by Ray (1936), cannot be ruled out. Gerald Desmond’s (1952)
work with the Yakama in the 1950s shows the role of villages in hosting and organizing
large gatherings (see chapter VII). It is possible that the nearby Kittitas villages recorded
by Ray (1936) hosted the annual gatherings at Che-lo-han, sending out notice of the event
as soon as the roots were ready to be harvested.
Regardless of any connection with a particular village, the gatherings at Che-lohan likely consisted of a number of loosely affiliated camps. Desmond (1952) wrote that
as people arrived for the “big time,” they settled in campsites with others from the same
areas. Other ethnographers report the same thing. Teit (1900:294), speaking of the
intergroup gathering in Botanie Valley, British Columbia, stated that each group had its
“separate and recognized camping-ground.” Couture et al. (1986:155-156), referring to
the intergroup gatherings at root grounds in east central Oregon, stated that “[p]articular
campsites are used by the same families or groups year after year.” Given this
ethnographic information, it is likely that the Grissom site, at least in part, represents one
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or a few group’s campsites at Che-lo-han, visited year after year by the same familial
groups journeying to the important root grounds in the Kittitas Valley.
Recollections of Theresa Smyth, who owned the land the Grissom site was
excavated on when excavations began in 1967, support the idea of the Grissom site
representing Che-lo-han visitors’ camps. In a 1970 interview (Henderson 1970), Mrs.
Smyth explained that there was some confusion over the location of what she called Chelo-han and another camp on her property regularly inhabited by Wanapum who traveled
there from Priest Rapids on the Columbia east of the Kittitas Valley. She described Chelo-han being up the Caribou Canyon near large springs, while the Wanapum apparently
camped just outside her fence line in Spring Gulch. While the Grissom site is not in
Spring Gulch, it could be that the Wanapum used to camp on the Smyth property where
the Grissom site is now located in pre-contact and protohistoric times before the ranch
was fenced. The Wanapum is the only group Smyth (Henderson 1970, 1985) and her
sister Ruth Gehlen (Hamilton 1982) ever refer to camping on or near their father’s
property around the turn of the twentieth century.
More evidence for the location of Che-lo-han comes from the Kittitas County
Centennial Commission’s (KCCC 1989) A History of Kittitas County, Washington.
According to the KCCC (1989), Che-lo-han was located near a large spring and the
associated race track was supposedly located where the Caribou Creek enters the Kittitas
Valley on about 2000 acres of flat land. Native Americans would camp on both ends of
the oval track, a strip about three-fourths of a mile long (KCCC 1989). Another local
historian and author, Click Relander, who brought Wanapum informants to the Kittitas
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Valley in 1955 to record place names, gave a similar description of the racetrack which
his informant called San San Sin (Relander 1955). Relander’s San San Sin is probably an
anglicized version of the Salish word for the ethnographically known village
n’tsamtsámchin (Ray 1936), although Relander’s informant’s location of the village is
different than Ray’s (Relander 1955).
It is my interpretation that the commonly used name Che-lo-han is most likely not
synonymous with the village ch’iláxan recorded by Ray (1936) but is related. The same
may apply to n’tsamtsámchin. Che-lo-han, and perhaps San San Sin, are anglicized words
used by local authors to refer to the large intertribal gathering, the “big time” that was
held sometime in May or June in northeast Kittitas Valley, perhaps called such names
due to their proximity to known villages, or perhaps because they were the villages
responsible for hosting the visitors. This gathering was huge—as Ross recalls more than
6 miles in every direction (Ross 1855). It could have easily included the Kittitas villages
in the area as well as numerous visitors’ camps. The confusion over the location of Chelo-han and other villages and campgrounds in the Kittitas Valley is likely the result of
misunderstandings between ethnographers and their informants as well as the
misrepresentation of the political organization of Native American groups in the area in
early historic accounts (Hollenbeck and Carter 1986). When considering the ethnographic
evidence combined with the archaeological evidence now known from the Grissom site,
it seems highly likely that the site represents a portion of Che-lo-han, probably a
campground inhabited by the same group, possibly the Wanapum, over the course of
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thousands of years. More research is, of course, necessary to support a relationship
between the Grissom site and Che-lo-han.

The Role of Intergroup Gatherings in
Columbia Plateau Cultures
Based on the ethnographic and ethnohistoric record, the gatherings at Che-lo-han
and other sites like it were important parts of a well defined round of seasonal intergroup
activities among Native Americans of the Northwest, the Plateau and even the Plains
centered around important subsistence sites (Desmond 1952; Schuster 1975). After the
introduction of the horse in the early 1700s, people were able to travel considerable
distances. As a result, trade networks expanded, intergroup and intertribal gatherings
grew in size, and there was a much greater degree of contact with areas outside the
Plateau (Stern 1998). Other important regional trade center locations were Soap Lake,
The Dalles, Celilo Falls, Waterville, Kettle Falls, and the Teanaway Valley as well as at
the mouths of the Wenatchee, Okanogan, and Snake Rivers and Icicle Creek near
Leavenworth, Washington (Miller 1989; Hollenbeck and Carter 1986; Scheuerman 1986;
Schuster 1975; Stern 1993, 1998; see Figure 35).
While the intergroup and intertribal gatherings were important from an economic
point of view as trading centers and resource exploitation areas, the gatherings also
served important social and political purposes. They were the designated places for
ceremonies, feasts, sporting events, councils, gambling, marriage arrangements, visiting,
and a host of other important activities (Hunn 1990; Schuster 1975; Teit 1900). Sharing
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Figure 35. Protohistoric Indian trade networks in the trans-Mississippi West (Swagerty 1988:352). Note the
location of the “Kittitas Fair” in Washington State.

resources at places like Che-lo-han facilitated reciprocal relationships among neighboring
groups. The co-utilization of the Kittitas area was repaid by way of reciprocal rights to
regional resources such as Wenatchi, Klickitat, and lower Columbia fisheries
(Hollenbeck and Carter 1986; Schuster 1975).
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Ethnographic accounts of gatherings similar to those that took place at Che-lo-han
occur in the literature. Anthropologist James Teit (1900:294) described a similar
gathering on the Plateau in Botanie Valley, British Columbia: "Botani Valley . . . has
been since time immemorial a gathering place for the upper divisions of the tribe
[Thompsons], chiefly for root-digging during the months of May and June. Sometimes
over a thousand Indians, representing all divisions of the tribe, would gather there.”
A contemporary account of an intergroup gathering, although much smaller than
in pre-contact and proto-historic years, comes from the northern Great Basin. Couture et
al. (1986), through their research with contemporary Burns Paiute, learned that,
according to their informants, groups including predecessors of the present Warm
Springs, Bannock, Yakama, Northern Nevada Paiute, Shoshone, Umatilla, Surprise
Valley Paiute, and the Harney Valley Paiute would gather at root grounds in the spring of
each year in east-central Oregon. Here they would dig roots, socialize and trade for a
period of about six weeks, using sign language to communicate with one another.
Activities included horse racing, gambling, and gossiping. People also arranged
marriages and learned important news at this gathering (Couture et al. 1986). Couture et
al. (1986) found that this root gathering camp is still used today, with Native Americans
traveling from places as far away as Yakima, Washington as well as locations in Idaho,
Nevada, and California to socialize and dig roots.

A Proposed Caribou–Spring Gulch Archaeological District
Because of the Grissom site’s likely connection to the larger Che-lo-han
encampment, it is necessary to consider nearby archaeological sites when attempting to
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interpret or manage the Grissom site or other nearby sites. It is my opinion that nearby
sites 45KT1493, 45KT1494, 45KT911, and 45KT914 are all related to the Grissom site
for reasons discussed below and likely represent portions of Che-lo-han. Therefore, I
propose the creation of an archaeological district that recognizes the significance of these
related sites in the Caribou Creek and Spring Gulch drainages (see Figure 36). Note that I
am not making any formal recommendations, as much more research is needed to firmly
establish the connection between archaeological sites in the Caribou-Spring Gulch area
and to define district boundaries.
Site 45KT1493 (Bicchieri 1992) is located just upstream from the Grissom site on
Caribou Creek. Although it was not tested, the surveyors who first recorded the site in
1992 believed the likelihood of a buried site was high due to small chert flakes littered
across the alluvial flat and more flakes, bone, charcoal, and shell visible in burrowing
rodent backdirt piles and stream banks. Dr. Lubinski and I noted the same type of rodent
activity when visiting the Grissom site in October 2011, complete with backdirt piles
containing numerous artifacts. Another site adjacent to 45KT1493 and recorded at the
same time, 45KT1494, consisted of 85-90 basalt talus pits ranging in size from 1 to 4 m
diameters (Bicchieri 1992). Bicchieri (1992) noted that the 45KT1493-1494 area alone,
with its various components (a quarry, talus pits, an unknown, likely pre-contact buried
component, and historic homestead) might warrant designation as an archaeological
district.
Other sites that should be included in the Caribou-Spring Gulch archaeological
district are 45KT914 and 45KT911. Thought to represent one of the two known
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Figure 36. Map showing the areas encompassed in the proposed Caribou-Spring Gulch archaeological
district in northeast Kittitas Valley (United States Geological Survey 1920).

racetracks at Che-lo-han, 45KT914 was recorded by Kingsley and Telford in 1991 and is
located about one mile east of the Grissom site in Spring Gulch. Archaeologists noted
projectile points, biface fragments, pestles, faunal remains, and grinding stones stratified
through fine grain alluvium at the site. Also noted was evidence of a horse racing track
that appeared as a narrow road, and a circular stone feature measuring 60-x-55-ft reported
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as a horse corral (Kingsley and Telford 1991). Site 45KT911 (Fraser 1991) is north of the
Grissom site in Caribou Canyon (Fraser 1991). Surveyors observed five areas of
concentrated lithic scatters, two stone pestles, a grinding stone, and a lithic biface
(scraper). The site was noted as potentially having stratified deposits (Fraser 1991).
Further examination of the Grissom artifact assemblage will shed more light on
the site’s significance as the possible archaeological manifestation of Che-lo-han, an
intergroup gathering in the Kittitas Valley. Further excavation, if possible, in the
northeast part of the Kittitas Valley and especially at the sites mentioned above would
also help advance our understanding of the “big time” and its regional significance.

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation
Federal laws provide a framework for evaluating the significance of
archaeological, cultural, and historic resources and for listing them on the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). Section 106 of The National Historic Preservation
Act (NHPA), the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) require that consideration be given to protecting
significant historic, archaeological, and traditional cultural sites from damage or loss
during development with federal or state involvement, and provide that impacts to
cultural resources be considered during the public environmental review process. These
laws do not apply to private undertakings with no state or federal oversight.
The eligibility of a property or site for the NRHP is evaluated through application
of National Register Criteria for Evaluation (36 CFR 60.4) to all potentially eligible
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properties that may be affected by a proposed action (36 CFR 63.2c). These criteria are
based on a property’s ability to be a good representation of properties associated with “a
significant part of the history, architecture, archaeology, engineering or culture of an
area” (NPS 1990:7). A property or site is significant if it meets one or more of the four
eligibility criteria: a) association with significant events; b) association with a significant
person or people; c) the embodiment of distinctive characteristics of a type, period or
method of construction; and d) potential to yield information important to history or
prehistory (NPS 1990:2). The ability of a property to convey its significance is defined as
integrity. Significant properties must possess “integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association" (NPS 1990:2). It is important to note
that any site is equally protected under the NHPA whether it is listed on the National
Register, or determined eligible for listing.
Listing on the National Register would give the Grissom site increased public
visibility and, more importantly, would recognize the site as significant to the history of
the Kittitas Valley. Furthermore, National Register designation assures that the site
becomes a part of the “national memory” and may also influence public perception of the
site as a significant cultural resource deserving protection (Little et al. 2000:10). Any
listing of the site would require agreement by its landowner. Regardless of whether the
site is listed on the register or not, it already has a measure of protection. Since the site is
already known to the state with an official designation, it is protected under the
Archaeological Sites and Resources Act (RCW 27.53), and since there are known burials
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associated with the site, it is also protected under the Indian Graves and Records Act
(RCW 27.44). Both laws provide penalties for “knowingly disturbing” the site.
What follows is a discussion of my recommendations regarding the Grissom site’s
eligibility under each of the four criteria outlined in 36 CFR 60.4. While my focus is on
the Grissom site alone, it is my opinion that in many cases the significance of the
Grissom site is tied to and made stronger by association with other nearby sites in the
Caribou-Spring Gulch area of northeastern Kittitas Valley. For this reason, I discuss both
the Grissom site’s eligibility as an individual site as well as when considered with nearby
sites as a district.

Significance
Sites eligible under Criterion A are those associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. These events can be specific
or patterned. Intergroup gatherings were and are an important aspect of Plateau culture.
The Grissom site may be eligible for listing under this criterion as the archaeological
manifestation of part of the important intergroup gathering known to occur annually in
the northeastern part of Kittitas Valley called Che-lo-han. In National Register Bulletin
15 (NPS 1990:12), an example of a patterned event is given: “A site where prehistoric
Native Americans annually gathered for seasonally available resources and for social
interaction.” Given this description, the Grissom site would likely be found eligible under
Criterion A as a pre-contact, protohistoric and historic gathering area. While I believe the
Grissom site alone holds enough significance for listing under Criterion A, considering it
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with other sites that likely represent part of Che-lo-han as well, such as 45KT1493,
45KT1494, 45KT911, and 45KT914 would greatly enhance its significance and heritage
value (Bicchieri 1993; Fraser 1991; Kingsley and Telford 1991).
Sites are eligible under Criterion B for association with the lives of significant
persons in our past. While the Grissom site alone would make a weak case for listing
under this criterion, when considered with other sites as a district representing Che-lohan, it could be eligible for association with fur trader Alexander Ross, Chief Moses, and
Ellensburg pioneer and state senator A. J. Splawn. Alexander Ross is believed to have
traveled to Che-lo-han in 1814 and is thought to be the first Anglo for whom there is
record of entering the Kittitas Valley (Ross 1855). More research is needed to prove Ross
did indeed come to the Kittitas Valley and not somewhere in the lower Yakima Valley.
Chief Moses was the influential leader of the Sinkiuse, or Moses-Columbia, from
1858-1899 (Ruby and Brown 1995). The Che-lo-han root grounds were apparently very
important to Chief Moses and his people. Authors Ruby and Brown (1995:4) wrote that
the Moses-Columbia band visited the extensive root grounds at “Chelohan” overlooking
the Kittitas Valley, and Moses even requested they be part of a reservation of land set
aside for his people in 1878. (If further work were to be undertaken for the proposed
Caribou-Spring Gulch Archaeological District, including the Grissom site, under
Criterion B, literature should be reviewed and tribal consultation should be undertaken
with Moses-Columbia members of the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation to
further establish Chief Moses’ connection to Che-lo-han.)
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A. J. Splawn opened up a trading post in what would become the city of
Ellensburg in Kittitas Valley in 1870 (Splawn 1917). As the first settlers in the valley
were few and poor, Splawn (1917) relied heavily on trade with the Native Americans in
the area. Splawn (1917) wrote about Che-lo-han, how good it was for his business and
how he would visit the camp and participate in horse races with Native Americans there.
Criterion C applies to properties or sites “that embody the distinctive
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a
master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction” (NPS 1990:2).
The Grissom site is most likely not eligible under this criterion, unless through further
excavation the remnants of pit-houses, sweat-houses, or other structures are discovered.
A pit-house village is rumored to have existed in the Grissom site area (Shannon 2003),
but no evidence of this was noted in excavations.
Pre-contact and historic archaeological sites are generally evaluated using
Criterion D. According to the published guidelines (NPS 1990; Parker and King 1990;
Little et al. 2000), a site that has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important
in prehistory or history is eligible for nomination under Criterion D. Furthermore,
archeological properties should contain more, as yet un-retrieved data. The Grissom site
was not fully excavated and proof of it retaining subsurface deposits was observed by Dr.
Lubinski and myself on a visit to the site in October 2011 when we witnessed numerous
dirt piles created by burrowing animals with faunal and lithic artifacts on top of them.
Therefore, it is my opinion that the Grissom site may be eligible for listing under
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Criterion D as a pre-contact, protohistoric and historic archaeological site with immense
research potential discussed in detail below.
It is necessary here to discuss how importance is measured when determining the
eligibility of a site under Criterion D. According to National Register Bulletin 15,

Information is considered “important” when it is shown to have a significant
bearing on a research design that addresses such areas as: 1) current data gaps or
alternative theories that challenge existing ones, or 2) priority areas identified
under a State or Federal agency management plan [NPS 1990:21].

Some priority areas are outlined for the Mid-Columbia region by Hackenberger
(2009). According to him, the information potential required for listing under Criterion D
can be established by forming “[a]rchaeological context statements that support
determinations of eligibility [which] typically include important research problems and
questions that are developed according to both theoretical and methodological issues”
(Hackenberger 2009:1). Hackenberger (2009) outlines numerous research questions for
the Mid-Columbia region in several data categories that archaeological investigations
may shed some light on (see Table 16).
Table 16 illustrates some of the research questions the Grissom site’s
archaeological components could help answer. There are many more, as the site has a
large assemblage of lithic and faunal artifacts, most with proveniences recorded. For
example, the site’s large projectile point collection could be used to refine the Columbia
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Table 16. Mid-Columbia Region Research Questions and Related Data Categories .
Research Questions

Data Categories (sites, features, artifacts)

Can indicators of the
Salish/Sahaptin/Numic
arrival be identified?

Sites along rivers or in the upper tributary basins with buried evidence of
middle or late period house features

Did the local population
decline during the middle
Holocene?

Temporal variation in site frequency and size and the mass of lithic raw
material deposited; Changing intensities of upland chert mining

Did local decline occur after Reduction in site frequency, site size, mass of lithic raw material deposited,
500 BP?
numbers of grinding stones, numbers of projectile points, numbers of hearth
features, and numbers of house features
Was this due to epidemic
disease?
How can we confidently
identify contact-period
occupations?

Reduced intensity of upland chert mining and increased frequency of protohistoric burial features
Recorded historic long house structures, archaeological sites at locations
where ethnographic or historical records locate aboriginal settlements, very
thin obsidian hydration rinds and very young radiocarbon dates, sites and
features associated with historic trade goods

Are over-winter sites found Sites with houses, storage pits, food grinding tools, and diverse lithic tool
anywhere except near rivers? assemblages in higher valleys and along upland tributaries
Are shellfish used to replace Faunal assemblages and studies of seasonal indicators of winter spring
big game hunting?
hunting and shellfish harvests
Can we discover, identify,
and date root processing
ovens in upland areas of
tributary basins?

Botanical remains from oven features; macro remains and phytoliths.
Starch residue analysis of plant roots and fruits

Does marine shell trade
differ through time?

Olivella and dentalium shell

Are ground stone tools more Ground stone tools coded in terms of raw material, size, types of ground
indicative of plant food
surfaces, residues, and other attributes and plotted in terms of temporal
processing?
period, location, assemblage type, and association with resource areas
1

Table adapted from Hackenberger 2009.

Plateau cultural chronology, the groundstone artifacts in the collection could aid in our
understanding of the processing of plant foods and exotic goods such as obsidian and
marine shell could answer questions related to Plateau trade networks. The Grissom site
is especially noteworthy as one of the only sites professionally excavated in the Kittitas
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Valley, as the possible representation of an important intergroup gathering ground, and as
an archaeological site on the boundary between two language groups–Salish and
Sahaptin. Furthermore, the Grissom site contains nearly every type of artifact known on
the Columbia Plateau. The immense scientific potential of the site is hard to dispute.

Integrity
Once a property or site is deemed significant, the next step in the eligibility
process is to assess its integrity using aspects of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association (NPS 1990; see Table 17). The importance
conveyed by each aspect of integrity depends on the nature of the property, the historic
context being considered and the criteria under which it is being nominated. The most
important step in determining a site’s eligibility is determining “which aspects of
integrity are vital to the property being nominated and whether they are present” (Little et
al. 2000:36), because “the retention of specific aspects of integrity is paramount for a
property to convey its significance” (NPS 1990:44).
Three sets of questions have been devised that are helpful in determining the
potential integrity of a given site (Wilson 1990). They are presented in Table 18 below
and are applied to the Grissom site. It is my opinion that the Grissom site does indeed
retain some aspects of integrity, although much more research is needed to establish
integrity before a formal case for eligibility is submitted.

Table 17. Aspects of Integrity, Definitions and Application to the Grissom Site.
Aspect and Definition

Archaeological Context

Application to the Grissom Site

Location: The place where the historic
property was constructed or the place
where the historic event occurred.

“Archaeological sites and districts almost always
have integrity of location” (Little et al. 38).

The Grissom site likely represents the place where
groups camped repeatedly over thousands of years.

Design: The combination of elements
that create the form, plan, space,
structure, and style of a property

For archaeological sites, integrity of design
usually refers to the intra-site spatial patterning of
buildings, structures or discrete activity areas.

More research needed to determine the level of
artifact and feature patterning at the site.

Setting: The physical environment of a
historic property. Setting includes
elements such as topographic features,
open space, viewshed, landscape,
vegetation, and artificial features.

In order to convey significance, the setting should
appear as it did during the site’s period of
significance and be integral to the importance of
the site.

The setting has been impacted by agriculture and
some development, but for the most part appears as it
did during the site’s period of use. More research is
needed to determine what the environment was like in
the past in the Grissom site area.

Materials: The physical elements that
were combined or deposited during a
particular period of time and in a
particular pattern or configuration to
form a historic property.

Under Criterion D, integrity of materials usually
equates to the absence of intrusive
artifacts/features, the completeness of the
artifact/feature assemblage or the quality of
artifact or feature preservation.

More research needed because of poor stratigraphy
observed in the field andbecause bioturbation is a
major concern at the site. Depending on the context,
the Grissom site could have integrity of materials.

Workmanship: The physical evidence
of the labor and skill of a particular
culture or people during any given
period in history.

Under Criterion D, workmanship is usually
considered in terms of the quality of artifacts or
architectural features.

The Grissom site retains integrity of workmanship
because of its large artifact assemblage.

Feeling: A property’s expression of the
aesthetic or historic sense of a
particular period of time.

If a property’s features combined with its setting
convey a historic sense of the property during its
period of significance, the property has integrity
of feeling.

The Grissom site area is largely undeveloped so it
retains a historic sense of feeling, but the area has
been impacted by grazing and agriculture. The
important root crops have been heavily impacted.

Association: The direct link between
an important historic event or person
and a historic property.

Under Criterion D, integrity of association is
considered in terms of the ability of the site’s
data to answer important research questions.

The thousands of artifacts in the Grissom site
assemblage can be used to address a number of
research questions, some of which are outlined in
Table 16. The site has integrity of association.
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Table 18. Helpful Questions in Determining a Site’s Integrity and Application to the Grissom Site1.
Question

Application to the Grissom Site

1) Are features and other deposits temporally
diagnostic, spatially discrete and functionally
defined?

In general, yes. Radiocarbon dates and projectile point
styles aid in assigning a temporal range of use of the
Grissom site, with the most heavy use currently known
to be throughout the Cayuse Phase (2,500 to 250 BP).

1a) Can you interpret what activities took
place at the property and when they
occurred?

Certain activities, such as food processing, hunting,
cooking, fishing, and gambling can be assumed to have
taken place at the site due to artifacts in the site
assemblage, but more research is needed to confidently
interpret site function and temporal affiliation.

2)How was the site formed?
2a)Were cultural and natural site formation
processes catastrophic, deliberate or
gradual?
2b)How did these changes impact the
property’s archaeological deposits?

The Grissom site is a multi-component site spanning at
least 2500 years, meaning the site formation process
was a gradual one. Due to the location of the site at the
confluence of three streams, it was undoubtedly
impacted by flood events throughout the millennia.
More research is needed to determine the level of
impact periodic flooding, other natural processesand
cultural activity had on the formation of the Grissom
site.

3)What is the quality of the documentary
record associated with the occupation and
subsequent uses of the property?

The Grissom site has a good documentary record of
use in proto-historic and historic times. The site can be
tied to the Wanapum thanks to the testimony of the
previous landowner, Mrs. Theresa Smyth. The larger
3a)Can archaeological deposits be assigned
Che-lo-han encampment may be associated with fur
to a certain individual’s, family’s or group’s trader Alexander Ross, and definitely with Ellensburg
activities?
pioneer A. J. Splawn and Sinkiuse leader Chief Moses
through historic literature. The root grounds at Che-lohan are known to hold significance for the Yakama,
Wanapum, Wenatchi, and Moses-Columbia (Sinkiuse)
through ethnographies and oral histories.
1
Table derived from Little et al. (2000) and Wilson (1990).

Conclusions and Recommendations
Based on my evaluation of the significance and integrity of the Grissom site, it is
my opinion that it is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places (see
Table 19). If a nomination were considered, it would be necessary to test the site to
delineate its boundaries and remaining subsurface contents as well as conduct more lab
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research to determine the amount of mixing among levels. I would also recommend more
tribal consultation to determine the extent to which the Grissom site should be evaluated
as a Traditional Cultural Property.

Table 19. Steps for Evaluating Properties for NRHP Eligibility and Application to the Grissom Site1.
Steps

Application to the Grissom Site

Categorize the Property

The Grissom site should be evaluated as an archaeological site,
although with more testing and when considered with nearby sites
could be evaluated as part of an archaeological district representing
Che-lo-han.

Determine which historic
context(s) the property represents

The historic contexts in which to evaluate the Grissom site need to be
determined, and numerous possibilities exist (see Table 16).

Determine whether the property is
significant under the National
Register Criteria

The Grissom site is definitely eligible under Criteria A and D and is
potentially eligible under Criteria B and C.

Determine whether the property
retains integrity

The Grissom site retains integrity of location, workmanship, and
association. Depending on the historic context it is being evaluated in,
the site could also have integrity of setting and materials. More
research is needed to establish a better case for various aspects of the
site’s integrity.
1
Sequence as recommended by the National Register (Little et al. 2000:20).

In my opinion, the Grissom site is an extremely significant site for many reasons.
It is one of the only scientifically excavated sites in the Kittitas Valley and has the
potential to shed new light on how the area was used by pre-contact Native Americans. It
is an upland site with a large artifact assemblage—a somewhat rare occurrence in a
region where most of the archaeological knowledge is derived from large-scale
excavations on the major rivers. Accordingly, the Grissom site may help answer
questions related to settlement patterns and land use in upland locations. Furthermore, the
site lies on the boundary between Salish speaking people and Sahaptin speaking people.
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It could hold important clues about the social, political, and economic organization of
people living in this overlapping cultural area.
The likelihood that the Grissom site represents part of the intergroup gathering
ground known as Che-lo-han connects it to other well-known gathering and trading
locations such as the Dalles and Celilo Falls. This connection firmly establishes the site
as a significant part of the history of the region and warrants its treatment as such. It is
my sincere hope that this thesis inspires much more research to be carried out on the
Grissom site to advance our understanding of the site and that its important place in the
heritage of this region does not go unnoticed.
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APPENDIX 1
Previously Typed Grissom Site Projectile Points
Cat #

Unit

Author(s)/Year

Type

Material
(if noted)

56

T1W

Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

87

T1W

Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

151

V1W

Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

162

V1W

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

170

V1W

Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

171

T0E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

203

Q0E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

206

F1E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

208

S5E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

212

T3E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

213

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Stemmed

214

S5E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

221

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

233

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005;
Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Plateau Side-Notched (Kelly and
Shapley; Pikkat-Ecklund)

CCS
(PikkatEcklund)

236

S5E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Wallula Rectangular Stem

CCS

247

T3E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

251

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Unknown

258

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Unknown – Hafting element absent

268

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

270

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Stemmed

278

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007;
Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched (Pikkat-Ecklund;
Shea)

CCS
(PikkatEcklund;
Shea)

279

S5E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

184

CCS

CCS

185
Cat #

Unit

Author(s)/Year

Type

Material
(if noted)

289

R0E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched A

CCS

294

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

304

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

305

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

316

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

327

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

340

R0E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B

341

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

347

S4E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

348

R0E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

358

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched A

365

T5E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched A

CCS

366

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005;
Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed (Kelly and
Shapley); Columbia Corner-Notched B
(Shea)

CCS (Shea)

377

T5E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

381

T5E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched A

CCS

389

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

403

U1W

Kuntz 2007

Cascade

404

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Stemmed

411

T5E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

416

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

501

V2W

Kuntz 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

520

U1W

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

551

S1W

Kuntz 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

557

S1W

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

Petrified
Wood

563

S1W

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

CCS

CCS

CCS

186
Cat #

Unit

Author(s)/Year

Type

Material
(if noted)

565

S1W

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

580

G0E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

601

U2W

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

615

R5E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Unknown

CCS

621

T0E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched A

CCS

658

U0E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

660

U0E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

673

U0E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

683

U0E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

685

U0E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

696

U0E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

717

U0E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

721

U0E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

744

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

805

N0E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

806

N0E

Kuntz 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

814

N1E

Kuntz 2007;
Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched (Kuntz; Shea)

CCS
(Kuntz;
Shea)

841

T4E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

842

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

940

T5E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

944

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

948

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

950

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

951

K0E

Kuntz 2007

Mahkin Shouldered or Windust

CCS

952

K0E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1022

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Columbia Corner-Notched B

Petrified

CCS

187
Cat #

Unit

Author(s)/Year

Type

Material
(if noted)
Wood

1025

U5E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1030

M0W

Shea (this study)

Mahkin Shouldered

CCS

1049

U3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007;
Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B (PikkatEcklund); Columbia Stemmed (Shea)

CCS
(PikkatEcklund;
Shea)

1062

J0E

Kuntz 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

1063

J0E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1064

J0E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1066

J0E

Kuntz 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

1070

J0E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1106

G0E

Kuntz 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

1110

G0E

Kuntz 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

1125

P3E

Kuntz 2007

Wallula Rectangular Stemmed

CCS

1141

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007;
Shea (this study)

Cold Springs Side-Notched (PikkatEcklund; Shea)

CCS
(PikkatEcklund;
Shea)

1147

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Unknown

1164

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1170

M0W

McGillivray 2006;
Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B
(McGillivray; Shea)

CCS (Shea)

1177

V3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007;
Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched (Pikkat-Ecklund;
Shea)

CCS
(PikkatEcklund;
Shea)

1185

V3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1194

P3E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1196

P3E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1232

S4E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1233

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Stemmed

188
Unit

Author(s)/Year

Type

Material
(if noted)

1236

U0E

Kelly and Shapley 2005;
Pikkat-Ecklund 2007;
Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B (Kelly
and Shapley; Pikkat-Ecklund; Shea)

CCS
(PikkatEcklund;
Shea)

1315

S0E

Kuntz 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

Possibly
Obsidian

1317

S0E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1357

R3E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Stemmed or Wallula
Rectangular Stemmed

CCS

1368

M0E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

1371

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005;
Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B (Kelly
and Shapley); Columbia Stemmed
(Shea)

CCS (Shea)

1377

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1380

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1384

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1388

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1389

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1395

R3E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1397

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1413

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Stemmed

1417

R5E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1418

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Plateau Side-Notched

1419

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Wallula Rectangular Stemmed

1429

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

1433

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

1435

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Unknown

1440

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005;
Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B (Kelly
and Shapley; Shea)

1441

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

Cat #

CCS

Petrified
wood

CCS (Shea)
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Material
(if noted)

Cat #

Unit

Author(s)/Year

Type

1452

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1455

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005;
Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B (Kelly
and Shapley); Plateau Side-Notched
(Pikkat-Ecklund)

1477

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

1505

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Wallula Rectangular Stemmed

1508

T4E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

1509

T4E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Unknown (hafting element absent)

Petrified
wood

1514

T4E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1517

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005;
Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B (Kelly
and Shapley; Shea)

CCS (Shea)

1519

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005;
Pikkat-Ecklund 2007;
Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B (Kelly
and Shapley); Columbia Stemmed
(Pikkat-Ecklund ; Shea)

CCS
(PikkatEcklund;
Shea)

1541

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005;
Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Stemmed (Kelly and
Shapley); Columbia Corner-Notched B
(Pikkat-Ecklund)

CCS
(PikkatEcklund)

1542

U3E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1548

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1564

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Plateau Side-Notched

1565

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1577

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Plateau Side-Notched

Obsidian

1582

T5E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1583

M0E

McGillivray 2006;
Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B
(McGillivray); Columbia Stemmed
(Shea)

CCS (Shea)

1584

TSE

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

1592

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Columbia Stemmed

1608

U3E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched A

CCS

1613

Q3E

Shea (this study)

Cold Springs Side-Notched

CCS

CCS
(PikkatEcklund)
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Unit

Author(s)/Year

Type

Material
(if noted)

1615

Q3E

Kuntz 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

1616

U3E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1624

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1641

U3E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1648

Q3E

Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

1653

Q3E

Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

1673

I2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1675

I2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005;
Kuntz 2007

Unknown (Kelly and Shapley);
Columbia Corner-Notched B (Kuntz)

CCS
(Kuntz)

1686

Q3E

Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

1710

Q3E

Shea (this study)

Cold Springs Side-Notched

CCS

1727

V3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1736

V3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

1754

U3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched A

1755

U3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007;
Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched (Pikkat-Ecklund;
Shea)

CCS
(PikkatEcklund;
Shea)

1772

P3E

Shea (this study)

Out of key

CCS

1774

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Columbia Stemmed

1778

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Columbia Corner-Notched B

1785

U5E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1790

U5E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

1808

J0E

Kuntz 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

1843

S5E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

2145

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Columbia Stemmed

2146

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Unknown

2271

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

2276

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Unknown

Obsidian
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Author(s)/Year

Type
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(if noted)

2277

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

2281

M0E

McGillivray 2006;
Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B
(McGillivray); Columbia Stemmed
(Shea)

CCS (Shea)

2289

U3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

2290

U3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

2292

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

2294

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

2313

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

2318

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

2332

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Plateau Side-Notched

2338

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

2339

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

2455

U3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

2489

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

2533

M0E

McGillivray 2006

Wallula Rectangular Stemmed

2544

M0E

McGillivray 2006; Shea
(this study)

Plateau Side-Notched (McGillivray;
Shea)

CCS (Shea)

2553

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

2562

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

2570

T4E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Unknown

CCS

2578

V3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

2582

T4E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Out of Key

CCS

2587

T4E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

2596

U3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

2620

I2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

2795

J5E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

2797

J5E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

CCS
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Unit

Author(s)/Year

Type

Material
(if noted)

2802

R1E

Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

2805

R1E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B

Basalt

2818

R1E

Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

2824

R1E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

2847

H5E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

2862

H5E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

2887

L4E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

2892

L5E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

2893

H5E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

2899

J5E

Shea (this study)

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

2916

L5E

Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

2921

J4E

Kuntz 2007

Columbia Stemmed

CCS

3223

P3E

Shea (this study)

Out of Key

CCS

3411

R5E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Out of Key

CCS

3580

J2W

Shea (this study)

Plateau Side-Notched

CCS

8212

S3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched B

CCS

8236

S3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Unknown

CCS

14198

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Columbia Corner-Notched A

CCS

14212

T3E

Pikkat-Ecklund 2007

Unknown – No hafting element present

CCS

14399

J2W

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B

14886

S3E

Kelly and Shapley 2005

Columbia Corner-Notched B
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APPENDIX 2
Previously Analyzed Grissom Site Bone Tools.
Cat #

Unit

Author(s)/Year

Interpretation(s)/Notes

36

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

decorative ornament (Gould); decorative
ornament/gaming piece (Bangeman)

130

J2W

Boyd 2007

non-cultural material

220

J2W

Bangeman 2007

awl

227

T3E

Boyd 2007

gaming piece

264

R0E

Gould 2006; Boyd 2007

awl (Gould; Boyd)

281

J2W

Bangeman 2007

needle/projectile point

311

R0E

Gould 2006; Boyd 2007

unknown artifact (Gould); projectile point or awl
(Boyd)

321

R0E

Gould 2006; Boyd 2007

awl (Gould; Boyd)

334

S4E

Boyd 2007

unknown artifact

352

J2W

Bangeman 2007

needle/projectile point

391

T4E

Boyd 2007

flaking tool or pin

392

T4E

Boyd 2007

harpoon valve (or lithic biface)

394

T4E

Boyd 2007

harpoon valve

420

T3E

Boyd 2007

decorative ornament/gaming piece

421

T3E

Boyd 2007

unknown artifact

424

R0E

Gould 2006; Boyd 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006; Boyd 2007)

460

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006); pressure flaking
tool (Bangeman 2007)

544

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

decorative ornament (Gould 2006); decorative
ornament/gaming piece (Bangeman 2007)

620

J2W

Bangeman 2007

unknown artifact

843

S3E

Boyd 2007

bead

847

S3E

Boyd 2007

missing

1116

U3E

Boyd 2007

projectile point

1405

S4E

Boyd 2007

gaming piece

1420

M0E

Boyd 2007

missing

1425

S3E

Boyd 2007

projectile point

1446

M0E

Boyd 2007

awl
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Cat #

Unit

Author(s)/Year

Interpretation(s)/Notes

1461

J2W

Boyd 2007

awl

1523

M0E

Bangeman 2007

bead

1625

U3E

Boyd 2007

flaking tool

1756

U3E

Boyd 2007

harpoon valve

1794

T4E

Boyd 2007

projectile point or awl

1864

J2W

Bangeman 2007

decorative ornament

1980

M0E

Boyd 2007

awl or punch

1992

J2W

Boyd 2007

awl

2052

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

awl (Gould 2006); needle (Bangeman 2007)

2076

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006); non-cultural
material (Bangeman 2007)

2089

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

possible awl (Gould 2006); projectile point
(Bangeman 2007)

2095

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006); decorative
ornament (Bangeman 2007)

2129

M0E

Bangeman 2007

projectile point

2250

U3E

Boyd 2007

flaking tool or non-cultural item

2266

M0E

Bangeman 2007

awl or punch

2284

M0E

Bangeman 2007

projectile point

2556

T3E

Boyd 2007

bead

2626

U3E

Boyd 2007

missing

2803

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006); non-cultural
material (Bangeman 2007)

2804

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

possible awl (Gould 2006); projectile point
(Bangeman 2007)

2810

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006); projectile point
(Bangeman 2007)

2812

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006); needle or
projectile point (Bangeman 2007)

2825

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006); non-cultural
material (Bangeman 2007)

2826

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

possible awl (Gould 2006); projectile point
(Bangeman 2007)

2829

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

possible awl (Gould 2006); projectile point
(Bangeman 2007)
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Unit

Author(s)/Year

Interpretation(s)/Notes

2832

R0E

Gould 2006; Bangeman 2007

possible punch (Gould 2006); projectile point
(Bangeman 2007)

2909

L5E

Gould 2006

unknown artifact

3458

U3E

Boyd 2007

unknown artifact

3838

L5E

Gould 2006

unknown artifact

3974

L5E

Gould 2006

unknown artifact

3975

L5E

Gould 2006

unknown artifact

3986

L5E

Gould 2006

possible awl

3987

L5E

Gould 2006

decorative ornament

10014

N0E

Bangeman 2007

non-cultural material

10901

R0E

Gould 2006; Boyd 2007

decorative ornament (Gould 2006); non-cultural
material (Boyd 2007)

10904

R0E

Gould 2006; Boyd 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006); awl (Boyd 2007)

10932

R0E

Gould 2006; Boyd 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006); decorative
ornament (Boyd 2007)

10933

R0E

Gould 2006; Boyd 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006; Boyd 2007)

11204

R0E

Gould 2006

unknown artifact

11477

R0E

Gould 2006; Boyd 2007

unknown artifact (Gould 2006; Boyd 2007)

11478

S4E

Boyd 2007

awl

11498

M0E

Boyd 2007

unknown artifact

11544

M0E

Boyd 2007

non-cultural material

11562

M0E

Boyd 2007

harpoon valve

11583

L5E

Gould 2006

possible awl or punch

11784

T3E

Boyd 2007

awl

11814

T3E

Boyd 2007

pin

11959

L5E

Gould 2006

decorative ornament

11975

L5E

Gould 2006

decorative ornament

13334

M0E

Boyd 2007

unknown artifact

13401

T4E

Boyd 2007

projectile point

13423

M0E

Boyd 2007

unknown artifact

13440

M0E

Boyd 2007

awl

13441

R0E

Bangeman 2007

unknown artifact

13442

M0E

Boyd 2007

non-cultural material
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Author(s)/Year

Interpretation(s)/Notes

13500

M0E

Boyd 2007

awl

13557

Q3E

Bangeman 2007

unknown artifact

13562

U3E

Bangeman 2007

awl

15834

M0E

Bangeman 2007

non-cultural material

16023

M0E

Bangeman 2007

harpoon point fragment

APPENDIX 3
Inventory of Boxes and Maps in the Grissom Collection with Content Information and Names of Corresponding Digital Files1.
Inventory
ID

Writing on Box

Description of Contents

Electronic File Name,
if Applicable

Notes and Specifics on Contents

1

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site

Cat. Nos. 001-902 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

2

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site

903-1824 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

3

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site

1825-2792 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

4

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site

2793-3693 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

5

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

3694-3989 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

6

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

6438-6543 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

7

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

6544-6712 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

8

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

6713-7218 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

9

45-KT-301 Grissom
Large Item Box

7219-7223 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

10

45-KT-301 Grissom
Large Item Box

7224-7228 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts
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ID

Writing on Box

Description of Contents

Electronic File Name,
if Applicable

Notes and Specifics on Contents

11

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

7229-7362 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

12

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

7363-7540 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

13

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

7541-7647 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts; Contains numerous
soil samples in plastic vials

14

45-KT-301 Grissom
Large Item Box
7638, 7639, 7831,
7836-7842

Cat. No. 7638, 7639, 7831, 78367842 non-fauna

N/A

Large non-faunal artifacts

15

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

7648-7761 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

16

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

7762-7982 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

17

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

7983-8121 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

18

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

8122-8404 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

19

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

8405-8791 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

20

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

8792-8951 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

21

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

8952-9188 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

22

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

9189-9433 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts
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Inventory
ID

Writing on Box

Description of Contents

Electronic File Name,
if Applicable

Notes and Specifics on Contents

23

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

9434-9673 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

24

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

9674-9805 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

25

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

9806-10000 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

26

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna Large
Item Box

7843-7850 non-fauna

N/A

Large non-faunal artifacts

27

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna Large
Item Box

8029-8036 non-fauna

N/A

Large non-faunal artifacts

28

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

10001-10379 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

29

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

10380-10711 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

30

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

10712-10970 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

31

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

10971-11164 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

32

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

11165-11271 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

33

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

11272-11486 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

34

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

11487-11738 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts
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ID

Writing on Box

Description of Contents

Electronic File Name,
if Applicable

Notes and Specifics on Contents

35

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

11739-11902 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

36

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

11903-12064 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

37

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

12065-12276 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

38

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

12277-12500 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

39

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

12501-12818 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

40

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

12819-13148.1 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts; 13148.1 is bag 1 of 2

41

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

13148.2-13216 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts; 13148.2 is bag 2 of 2

42

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

13217-13550 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

43

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

13551-13699 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

44

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

13700-14145 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

45

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

14146-14501 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

46

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

14502-14774 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts; Contains numerous
charcoal samples

47

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

14775-15149 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts
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ID

Writing on Box

Description of Contents

Electronic File Name,
if Applicable

Notes and Specifics on Contents

48

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

15150-15268 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

49

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

15269-15650 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

50

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

15651-15971 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

51

45-KT-301 Grissom
Fauna

15972-16147 fauna

N/A

Faunal artifacts

52

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna

artifacts 273, 386, 387, 445, 699, 903906 non-fauna

N/A

Non-faunal artifacts

53

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna Large
Item Box

artifacts 1040, 1114, 1167, 1407,
1543, 1601, 1611, 1636 non-fauna

N/A

Large non-faunal artifacts

54

45-KT-301 Grissom
Non-Fauna Large
Item Box

artifacts 1656, 1761, 2088, 2251,
2514, 2542, 2597, 2632, 2711, 3774,
3775 non-fauna

N/A

Large non-faunal artifacts

55

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Card Catalog

Contains the original card catalogs for
the site (some cards are also located
in Box 56)

Cards have not
been scanned

Original site card catalogs

56

45-KT-301 Grissom
Card Catalogs,
Artifact Photos &
In-Progress

Grissom site card catalogs

Cards have not
been scanned

The majority of the card catalog is
located in Box 55

56

45-KT-301 Grissom
Card Catalogs,
Artifact Photos &
In-Progress

Problem artifacts and cards

N/A

Artifacts with duplicate catalog
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56

45-KT-301 Grissom
Card Catalogs,
Artifact Photos &
In-Progress

56

45-KT-301 Grissom
Card Catalogs,
Artifact Photos &
In-Progress

Electronic File Name,
if Applicable

Notes and Specifics on Contents

Some original field tags

N/A

Tags (n=149) are 2¾-x-Ǫ-in. manila
card stock with reinforced holes.
Writing is in pencil and includes site
trinomial, unit number, provenience
information and temporary ID number
on some

Artifact photos

In “Artifacts” electronic
folder organized by
catalog number

Photos are likely the ones taken by Ed
Dunning in 1982 (see box 57) but I
cannot be sure. This folder only has
photos of projectile points – Dunning
took some photos of nails as well as
projectile points.
Photograph record forms and
corresponding photos for all negatives
in the collection (added by Holly Shea
in April 2012), from Spring 1969 and
Summer 1970 field seasons; CDs
holding all the digitally scanned site
records and photos discussed in this
table

Description of Contents

57

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Misc photos
and records

45KT301 photo catalog and digital
records

45KT301-1969-70photocatalog.pdf

57

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Misc photos
and records

Dunning’s artifact photos from 1982

45KT301-Dunning1982PhotosDrawings.pdf

57

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Misc photos
and records

Black binder says “Grissom: NonFauna Catalog 2005” on spine

Not scanned – all
information from this
catalog is included in the
45KT301 Catalog Access
Database

Contact sheets, photo log and
illustrations of artifacts; Dunning
photographed projectile points and a
few historic nails from 45KT301
Catalog number assignments for nonfaunal artifacts from 2001-2006 catalog
project
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57

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Misc photos
and records

Red binder says “Grissom Fauna
Catalog 2001” on spine

Not scanned – all
information from this
catalog is included in the
45KT301 Catalog Access
Database

Catalog number assignments for faunal
artifacts from 2001-2006 catalog project

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder, no label on cover, named
“Blue Binder 2” by Holly Shea in
2012

BlueBinder2DenmansFieldCatalogand
MISCPitInfo.pdf

45KT301 Denman's Field Catalog 1967,
1968

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder, no label on cover, named
“Blue Binder 2” by Holly Shea in
2012

BlueBinder2SpringSummer1970Artifact
Catalog.pdf

Artifact Catalog from Spring and
Summer 1970

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder, no label on cover, named
“Blue Binder 2” by Holly Shea in
2012

BlueBinder2-FieldCatalogJDRINC.pdf

Archaeology Field Catalog Forms

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder, no label on cover, named
“Blue Binder 2” by Holly Shea in
2012

BlueBinder2Spring1970ArtifactCatalog.
pdf

Early Artifact Catalog

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder, no label on cover, named
“Blue Binder 2” by Holly Shea in
2012

BlueBinder2WallacePlots1971.pdf

Methods derived and employed on
45KT301 (Grissom) and corresponding
data sheets organized by manila file
dividers

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Black binder says“45KT301 Field
Records Spring 1968 C. Denman
Student Generated Papers” on spine:

BlackBinder196768studentPapers.pdf

Reports from field school students from
1967 and 1968

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Black binder, no label on cover

BlackBinder196769fieldrecords.pdf

45KT301 CCDenman - P/L [Pit/Level]
Records 1967-1969
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58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Black binder, no label on cover

BlackBinder196769fieldrecords.pdf

45-KT-301 Denman's Feature Forms
1967, 1968

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Black binder, no label on cover

BlackBinderSmiths1970pitLevelRecord
s.pdf

45-KT-301 P/L [Pit/Level] Records
(W.C.S.) 1970

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder says “45KT301 New
Catalog” on spine

BlueBinder-Williams198182catalog.pdf

Catalog created by L. Williams in
Winter-Spring 1981 and Winter 1982

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder, no label on cover, named
“Blue Binder 6” by Holly Shea in
2012

BlueBinder6HistoricArtifactIDSources.
pdf;
NailChronology.pdf;
BlueBinder6HistoricResources.pdf

Misc. documents, mostly related to
background research carried out on the
site:

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Black binder, no label on cover

BlackBinderSummer1970pitLevel
Records.pdf

Pit/Level records from summer 1970

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Sheets of paper stapled into a
translucent orange cover: Upper
right-hand corner of first page says
"CCD 1967-8"

BlueBinder2DenmansFieldCatalogand
MISCPitInfo.pdf

Five pages of field forms: contains a
map with one of the few references to
the locations of Units A and B

58

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Loose manila folder says "45KT301
Site Map/Etc." on tab

MiscPitInfoandSiteMaps.pd
f

Misc. sketch maps of site, information
pertaining to the unit numbering system,
information related to the original
mapping of the site by Dr. Alexander
and misc. artifact catalog forms.

59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder says “45KT301 1” on
spine

BlueBinder1unitdesignations.pdf

Form explaining full unit designations
and their abbreviations
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59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder says “45KT301 1” on
spine

BlueBinder1Spring1971pitLevelRecords
.pdf

1971 Pit/Level Records

59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder says “45KT301 1” on
spine

BlueBinder1Winter1970SmithAnth360.
pdf

Procedures used in Anth 360, Analytical
Methods in Archaeology, taught by Dr.
Smith in Winter 1970

59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder says “45KT301 1” on
spine

BlueBinder1Spring1971Recon7201.pdf

Spring 1971 reconnaissance #7201 near
45KT301

59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder says “45KT301 3” on
spine, 45KT301 (Lithics), This Binder
Contains Lithic – S6E” on cover

BlueBinders3and51971-72lithics.pdf

Lithic analysis forms from Winter 1971Winter 1972 organized by unit; Includes
units F0E – S6E

59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder says “45KT301 3” on
spine, 45KT301 (Lithics), This Binder
Contains Lithic – S6E” on cover

BlueBinders3and51971-72lithics.pdf

Lithic analysis forms organized by level
and quad rather than unit – no date

59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder, Spine says "45KT301 5
Lithics", Cover says "45KT301
(Lithics), This Binder Contains S1W X0E”

BlueBinders3and51971-72lithics.pdf

Continuation of Blue Binder 3 above,
comprising units S1W – X0E analyzed
Winter 1971-Winter 1972.

59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder, Spine says "45KT301 5
Lithics", Cover says "45KT301
(Lithics), This Binder Contains S1W X0E"

BlueBinders3and51971-72lithics.pdf

A manila folder with no writing on it
found in a box of misc. contents by
graduate student A. Keller with lithic
weight/count forms from T5E, S3E,
R5E, Q1W, R0E, F0E, R1W was added
in April 2012.

59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder, no label on cover, named
“Blue Binder 4 Faunal” by Holly
Shea in 2012

BlueBinder41982Faunal.pdf

Faunal analysis forms organized by unit.
Dates on forms say 4 Feb. 1982, authors
Lipsky and Benson
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59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder, no label on cover, named
“Blue Binder 4 Faunal” by Holly
Shea in 2012

BlueBinder41982Faunal.pdf

Faunal analysis forms organized by
level and quad

59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Blue binder, no label on cover, named
“Blue Binder 4 Faunal” by Holly
Shea in 2012

BlueBinder4JacobsandSteffens1972OsteoReport.pdf

1972 Osteological Survey of the
Grissom Site, 1972 report by Jacobs and
Steffens (added to this binder by Holly
Shea in April 2012)

59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Loose manila folder says "45KT301
Lithics, Susan"

45KT301Lithics-Susan.pdf

Undated pages of lithics by artifact
number, pit number and level number

59

45-KT-301 Grissom
Site Field Records

Loose manila folder says "General
Lab Form” on tab, “Glass
Distribution” on front"

45KT301ManilaFolderHartGlass&NailAnalysis.pd
f

Data sheets for artifact distribution
study done by Stan Hart in the early
1980s. Artifacts include historic glass
and metal. Map 7 of the Grissom maps
corresponds to this study.

60

Grissom Site
45KT301 Mixed
Materials

Artifacts 16,148 -

N/A

Contains Grissom site artifacts found
and catalogued in 2012. More will be
added to this box if found.

Map 1

N/A

Map of units in the main grid at
45KT301

Not Scanned

This map appears to be someone
mapping units for which catalog cards
exist but no other records (e.g., E3W,
J3W, 05E; see Chapter V for a
discussion of units like these). No date,
initialed “DLW,” probably Darrell
Wallace.

Map 2

N/A

Map of main grid at 45KT301

Not Scanned

Dated April 1, 1971, initialed “DLW,”
Darrell Wallace.
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Map 3

N/A

“Contour Map of 45KT301 Area”

Not Scanned

Dr. Lubinski (personal communication,
2011) thought this may have been made
with a plane table and alidade. Smith
did not make this map (Dr. Smith,
personal communication, 2011).

Map 4

N/A

“45KT301 Site Layout Rough Copy”

Not Scanned

Shows main grid, units A-V, 0-5 E. This
map has the site datum in the NW
corner of unit O4E. No date or author.

Map 5

N/A

“45KT301 Profile”

Not Scanned

Profile map of units F0E, N0E, Q0E and
R1W. Q0E is a soil profile while the
other three show the location of
artifacts. No date

Map 6

Tube says “Plotting
Master Chart”

“Plotting Master Chart”

Not Scanned

Map on mylar of excavated units by
John Benson (know to have worked on
the Grissom collection in the early
1980s). Undated.

N/A

“Major Distribution of Glass and
Metal”

Not Scanned

Stan Hart (personal communication,
2012) confirmed that this map is
probably one he made in the early 1980s
as part of his historic artifact
distribution study. Map is on mylar.

Not Scanned

Uses presstone/zipatone shapes (Dr.
Lubinski, personal communication
2012) to show distribution of metal
tools/parts, buttons, shoe fragments,
rifle shells and belt buckles in main site
grid. No date or author.

Map 7a

Map 7b

N/A

“Historical Distribution”
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Map 7c

N/A

Two maps “Glass” and “Nail Metal”

Not Scanned

Unable to determine more information
from this map – map is lacking vital
information. Map is on mylar. No date
or author.

Map 7d

N/A

Overlay of unit grid

Not Scanned

Overlay map on mylar showing location
of units in the main site grid. No date or
author.

Map 8

N/A

Map of main grid at 45KT301

Not Scanned

Earlier grid layout map on mylar,
similar to Map 6. No date or author.

Map 9

N/A

Overlay maps showing distribution of
glass and ceramics in main
excavation grid

Not Scanned

Overlay map with 9 pages on mylar.
Shows distribution of glass (white,
brown, green, blue, and “milkglass”)
and ceramics throughout main
excavation grid by 10 cm levels. No
date or author on maps.

Map 10

N/A

Map entitled “Spring 71 Master
Feature Map D.L.W.”

Not Scanned

Map shows the layout of the main
excavation block. No feature
information is included in this map

Map 11

N/A

Aerial map of the Grissom site area
dated June 1977

Not Scanned

N/A

Map 12

N/A

1966 Colockum Pass SE USGS Quad
Map

Not Scanned

Map shows site location and related
features

1

Most digital files are on a digital CD entitled “45KT301 Grissom Site Records 2012, 1 of 2.” Files on disc entitled “45KT301 Grissom Site Records
2012, 2 of 2” include MiscPitInfoandSiteMaps.pdf and 45KT301ManilaFolder-HartGlass&NailAnalysis.pdf. A DVD is also included in the binder that
holds all digitally scanned site records, photos and this thesis.
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APPENDIX 4
Content and Digital File Names of Photographic Negatives in the Grissom Archives1.

Digital File Name

Form# (if
applicable)

Frame
Number
on
Negative

Year, if
known

Remarks (from Photograph Data
Forms, if applicable)

Neg# on form
(if applicable)

From “Photos with Forms” electronic folder:
45KT301Form01Neg04.tif

1

4

1969

Deer mandible level one 0-20 cm, pit
RS01E; 3 aspects of subject

B-001

45KT301Form02Neg05.tif

2

5

1969

RS01E hearth features; 40 cm depth;
charcoal lens-line faint

B-001

45KT301Form03Neg06.tif

3

6

1969

Herbivore mandible; depth 18cm

B-001
C-001

45KT301Form04NegC001.tif

4

1

1969

Fire hearth; film as a of 50; 16 tungsten;
RS01E

45KT301Form06NegC002.tif

6

2

1969

RS01E; hearth 40 cm depth, charcoal lens
faint

C-002

45KT301Form07Neg11.tif

7

11

1969

Possible animal burrow deposit; associated
historical material; UV01E; depth 95 cm

B-002

45KT301Form08Neg12.tif

8

12

1969

Possible animal burrow deposit; associated
historical material; pit UV01E

None

45KT301Form09Neg07.tif

9

7

1969

Associated historical deposit in UV01E
(see form no. 7)

B-003

45KT301Form10Neg08.tif

10

8

1969

Historical feature; wall or foundation

B-004

45KT301Form11Neg01.tif

11

1

1969

Historical foundation area; XY01E

B-005
1 of 3
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45KT301Form12Neg03.tif

12

3

1969

Foundation feature; pit XY01E

B-005
2 of 3

45KT301Form13Neg02.tif

13

2

1969

Foundation feature XY01E

B-005
3 of 3

45KT301Form14Neg06.tif

14

6

1969

Foundation feature XY01E

B-006
1 of 3

45KT301Form15Neg05.tif

15

5

1969

Foundation feature; XY01E; ground level
profile

B-006
2 of 3

45KT301Form16Neg04.tif

16

4

1969

Foundation feature XY01E

B-006
3 of 3

45KT301Form17Neg10.tif

17

10

1969

Candid shot of 2 excavators preparing
“lunch”

B-007
1 of 3

45KT301Form18Neg09.tif

18

9

1969

Candid shot of RS01E excavators from a
view seen by a blade of grass near the
plane table

B-007
2 of 3

45KT301Form19Neg08.tif

19

8

1969

Candid shot of MN01E excavators

B-007
3 of 3

45KT301Form20Neg19.tif

20

19

1969

Measuring Technique [Note: Persons
identified as Tom Thompson (l) and Peter
Bergan (r) by Dr. Smith in 2012.]

A-001
1 of 4

45KT301Form21Neg20.tif

21

20

1969

Measuring technique

A-001
2 of 4

45KT301Form22Neg21.tif

22

21

1969

Digging technique

A-001
3 of 4
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45KT301Form23Neg22.tif

23

22

1969

Digging technique

A-001
4 of 4

45KT301Form24Neg23.tif

24

23

1969

Metate ‘in situ’; pit UV01E

A-002
1 of 4

45KT301Form25Neg24.tif

25

24

1969

Excavators ‘in situ’; pit TU34E

A-002
2 of 4

45KT301Form26Neg25.tif

26

25

1969

Pit UV01E; artifact ‘in situ’

A-002
3 of 4

45KT301Form27Neg26.tif

27

26

1969

Excavating and recording in pit [Note: Dr.
Smith identified Tom Thompson (l) and
Peter Bergan (r) in this photo in 2012.]

A-002
4 of 4

45KT301Form28Neg25.tif

28

25

1970

Photo showing linear arrangement of
burials

A-003
# 26

45KT301Form29Neg26.tif

29

26

1970

Photo shows linear arrangement of burials;
D4 & D5 & D6 (D5 and D6 being
excavated

A-003
# 27

45KT301Form30Neg27.tif

30

27

1970

Full view of burial D$ showing
construction of rock walls in relation to
grid

A-003
# 28

45KT301Form31Neg28.tif

31

28

1970

Close up of wall structure of burial D4

A-003
# 29

45KT301Form32Neg29.tif

32

29

1970

Candid of Darrel Thiel excavating burial
D4

A-003
#30

45KT301Form33Neg30.tif

33

30

1970

General view of burial D6 showing wall
construction and floor

A-003
#31
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45KT301Form34Neg31.tif

34

31

1970

Close up view of wall construction

A-003
#32

45KT301Form35Neg32.tif

35

32

1970

Burial D6; showing extent of bark layer
which had covered a 50cm square

A-003
#33

45KT301Form36Neg33.tif

36

33

1970

Close up showing extent of bark layer at
present

A-003
#34

45KT301Form37Neg34.tif

37

34

1970

Candid of Roger Mikota excavating burial
D6

A-003
#35

45KT301Form38Neg35.tif

38

35

1970

Pit R5E-13 feature; possible wooden post

A-003
#36

45KT301Form39Neg36.tif

39

36

1970

Pit U3E-21-31; fire pit feature two
associated artifacts in situ

A-003
#37

45KT301Form40Neg37.tif

40

37

1970

Pit J2W; candid showing depth
Persons: Buck Dawson, Pat Hale. Roger
Mikota

A-003
#38

45KT301Form41Neg38.tif

41

38

1970

Pits U3E, V3E, W3E showing linear
arrangement of rock wall
Dick Landstrom, Pat Sutton Janine Pease

A-003
#39

45KT301Form42Neg39.tif

42

39

1970

Pits U3E, V3E, W3E showing linear
arrangement of rock wall
Dick Landstrom, Pat Sutton Janine Pease

A-003
#40

45KT301Form43Neg40.tif

43

40

1970

Showing N-S rockwall in pits V3E, W3E
south half of wall

A-003
#41

45KT301Form44Neg41.tif

44

41

1970

Showing N-S rockwall in pits U3E, V3E;
North half of wall

A-003
#42
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45KT301Form45Neg42.tif

45

42

1970

General view of pits R5E, S5E, T5E,U5E

A-003 #43

45KT301Form46Neg43.tif

46

43

1970

General view of pits R3E, S3E, T3E, U3E,
V3E, W3E

A-003
#44

45KT301Form47Neg44.tif

47

44

1970

General view of pits P3E, Q3E, Q4E

A-003
#1

45KT301Form48Neg01.tif

48

1

1970

General view of W3E, V3E, U3E, T3E,
S4E, S3E, R3E, Q3E, Q4E, P3E

A-003
#2

45KT301Form49Neg02.tif

49

2

1970

General view of all pits in central portion
of site

A-003
#3

45KT301Crew_Neg01.tif

N/A

01

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on site

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg02.tif

N/A

02

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on site

N/A
N/A

From “Crew” electronic folder:

45KT301Crew_Neg03_BillSmith_
Lunch.tif

N/A

03

Unknown

Crew members and Dr. Smith on lunch
break

45KT301Crew_Neg04_Lunch.tif

N/A

04

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on lunch break

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg05_Lunch.tif

N/A

05

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on lunch break

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg06_Lunch.tif

N/A

06

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on lunch break

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg07_Lunch.tif

N/A

07

Unknown

Unidentified crew members on lunch break

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg08_Lunch.tif

N/A

08

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on lunch break

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg09_Lunch.tif

N/A

09

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on lunch break

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg10_Lunch.tif

N/A

10

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on lunch break

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg11.tif

N/A

11

Unknown

Unidentified crew members on site

N/A
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45KT301Crew_Neg12.tif

N/A

12

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on site

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg13_Trowel.tif

N/A

13

Unknown

Unidentified crew member excavating pit

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg14_Excavating.tif

N/A

14

Unknown

Unidentified crew member excavating pit

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg15_BillSmith_
Excavating.tif

N/A

15

Unknown

Unidentified crew member and Dr. Smith
excavating pit

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg16_BillSmith_
Excavating.tif

N/A

16

Unknown

Dr. Smith excavating pit

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg17_Level.tif

N/A

17

Unknown

Unidentified crew member using a transit
level

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg40_Lunch.tif

N/A

40

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on lunch break

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg41_Lunch.tif

N/A

41

Unknown

Unidentified crew members on lunch break

N/A
N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg42_BillSmith_
Lunch.tif

N/A

42

Unknown

Unidentified crew members and Dr. Smith
on lunch break

45KT301Crew_Neg43_Lunch.tif

N/A

43

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on lunch break

N/A

45KT301Crew_Neg44.tif

N/A

44

Unknown

Unidentified crew member on site

N/A

From “Field Techniques, Proof Page 2” electronic folder:
45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg17_Pit.tif

N/A

17

Unknown

Floor of unidentified unit with trowel
(showing location of a feature?)

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg18_Pit.tif

N/A

18

Unknown

Same as above, different exposure

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg19_Pit.tif

N/A

19

Unknown

Same as above, different exposure

N/A
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45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg20_
Excavating.tif

N/A

20

Unknown

Unidentified crew member in same pit as
Negs 17, 18 and 19

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg21_Pit.tif

N/A

21

Unknown

Photo of same unit as above, minus the
crew member

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg22_Pit.tif

N/A

22

Unknown

Another view of the unit in above photos

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg23_
Excavating.tif

N/A

23

Unknown

Unidentified crew member in pit

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg24_
ScreenVan.tif

N/A

24

Unknown

Photo of screen, dirt and bottle

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg25_
WaterPit.tif

N/A

25

Unknown

Photo of unidentified pit filling with water

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg26_
WaterPit.tif

N/A

26

Unknown

Photo of same pit filling with water

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg27_
CrewWorking.tif

N/A

27

Unknown

Unidentified crew members working

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg28_Crew.t
if

N/A

28

Unknown

Unidentified crew members taking a break

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg29_Pit.tif

N/A

29

Unknown

Photo of floor of same pit in Negs 17-22
above, with trowel

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg30_
Excavating.tif

N/A

30

Unknown

Unidentified crew members excavating

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg31_
BillSmith_Level.tif

N/A

31

Unknown

Unidentified crew members and Dr. Smith
using level transit

N/A
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45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg32_
BillSmith_Level.tif

N/A

32

Unknown

Photo of crew members and Dr. Smith
using level transit

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg33_
Screening.tif

N/A

33

Unknown

Unidentified crew member screening

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg34_
Screening.tif

N/A

34

Unknown

Unidentified crew member screening

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg35_
Screen.tif

N/A

35

Unknown

Photo of screen, dirt and jeep in
background

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg36_
BillSmith_Level.tif

N/A

36

Unknown

Photo of crew members and Dr. Smith
with level transit

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg37_
BillSmith_Level.tif

N/A

37

Unknown

Dr. Smith using level transit with
unidentified crew members looking on

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg38_
StadiaRod.tif

N/A

38

Unknown

Unidentified crew member using stadia rod

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg39_
StadiaRod.tif

N/A

39

Unknown

Unidentified crew member using stadia rod

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg40_
Excavating.tif

N/A

40

Unknown

Unidentified crew members excavating

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg41_
StadiaRod.tif

N/A

41

Unknown

Unidentified crew member using stadia rod

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg42_
BillSmith.tif

N/A

42

Unknown

Portrait of Dr. Bill Smith

N/A
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45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg43_
Screen.tif

Form# (if
applicable)

N/A

Frame
Number
on
Negative

Year, if
known

43

Unknown

Remarks (from Photograph Data
Forms, if applicable)
Photo of screen, dirt, bottle and vehicles in
background

Neg# on form
(if applicable)

N/A

From “Field Techniques Proof Page 3” electronic folder:
45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg03_
Smith_StadiaRodandTransit.tif

N/A

03

Unknown

Dr. Smith and unidentified person with
stadia rod and transit

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg04_
Excavating.tif

N/A

04

Unknown

Unidentified crew members excavating

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg05.tif

N/A

05

Unknown

Close-up photo (probably accidentally
taken) of unidentified person

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg06_
BillSmith_Transit.tif

N/A

06

Unknown

Dr. Smith using transit with unidentified
crew member in background

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg07.tif

N/A

07

Unknown

Unidentified crew members on site with
screen and vehicles in shot

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg08_
Screening.tif

N/A

08

Unknown

Unidentified crew member screening

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg09_
CrewWorking.tif

N/A

09

Unknown

Unidentified crew members working on
site

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg10_
CrewWorking.tif

N/A

10

Unknown

Unidentified crew members working on
site

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg11_
Screening.tif

N/A

11

Unknown

Unidentified crew members working on
site

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg12_
Screening.tif

N/A

12

Unknown

Unidentified crew members screening

N/A
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45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg14_
Excavating.tif

N/A

14

Unknown

Unidentified crew members excavating

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg15_
Screening.tif

N/A

15

Unknown

Unidentified crew members screening

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg16_
Crew.tif

N/A

16

Unknown

Unidentified crew members on site

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg17_
Transit.tif

N/A

17

Unknown

Unidentified person using transit

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg18_
Screening.tif

N/A

18

Unknown

Unidentified crew members screening

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg19_
Screening.tif

N/A

19

Unknown

Same unidentified crew members
screening as in above photo

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg20_
Screening.tif

N/A

20

Unknown

Unidentified crew members with screens

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg21_
CrewWorking.tif

N/A

21

Unknown

Unidentified crew members on site

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg22_
StadiaRod.tif

N/A

22

Unknown

Unidentified crew member with stadia rod

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg23_
Screening.tif

N/A

23

Unknown

Unidentified crew member screening

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg24_
Screening.tif

N/A

24

Unknown

Unidentified crew members screening

N/A

45KT301FieldTechniques_Neg25_
Screening.tif

N/A

25

Unknown

Unidentified crew members on site, some
screening

N/A
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45KT301FieldOffice_Neg01_Unit.tif

N/A

01

Unknown

Color photo of unidentified partially
excavated pit with fence in background

N/A

45KT301FieldOffice_Neg02_
Fieldwork.tif

N/A

02

Unknown

Color photo of unidentified crew members
working on site

N/A

45KT301FieldOffice_Neg03_Artifact.tif

N/A

03

Unknown

Photo of artifact (projectile point) on
clipboard

N/A

45KT301FieldOffice_Neg05_Office.tif

N/A

05

Unknown

Color photo of unidentified person in
office

N/A

45KT301FieldOffice_Neg06_
Excavating.tif

N/A

06

Unknown

Color photo of unidentified crew member
taking notes in pit

N/A

45KT301FieldOffice_Neg07_
Notetaking.tif

N/A

07

Unknown

Color photo of same unidentified crew
member as above taking notes in pit

N/A

45KT301FieldOffice_Neg08_
Screening.tif

N/A

08

Unknown

Color photo of unidentified crew member
screening over wheelbarrow

N/A

45KT301FieldOffice_Neg09_Crew.tif

N/A

09

Unknown

Color photo of same unidentified crew
member as in above photo

N/A

45KT301FieldOffice_Neg10_Crew.tif

N/A

10

Unknown

Color photo of same unidentified crew
member in Negs 08-09

N/A

45KT301FieldOffice_Neg11_Crew.tif

N/A

11

Unknown

Color photo of Dr. Bill Smith in pit with
crew looking on

N/A

Digital File Name
From “Field/Office” electronic folder2:

45KT301FieldOffice_Neg12_
Overview photo of the Grissom site, taken
N/A
12
Unknown
N/A
SiteOverview.tif
from the basalt area SE of main site
1
Unless otherwise noted, all photographs are black and white.
2
Negatives of photos in the “Field/Office” electronic folder were found in an envelope with “360.3 Photos, Al Arruda” written on the outside.
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